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DOVER,

N. H., WEDNESDAY,

and-of current events;these appear tobe but
samples of the gencrally prevalent spirit of
the times in the criminal department.
ACCUSATIONS OF THE PRESS.
‘One of our Dailies, the Sun, in gratula-

ctr
ive a discourse replete with impressive truths and practical lessons of the
reat theme. The pastor was at a station

in another city. ,

E. M.
Fa

tion for the integrity of Chief Justice Chase |
A Woman's Protest.
of the United States Supreme Court, says:
“It is peculiarly important that our Federal | | Vosiee what men would say if, every
courts should be preserved above suspicion ; time they took up a paper or magazine,
nny

es

for our State courts are about gone. Little they found an article upon some one of the
reliance is to be placed on them. Thereare following or kindred subjects ;—, The Inadvance, $2,50.
{ some honest judges ; but there are so many fluence of Man,”—¢ The Proper Sphere of
Subscribers in Canada and the other British ProvExtravagance of Man,”—
moes, will be charged 20 cen!
ear in additionto dishonest ones that there is no safety in ‘Man,”—¢The
the price of She paper, to prep:
postageto the trusting to the State.courts, as a rule, for
“ The Manly Man,”—‘ The Wickedness of
protection of our rights.” The same paper Man,”—¢¢ The Frivolities.of Man,”—and
All Mivistors (ordained and licensed,) in
then glancing at the names of the authors,
standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion are of the same day, hasan editorial, headed,
authorized and 1oquested to act as Agents in obtaining
“Post Office Thieves.” Ittells us that many found that they were ir every case written
subscribers, an ii obllesting and forwarding moneys.
SE
10
cent, on ul) moneys ©ol-, letters sent with money in payment for the
by women ? They have only. to imagine
lected and remitted by them.
oy
paper, are stolen on their way through the what their thoughts would be to know
Agen! ts and others should be purtionlas to give
In some cases persons have sent what all sensible women think of certain
ost Offices ( County and State) of subscribers for | mails.
a
they make remittances, &o. Rémember, it is money a third time before it has reached the
articles which
are evidently written for
aot the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
right hands, Yet further, the same sheet their instruction and possibly for their ediceceive their papers.
All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
invol
facts, must be Seqmpaniod with the
oroper names of the writers.
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Oh, mean may seem this house of clay »
Yet twas the Lord’s abode ;
Our feet may mourn this thorny way,

“

Yet here Emmanuel trod.
This fleshly robe the Lord did wear,
This watch the Lord did keep;
These burdens sore the Lord did bear,

. These tears the Lord did weep.
This world the Master overcame,

This death the Lord did die:

Oh, vanquished world! oh, glorious theme!
Oh, hallowed agony!
Oh, vale of tears, no longer sad,
‘Wherein the Lord did dwell;
Oh, holy robe of flesh, that clad
Our own Emmanuel !
Our very frailty brings us near

Unto the Lord of heaven:
To every grief, to every tear

Such glory strange is given.
But not this-fleshly robe alone

5

Shall link us, Lord, to thee;

Not always in the tear and groan
»
Shall the dear kindred be.
Shall we not, Lord, to thee belong,
Because thy robes we wear—
Because thy fullness makes us strong,
Thy glory makes us fair?

Correspondence.
ny

EARTH.—THEORIES AND FACTS.

On the first Sabbath of this year,

the edit-

or of the Liberal Christian preached on the
text: We look for new heavens and a new
earth wherein dwelleth righteousness.” Tt

was in one of our halls for pblit meetings
up-town, as advertised in the papers of the

day before.

The auditory, attracted by so

great a theme, were told that the prophecy
has had, or is having, its fulfillment in the
worldig, present state, or its near and fast
advance’ to consummate perfection
ence, politics, morals and religion.

in sci-

On the last day of the past year, the day
* before the advertisement, two days before
the preaching: of this, a murder was committed in the city that stirred a ripple of
feeling iin the public mind, amidst its agitations ordinary and extraordinary,—a distinct
sensation of horror. It was not that a mere
murder had

occurred in the

city.

That is

an every day event, paksing away with the
laying down of the morning paper, as its

other items of eity news.

It was that its

circumstances were extraordinary.
Mp.
Rogers, a respectable, exemplary citizen

was murdered at his own door, in open day,
In Twelth

Street, near

them in the

Fifth Avenue.”

street,

for votes'that elected

them, or votes to

re-

He

was cleaning away the snow from his base-

It should be a

to New

York,

under

the name of Free Methodism.
Its advertisement .in the . Tribune tells
that since its connectional organization,
eight years ago, it has increased from the
first society previously formed in St. Louis,

to

6,000 niembers ; 94 preachers; 49 church

edifices ; 166,900 dollars in
i church property.
In doctrine ,discipline and usage it is arevival or re-adoption of old-time Methodism, of

older time Christianity. Persons are admit:
ted to membership only as having attaihed
or as seeking the “perfect love that casteth
out fear.” Proclaiming the gospel for all,
its special effort is towards the class cited
by the Author, as that to which he specially

preached it—to the poor: hence requiring
admission to its houses of worship to be free
as the grace it preaches, forbidding sales
and rentings of pews, and enjoining plainness, simplicity, inexpensiveness and mod-

and area,

in compassionate

gates.

The Appointing

ministers to circuits

Committees

of

are of like proportions,

The Official Boards are elected by the Soci-

re-

, lll-health, Two men walking on the other
side of the street, stopped opposite, one tak-

ing off his overcoat and giving itin keeping

proper sphere, if she has not sense enough
to know when she is out of it, and mother
wit enough to find it, no amount of pr eaching will set her right,
And then her extravagance! There are
women who are wickedly extravagant, who

needlessly spend sums. of money upon
themselves which would feed hundreds of
hungry children, and lift the cloud of care
from many weary hearts; but these few are
not the rule. We have been, a schoolma'am and boarded round. We think few
people have a better opportunity to know
the real history of various families than the

fortunate pair,
ibility? .

on the ground of incompat-

Is there any one whom we dread to meet
more than

the wife

her husband,

who

finds

the sister who

fault with

complains

her brother, or the woman of society,

of

as

other

tendeht

pi¢achers.

A general superin-

‘presides at’ General Conference,

mothers

and sisters,

party tothrow

it ill becomes

stones.

either

N.F.

Chips.
ry

A

——All persons are inexcusable while
lacking the spirit which Christ is so willing
to give ¢‘ to those who ask him.” He has
commanded every one of his flock “to be
filled with the Spirit,” and has plainly declared that ‘‘ if any man have rot the spirit of
Christ he is none of his.”

——A world of sinners will be saved
only by the workings of the Spirit through

living Christians; anfl bur succes$in winning souls depends oft the measure
spiritual ‘attainments tore than
other qualifications.

of our
on all

martyrdom to a man who has a heart.

:

It is an easy thing to go to the stake in
these days, when the stake itself blossoms
with honor and is fragrant with praise, and
the only flame a man feels is the blush of
his modesty at the extravagant

an admiring crowd.
in the

But

Christ-gpirit,

to doright on every
in every

with

minute

plaudits

of

%o tell the truth

the least as withthe

and

transaction,

greatest,

in spite of provocation, and-even

and

into Park Bank opposite the' Astor House,
Broadway; knocked outa glass of a quarterinch thickness before the desks behind
which the clerks were arranging for the
day’s business,

thousands

seized a

package

of dollars, and

went

of

out.

some

He

was pursued and caught. The daring in
themurder and Bank robbery-is enough
alike to have been in the same person ; or is
it a sample

of what is to characterize the

Liberalistic New Earth of Liberal Righteousness? The general aspect favors this

latter supposition. Taking our newspapers.
48 exponents of the general state of things

the meeting that morning, and wished

any

one who had would come forward and deliver it.

A young man todk the place, and

from the text:

‘The precious:

blood of

drunkard,

reel-

ing along the street, or lying in the gutter;
that entices
inebriation,

tempter.

our youth into ‘thé: paths of
but the moderate
genteel

It i3 not the notorious, tents of

wickedness that allure the real

Christian

convert from the arms of his Saviour and
the paths

of peace; but his gregtest

ger may be encountered in gome

dans

of our

so-called Christian | circles,
hur
church and the world meet togéther,

where the Saviour is
proposed friends who,

the
and

forgotten by his
on such occasions,

The Reaction in Spain.
.

4

We have hoped

G—

for Spain,

but

we

will

not continue to hope against hope. Recent events have proved ‘that Prim and other leaders of the Revolution are not the men

\

representative

of

Events

of the Week.
nt

nes

to complete the regeneration of the coun-

The temperance question is receiv-

ing a hearing in Maine and Massachusetts,
as it deserves. In New Hampshire and
Conneticut j the political campaigns, in
view of the pending elections,are now well
inaugurated. The contest in the latter state
bids fair to be warm and close. The candidates of both parties are nearly the game
as last year. Matters

try which

they have liberated from the
ABROAD,
thraldom of a corrupt Queen,and it remains as well as at home,
are unusually quiet.
to be seen whether it will, onthe whole, be - From England and France there is almost

benefited by what has recently taken place.
We find the case in its present aspects very
well stated in an article in the last nnmber
of Zion's Herald, and though we may not
agree with allthe views therein expressed,
yetthe most of them are doubtless correct,

though we would be glad to learn

to the

contrary. The Herald says :
The Spaniards have held their elections
for members of the Constituent Cortes, and

thereturns show, what no man who had
any knowledge of Spain could have doubt-

pected or wished.

Nine-tenths of the mem-

bers are monarchists;

them

and

six:sevenths

of

are supporters . ofr that government

which has heen in existence ever since ‘the
ex-queen was forced to leave the kingdom
which had been so ‘grievously misruled ‘by
her and ‘her favorites; and itis well known

that that government desires that a monarchibal constitution should be made for Spain.
There are Americans who feel disappointed

nothing.

The situation of Spain

centinues

to receive attention ; but at presentitis

not

so hopeful as we could have wished. Tt is
possible, however, that the cause ‘of religious liberty may be'advanced by what has
recently occurred there. The Greek ministry have refused to agree to sign the Paris
protocol for the settlement of the difficulties with Turkey;
resignations. R

and have tendered

their
Pe

Washington Correspondence.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 3, 1869.
The

onset of the Pacific railroads

upon

the

Treasury was repulsed in the Senate, as in the
House, by a close vote of 26 to 28. But this is by

no means accepted by the parties interested as a
defeat. They regard it, at most, as but a temporary check, and are organizing their forees for a
new attack which

they

hope.will

be

more

suc-

cessful. The plan now mooted is to unite all the
projected Pacific roads in support of a guarantee
by the Government of the payment of interest
on thirty year Bonds to be issued

by these

com-

panies ' to the extent of about $30,000 per mile,
over this issue of the Spanish elections, but instead of giving them a subsidy in bonds. It is
how they ever could have expected the is- supposed that by combining the interests of the
various roads the scheme can be carried through.
sue would: be different; is inexplicable. This is ¢¢ log-rolling’ on a grand scale, but the
There is nothing republican in the history . magnitude of the operation may give our legisla~
of Spain, and equally true is it, that there is tors “pause” before entering upon such a
nothing; republican in Spanish modes of scheme in the present situation of the Treasury.

to

‘be firm and. useful, must be the outcoming

of a nation’s career, thought; and existence.
A republie, injthe sense that Americans use
the word, -is. a8 ‘much an; impossibility in

Spain ag wouldbe an hereditary monarchy,
with an established church, in this our land
of political liberty and legal equality. As
there is nothing here from which monarchical institntions could.

proceed,

so

there is

nothing in Spain from which: democratieal
republican institutions could .grow,—and
Ameridans mean

a democracy aécording to

their pattern when they talk about a republican polity.

Surely

they had enough

aristocratieal’

republicanism’

|,

of

under the as-

cendendy of the slaveholdérs, ‘not to
‘that that should be sét up in Spain,
of any other country..

forgetting to watch or pray; in moments
thoughtless levity, give the lie to their

a better

vacant throne, _...

states.

professions, Shall we call that Christian
Spain, but we suspect: that! the first of ‘their
which dishonors Christ
number is yet to | be born, ify indeed; his
——A living spring is not diminished by parents are now producible. - We never
giving, nor are sjagnant waters: increased shared the illusion that led so many of our
by withholding.
.~
J. Raton
countrymen to suppose thas there was to be

rested and discharged, a week ago walked

bloated

and in-

AT HOME,
there have been but few occurrences of significance. Congress has been busy in at‘ending
to its appropriate work, but aside
trueman and woman has to face.
And,
oftentimes, it requires more courage and from the progress made in reference to the
but litconscience, a greater force of principle proposed Constitutional Amendment,
tle
of
importance
has
been
done.
There
is
and a more sterling quality of soul to
manfully meet and suffer this modern the usual amount of gossip in reference to
martyrdomin Christ's great way, than to things in general and Grant's cabinet in parmount the scaffold or let the faggots flame ticular, but respecting this last named suband lap the loyal soul to its immortality. ject all- is still in mystery. The several
State Legislatures now in session are busy
This is the heroism we should cultivate,
in looking after the interests of the several
the martyr-spirit we most dread.

fee] that she had any message specially for

pected of this crime, but there is, to this
time, no certain identification of the.mur.derer nor of his associate. One of the suspected, not yet arrested, or previously ar-

——Itis not the

masses are as

when the

the first time in their meeting,
was surprised
to see what he may have failed to find before
in rounds of attendance at our city churches
through ihe last bwenty years—a congregation whose apparel generally was consonant
to their profession as worshipers and followers of the One Meek and Lowly—disciples
of the same Master as the apostles who,
taught of him, enjoin that adorning ‘which
is not of costly apparel of worldly fashion,
but of a meek and quiet spirit. There was
exemplified the outward humility of apostolic prescription, and
the poetic
ideal
of womanly modesty and grace, and manly
simplicity and plainness. A young woman
at the speaker's desk was leading the intro.
ductory services, singing and prayer. At
the conclusion of these she said she did not

sus-

Spanish

tolerant as- their predecessors were in the
days of Philip the Second. The ex-queen

world will laugh _at the idiocy or impute
bad motives to the deed, and old friends will
avert their faces and pass in silence on the
other side, and the crowd will point their
fingersand wag their heads as they stupidly stare—that is the martydom which every

book, and left him mortally wounded
stabs and cuts of the knife with which
was armed.
made of persons

The

her late subjects than any ruler the Cortes
is likely to favor as a candidate for the

occasion

~——As a minister of Christ. I would
think less of the obligations of the people
to me than of my obligations to Ged,

Arrests have been

cession war.

ignorant, and therefore as bigoted

unseen

and private

8th Avenue.

by
he

ters; but their number is small, and their
influence about as potent as that of our Abolitionists.was before the coming of the se-

is, we suspect,

ers, robbed him of his watch and pocket-

Last Sunday the spectator,
for

as ever to

always, to everybody,

thought and of life and a: government,

the faults of others.

cally, she shall remain as servile

the requirements of a superstition that more
gard, will csuse us to warp and bend: the fortunate lands shook off three hundred
truth. To speak the truth as Christ spoke years ago. Possibly there is some exaggerit, in the simple utterance of every day, in ation in what is said on this point, but it
every place and to every soul, that is a agrees, we are constrained to admit, all too
great, a glorious thing, but one of the well with what is known of Spanish sentiver
est of things for a man of sensi- ment throughout Spanish history. Undoubtbilit¥'to
It is oftentimes like driving edly there are liberal men in Spain, who
the knife through the nerves, like peeling gladly would see their country placed in
the bone from the marrow.
It is a daily line with other countries in religious mat-

ed would be the event, as complete a tri-——Whether
a man
has or has not] umph of the monarehical party asthe most
wealth, learning, talent, or honors, he may
determined anti-republican could have ex-

and travels throughthe Connection at large.
—If we would win souls we, must oftenThe first Society here recently formed , | er bemoan our own spiritual leanness than

to the other, passed across the street, into
the inclosure of the area, attacked Mr. Rog- .meet in a hall of a third story, 18th Street,

times the weakness of our natures, our
affections, our sympathies, our gentle re:

general ?

Yes, there is one person, just one; and that
is the man who is eternally fault-finding,
complaining and harping upon the frailties
of woman.
We fail to see that anything is
gained in this contest but family disgrace.
So long as women have men for fathers,
and brothers and men have women for

Number 6.

1869.

was not applied by Mr. Fes2 BpanhE republic, and hence we are not | ness took exception
disappointed at the political aspect which senden to the conduct of Mr. Conness, and so
the storm subsided. Ultimately; the: motion of
Dr. Chapin tells the truth in the follow-' Spain presents ; but weconfess Lo some morMr. Morton prevailed, though undoubtedly coning, as many of the purest and noblest tification on learning that there is consider- trary to the settled rule and practice of the Senspirits of the age are apprehending and ble evidence that a reaction has set in ate, as a matter of order, the desire to do justice
of prefeeling it, when the way of duty lies there against that display of religous liber- proving stronger than respect for rules
straight. across the track along which the alism of which so much was said during the ceeding.
The discussion of opi
bills is generstrong sympathies and precious affections three m nths ‘that followed the establishally a rather dry matter. Not so the discussion
of the heart ave traveling. It is not so hard ment of the provisional government. We yesterday and to-day on the appropriations for
to bear the censure and endure the’ perse- did not accept, literally, all that was said the consular and diplomatic service. By the
cution of those who: openly fight us as of the reforming spirit, which was in course treaty with Great Britain for the suppression of
both our enemies and God's, as to wound of exhibition ; nor did we ever suppose that the slave trade, we stipulated that we would
the kind spirits that truly love us, for the the Spaniards would, toa large extent, maintain a judge at New York, one ri Capetows,
sake of keeping ourselves loyal to truth and abandon Romanism ; but we did believe that | Africa, and one at Sierra’ Leone, These judges
were accordingly appointed at a galary of $2500
duty. These words will wake an echo in as in France and in Italy, and latterly in each per annum, and have quietly enjoyed this
not a few souls:
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Romanism
comfortable salary for Several years. But in all
1 maintain that the hardest task is always would assume a liberal hue, and that Prot- this time they have never been called upon to act
in a single case, and the judges for Capetown
to speak the truth, and nothing but the estants and Jews would be looked upon as
truth, even when a man knows it wounds men erdowed with the right to worship God, and Sierra Leone have never left the United
‘those he loves, and when the utterance jars even in Spain, after theirown lights, and States. Nevertheless they have drawn their salaries all the while with great regularity and diliupon his own heart. Nowhere is man so to be buried decently even in Spanish earth gence. Under these circumstances, the very
weak, thank God, as through his affections. should they die on its surface. But we fear sensible idea occurred to Mr. Pattersen, of N.
We can scare a man into courage any day. we were a little too sanguine, as we find it H., that if the duties of these gentlemen were
The duelist is always a coward. The man
stated that the ultra Romanists are becom- merely nominal their pay should also be nomi
who takes the law into his own hands, when ing very demonstrative, and that they de- nal; and he accordingly introduced an amendthe law protects him, is a coward.
Some- mand that, whatever Spain may be politi- ment reducing the appropriation from $12,500 to

Gail Hamilton like, seems to take great delight in harping upon the tyranny of some
men in particular, and ‘all men in

10,

The Modern Martyr.
iia

who,

esty of apparel. It forbids festivals, pic- be a Christian; but he cannot be one withnics, fairs and donation parties for promot- out the constant possession of the Spirit.
ing its cause. It admits no musical instru- . ——The more earnestly we seek the
ments nor choir-singing in its worshipers,—
Spirit's help the better will God be pleased
singing to be performed by worshipers in
with us,and we cannot aspire to higher attains
common. Its Conferences are constituted
ments inthis direction than heaven will be
of ministers and equal numbers of lay dele- pleased to bestow,
*

eties. Instead of Presiding Elders, there
gard for the servant-girl, that morning in are Chaifmen of Districts, who. have circuits

“ment door

fication.” Do you think a woman needs to
be told that she has influence?
As to her

elect them.” And the Herald of yesterday
has an article on the existing state of mor.als and government of the City, headed
“The Carnival of Crime,”
teacher.
In this way we have known
Nor does the current news from other something of over two thousand families;
parts of the nation and other quarters of the and we cannot now think of more than two
carth, show a tendency generally contrary instances where the mothers of these famto this of our city and our state. Nor is ilies were extravagant. On the other hand
this Liberalism, whose standard for a world there come trooping into our mind scores
of righteousness is met in the present char- of instances where daughters have been
acter of the world or that which it proxi- educated, yes, and sons sent through colmates, peculiar to the preaching editor of the lege, by the rigid economy and good manLiberal Christian, nor to the denomination agenient of noble,self-denying mothers.
which that paper represents. It has its
Some women, and we wish the number
prevalence in essence and degree, in per- was less, are weak and silly and wicked,
sons and bodies claiming more orthodox just as some men are weak and silly and
names, who by vain philosophies, lax princiicked.l It is not because they are womples and false exegesis, make void the word en, but because they belong .to the huof Truth. It behooveth that we take heed man family and inherit.its frailties. We
to.the ‘sure word of prophecy, as unto a read the other day that ‘ the worst woman
light that shineth in a dark place.”
moves in the best society, possibly belongs
to the church, and is the wife of wealth
A NEW PHASE OF METHODISM.
vand
respectability.” Poor wealth and re‘A new religious denomination has planted its standard in our Metropolis. New, spectability to be so ill-mated; can’t a divorce be procured in Chicago for this unbut old. In one way it is small in its mani-

wave, from St. Louis

NEW York, Jan. 30, 1869.

THE NEW

a Vigilance

mission to all denominations here, in its
testimony to some principles and exemplification of some practices by which our
churches generally should be instructed; admonished and “provoked to good works.”
It comes hither in reversion of the ordinary
‘“course of empire, that westward takes its
way.” Rather it is a refluence of the westward flowing tide, setting back, a recurrent

By thee received and given;
Thou tookest woe and death from us;
Thou givest us thy heaven!

York

of

festation, in another, great.

‘Oh, strange the gifts, and marvelous,”

New

formation

discharged by judges or aldermen, in pay
:
shall

earthy, we

the

Committee in one of the Wards for the execution of justice, notto be obtained by police and, Courts. The police individually
favor it. They are taunted with inefliciency
in not securing the murderer of Mr. Rogers,
to which they reply: ‘“What has been done
with all the murderers we have caught?
Have- they been hanged?
We take prisoners to a Court, but on our way back to the
Police station, we meet

The Fellowship of Christ.
:
fib
‘As we have borne the image of the
also bear the Image of the heavenly ”

announces

FEBRUARY

wish
or in

Time. may have presidents in store for

The immediate

liabilities of the Treasury

under

$450. Pending his amendment Mr, Morton pro-posed an amendment to it, providing that the
salaries of the judges should not he paid unless

they

resided where the courts were to be ‘held,

which was adopted. Then the question arose
whether this amendment superseded Mr. Patter-

son’s or was in addition to it.

Itis pretty

well

understood, I suppose, that parliamentary law is

not what “ Nasby” would call ¢ Bluff Old Ben’s”
¢ strong holt;” and on this question the Senate
seemed to be as much at sea as the Chair. And

for an hour there was the most amazing
mentary muddle that I have witnessed
Senate Chamber. Previous to this in the
of the debate a spirited passage at arms

parliain the
course
occur.

red between Mr. Sumner and Mr. Patterson, Mr.
Sumner characterized the motion of Mr, Patterson as similar to one made some years ago by
the traitor Slidell, and expressed his regret that
the Senator from New Hampshire should head a

crusade which

he felt was

¢ carrying

the hand

back on the dial-plate of civilization.”

The re-

ply of Mr. Patterson was very effective and gave
great satisfaction to the Senate. He said his record, though not so long nor so brilliant as that of
the Senator
from Mass., was hevertheless of
such a character that no such aspersions could
tarnish it. He pointed to the fact that the expenditure was useless, being for services never
performed, declared that the burden of taxation
upon the industry of the country imperatively
demanded the avoidance of useless expenditure,
and admonished Mr. Summer to defend such use-

less expenditures if he Yod, bus not to call his,
Patterson’s, political
ofthodoxy in question because he was simply seeking
The encounter was renewed

to prevent them.
quite sharply to-

day, and the general opinion seems to be that the
New Hampshire Senator lost no laurels on this
occasion, to. say the least of it.. Finally, the
amendment of Mr, Morton was adopted with a

further amend:nent

directing

the President to

take steps for the abrogation, with the consent of
Great Britain, of so much of the treaty as requires the appointment of the officers in question. The movement of Mr. Patterson, therefore, though not accomplishing all he desired,
promises to effect the desired reform at no distant day.
Ww.

Religious Miscellany.
——

t

Revivals.

At Easthampton L: I. between three and

four

hundred have been asking what they must do to
be saved, and many have found the Saviour.
It
has been a quiet, but a precious work of grace,

and the Spirit still vouchsafes his presence

and

blessing.
At Council Bluffs, Towa; the Week
of Prayer was observed with great profit in the

Presbyterian (O. 8.) church,

On the Lord’s Day

following we received twenty members, a few of
them on profession of their faith. The weekly
services still continue with increasingly solemn
interest. Some have already expressed a joyful
hope, while many more are still earnestly inquiring, “What shall I do to be saved?”
At

Marietta, ‘Pa., the,

Rev.

Philadelphia,

well

the

Preacher,” has delivered

Edwin M..

Long,

of

know! §#¢¢ Children’s

his cdurse of * illus-

| trated sermons”
in the Presbyterian church.
They have been owned of. God to .the awakening
and conversion of many
precious souls; young
and old, Over eighty have attended the inguirers’ meeting, and some forty have already pro-

fessed conversion, The Loxd is adding daily to
the number of such as would be saved.
An
interesting work of grace 8 in progress in the
First Baptist Church in Lynn.
Some forty-three,
many of them young persons, have already ex-

pressed a hope,
General.

The blood of the martyrs

is the seed of the

Church.
A distinguished French divine attributes the change in the public sentiment of Spain

on the subject of religious liberty, to the noble
sufferings’ of the evangelical Christians lately
condemned to the galleys and to exile, for the
crime of praying and reading the Word of God.
The

Observer

collected’

churches - organized
erected,

last

and

year; statistics of

houses

Of the 275 churches

orgarized
Baptists, 80

(Methodists

of

‘worship

whichiit reports as

not reporxted), 125 were

were Presbyterian (all sorts), and 75

were Congregational. Of 474 houses of worship
dedicated by nine Protestant denominations, 129

the new Schemeis equally as’ great as under the

were

old, and neither wouldseem to be prudent or expedient at present.

terian, 95 Congregational, 43 Lutheran, 14 German. reformed, 13 Episcopalianyand 9 Reformed
Dutch. ‘These figures are less exact. for the

Mr, ““McGarrahan’ bids fair to rival Sue Mur.
phy in the pertinacity with which he pursues his

Methodist, 100 were Baptist, 100

Methodists than for the

Preshy-

other denominations.

claim. He claims title to a tract of land in Cali- The statistics show that their increase of church
fornia, under an old Mexican grant. There is a edifices during the year was 570; so that what has
valuable quicksilver mine on the premises, now
seemed a Methodist boast, that they consecrate a
held and operated by the “New Idria Quicksil- church every day in the year, is much more than
ver Mining Company,” who also ‘elaifn’ title to Jrealized,

the land.

The House passed a bill for ‘the relief

of McGarrabhan, hut/ the Senate at the last
| session indefinitely postponed it.and sent, it back to
the House,
But McGarrahan having, satisped

somé Senators that he had not been fairly treat-

The clergy of the established Church of Russia,
after long discussion, have decided to allow

Sunday-schools; They probably assume that the

teachers will prove their tools! Thus a" Church,
claiming a divine right to the pedple’s “exclusive

ed, Mr. Morton moved to take up the bill for his yeneration, finds it necessary to adopt this grand
relief.’ This‘motion was opposed as contrary to auxiliary, in; order that
it may hold, its own in
the rules of order; and on this peint the discus-[ this stirring, age,
A
hlioss
sion was carried on for. four days,: during the
The Independent, speaking of, the. calls , for
morning hour, The principal feature bf the de- Bibles by our Baptist Missionarids oud of the
bate was the unusual degree of feeling, or per- inability ‘of the ‘Amerfcin and" Foreign Bible
haps’ I might’ say sensitiveness, manifested by Society tosupply them, speaks thus of the 'Amerthe Sefiators ‘from the Pacific coast who partici- ican’ Bible Society: “It would bathpdhaprope:

pated 48 the debate. This was especially’ ihe
case with Mr. Convéss, and led to quite & Sy)

passage between him: and Mr. Fessenden,
#00n became apparent, however, that Mr, Gon

ness had misunderstood Mr. Fessenden’s former
remarks, and thyt-the word to which Mr. ConN

?

#

for the Board of the American

Bibl

‘participate in the honor of supplying
of churches gathered on

heathen

game time heal a,

0

inthe

ranks of American Protestantism,
by a simple

repeal of the sectarian resolution of 1836.”
Lg
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Communications.

of labor assigned to iim was the Bakwain
country in South Africa; and he lost no

[
:

At this time when the eyes of the civilized
world are turned to Africa, anxiously watch-

_.ing

for the
reappearing
of Dr. Livingstone,
it cannot be uninteresting to our younger
readers to know something of the childhood
and youth of this
great explorer. ‘A hundred lectures on the value of knowledge,
the necessity of early culture, and the beau-

ty of a life devoted to the glory of God
‘and good of hurfanity, will not so

impress

them as the living exemplification

of these

_ truths in

the life’of this man.

3

¥.

fi]

3

The success

A

:

fi

11

-

customs of the people, he ¢ut himself off | His cautions and admonitions are no less had come forty miles to see him, having
from all European society for six months, needed now than then. Human natureis never been to Midnapore before, and they
living among them, sharing their filthy huts the same, and still liable to err. His in- heard a convert’s confession of Christ. Bro.
and scanty food, following them to the structions areTeplete with wisdom and full J. has gone out for the cold season to

a poor and hardy islander, was “renowned
among his people for great wisdom and pru-

When he wason his death-bed he

called his children around him and said, “I
have searched most carefully through all

which he had passed. He was inured to
toil and privation, and his endurance astonished the natives and commanded

their

re-

spect and admiration. Sometimes, when
making a long journey on ‘foot, he heard
them discussing his appearance and powers.
¢“ He is not strong,” they said, ‘“he only
appears stout because he puts himself into
those bags (trowsers). He will soon knock

remarkable intelligence, was an early convert, and became a valuable assistant to Mr.

gests matter for a large volume, and -you
will do well to ponder its meaning.
‘Take
heed to thyself.” Take heed to thy heart.
Here lies the great secret of spiritual growth.
Heie lies the great danger. The wise
man says, ‘Keep thy heart. with all diligence,
for out of it are the dssues of life.” Prov. 4:
23..

And

Christ

says, ‘“ For

abundance of the heart

out

of the

the mouth

speak-

of your children

shall take to dishonest

- ways, it will not be because it runs in our
blood. I leave this precept with you: ‘Be
honest.'”
i
His grandfather, finding it impossible

to

support his large family from the little farm
in Ulya, removed to Blantyre, a large cotton manufactory near Glasgow. There, in
* a poor cottage, the renowned traveler, whose
name is familiar in every land, was born

and reared. Among his earliest memories
of his father's gentleness and piety and his
mother’s loving care, are mingled the recollections of the pinching of poverty—pov‘erty such as few in our favored land need
to know ;—but her cold hand could not
quench the thirst for knowledge in his young

rages on the natives, and when at last they
turned on them, and in theirrown defense
killed several of their

sionary was
to kill white
Livingstone
cure among

plunderers, the

mis-

accused of having taught them
men. “¢ My house,” says Mr.
‘¢ which had been perfectly sethe heathen natives was plun-

dered, my books and medicines were destroyed, and our clothes and furniture were

carried off and sold at auction to pay the
expenses of the foray.”
From that time to the present, if he is

still alive, he has devoted his energies

to

exploring the country with a view to the
wider ,diffusion of Christianity and civilization. Itwas not without a clear appre‘hension of the hardships and perils which

must be met, that he undertook this work.
Having decided that God called him to this
course, he says, ¢“ as I had always believed
God at all it ought to
be in a manly way, I determinedto open up
this part of Africa or perish in the attempt.”

heart, nor stifle the aspirations for an hon-_ that if we serve

: orable and useful life.

At the age often he was put into the factory to work; and with a part of his first
week's wages, which his kind parents man-

aged to spare from their pressing wants,
he purchased Ruddinfan’s rudiments of Latin. He immediately commenced the study
of that language, and his success shows
the power of a determined, persevering
spirit. His work in the mill kept him busy

of action, a good motivein all we do, but
the emotions, under which we act or speak,

Livingstone in all his labors.
:
“should be kept right, for emotions are conIatred beThis mission was broken up in 1852, by tagious. Love begets love.
the white colonists of
Cashan mountain gets hatred,and so on through all the cata-

the traditions I could find of our family,and I | They had long practiced the grossest outhave not been able to discover that there
has been a dishonest man among our forefathers. If, therefore, any of you or any

He sent his family to England, commending

them to his friends if he died, and plunged
into the depths of the

African

wilds.

three years he was without any news

For

from

the dear ones, from whom he had thus separated himself. In 1856 he emerged on
the eastern coast at the mouth of the Zambesi

river,

having

crossed

the

continent

"power

of completely abstracting

his

scihis
To
his

mind

from surrounding circumstances, so that he
is able to read and write with perfect ease
anid
the clamor of women and children, or,

the songs sig shouts of savage men.
At the age of nineteen,
his wages were in-

creased, but the labor expected of him, he
says, ¢ was excessively severe for a loose-

back now on that life of toil, I cannot. but
feel thankful thatit formed such a material

part of my early education.”
How much better to improve the circumstances
under which we are ‘placed, than to

sigh for opportunities which are not
us.

given

:
& Lives of great men all remind us
We can
our lives
ime,
And mb
mg leave Te abi
Footprints on the sands of time.”

You may, with a sincere

——

.

Aud feted
my Sar
root.

ulty of the

soul

under

stern

control,

and

ded ground of worldly passions and * fleshly lusts that” war against the soul.” Restrain it within the bounds of reason and re-

set-up is a small brass dish, the dying gift
of a Santal youth whom she loving lynursed

laborers,

Rev.

Moses
—

Though

Hanson

Cp

—Died at Wolfborough,

his own eye. And the preacher should
bring with himto the pulpit 2 yaw and

;

hoot
c

N.

H.,

Nov.

‘2d,

Moses and Aaron.

Kuow that in the grand hereafter, which before thee
i
lies,
.
Thou shalt see the bud and blossom which the earth
denies.

he was baptized

it is to be presumed,

by

Rev.

John

Pinkham,

near us heis, even then, for the moment we

call on him

from

seat he

Why can we not

more readily cast our burdens on him ?

Weary child of God, can you not believe
this? Do you not know your Father's hand

is stretched out to lead you

safely to the

King of kings? Though your discipline be
severe, your trials many, your anguish
great, God loves you tenderly ; nor does he
chasten but for your eternal good.
He
would not have you perish, or any power
pluck you out of his hand.
Often he leads
us strangely, and the sky is so clouded we
cannot see the way—we must walk by
faith.
We remember one of Christ's children
who had suffered many weeks. This weary child could not see Jesus plainly. She
seemed very near death, but far from Christ.
She prayed to God for a glimpse of heaven
and Jesus. Praying thus, she fell asleep.
O the rapture of that vision, the power of
that answer to prayer! She saw the river
of death, but it was only a step.to the other side, so near thatthe dreamer stretched

where he finished his course with joy.

Like Moses of old our Bro. H. was not
eloquent, but a man of ‘ sound speech that
could not be condemned.” He was a close
read other

Though

the mercy

prayer, will he overlook.

cess;he then moved to Effingham, thence
to Porter, Me., where he saw God's work
revived, and finally came to Wolfborough

he

us.

separate us

draws near us to forgive, strengthen and
counsel.
Not a trial, a care, a sorrow, or

was married to Miss Hannah Seavey,who in
deep sadness survives him. Bro. Hanson
continued his labors in his own neighborhood for a few years longer with good suc-

though

to hear

our sins

him, when we approach

advantages, he hesitated, but finally yielded,
and was licensed in 1838, and ordained in
1840.
In June, 1842, his wife died.
In 1843, he

Bible student,

he turns

we wander and

good

books and papers. He raised his warning
against all worldly conformity, and rebuked plainly pleasure-seeking professors of
religion. He was a practical temperance
man. He threw away his tobacco many
years ago. He was a prohibitiorist, and
the rum-seller felt his power. He was a
friend of impartial liberty and loved sanctified education.

forth her hand to touch the portals of gloOur departed brother was eminently a ry. The sleeping one awoke, her doubt all
gone, her heart filled with peace and triman of prayer ; this brought him to God and

held him there. He had his faults, but who
of ushave less than he had?
:
Bro. H. had been failing for a number of
years, but would rally again, and we supposed it would be so in the last illness, but
were disappointed. His disease was a de-

rangement of the stomach which baffled
all medical

skill.

He

was

conscious

and

happy till the last, and passed peacefully
away to the realm

where

the

wife of his

youth énd five of his eight children entered
before

him.

His remains were carried to

took partin the exercises.

earthly career of a good man.

Thus

ends the

Jonx CHICK.

Life in Retrospect.
——

Youth

looks back and says,

!

‘Childhood

:

But donot rely on immediate special in:

4 worthy

find themselves

’

)

the

continued exposition of a particular, book
or portion of sacred history, they will find
themselves spurred up to this important duty in a wonderful degree.
:
|. 4. In time the expository preacher will
find himself coming to this habit of biblical study for its own sake, that which was
once a means to an end having now grown
into an end in itself; and his expository
efforts will become a natural and unlabored
product of this study.
;
5. He will find

almost

any

portion

of

Scripture unexpectedly fruitful in thought,
adapted to all
phases of Christian experience and to all forms of irreligion and
unbelief; and that, while the use of it in
the way indicated can be made eminently
practical, it also admits of being used with
excellent effect for purposes of doctrinal
instruction.
6. In preparation for ex sitory preaching many a solid nugget of that which is
“more to be desired than gold” will be
brought to light, ready to be worked up
some day into a set sermon.
. Expository
preaching will awaken
interest of the people in the Bible as scarcely any other method can, Is not
this Divine Book its own best witness ? To
demolish much: of the unbelief which is
arrayed against it, and to overcome the
apathy with which men naturally Jean
it, we have only to holdit

up

in

the

light

where its beauty and power can be seen.
The Bible is capable of fighting its own
battles,
if we will only give it room to
strike.
2
1t is safe to say that any minister of the
Word, ordinarily circumstanced, who gives
expository preaching a fair trial, will reap
all the advantages above named, and per-

haps more.

It will not be the first case of

the kind, if he finds that his congregation
perceptibly increases, and that their marked
interest in the pdm is exhibited in many
ways ; that the

children

will

be

seen

re-

maining with eagerness at a service which
they once counted tedious and were glad

to avoid ; that strange faces will begin to
Sppear in the pews belonging to individ-

uals
who have not been in the habit of attending religious services out of distaste for

the

covered

ordinary preaching, but who have disin

this

expository

method

¢ old

ii Set ai bey sagles = Ina worl =.

pository pre
Ww
Tove
ts
claim to the wr
Sen
which
some most eminent and successful ministers have
given in its favor—suchas
that of Dr.
Howard Crosby, who says:

+t One of these discourses I consider rer

a

dozen of my set sermons;” and that also
of the late Dr. Francis Wayland, who com-

mended it most warmly and. effectually by
his constant practice.

0

The Power of Prayer.

of Christ’s blessed smile and his outstretched hand were

strengthen,

ever present

and

faith,

to cheer

once

and

weak, had

A boy in one

a very fine

of our public schools

had

pair of gloves stolen from the

pocket of his overcoat. He stated the fact
to his teacher, and she brought it before the
children
of the room under her
ln
sus is but a step distant from you, and can simple but earnest
ghe told them
you not touch the hem of his garment and that however much they might decieve one
be made whole? Wandering sinner, he is -anotherthey could not deceive God, who
watching for you; will you not go while would surely bring them to account for all
their actions; she therefore entreated the
only a step intervenes? O wait no longer, boy who had taken the gloves to restore
grown strong.

Trembling child of God, believe, for Je-

lest a wide and impassable gulf be fixed

that you cannot pass over.

:

Canandaigua, N. Y.

Stlections.
Expository Preaching.
Nd

a——

-

them.

on any

She did not wish to cast suspicion

of them by instituting a

, but

would leave the wrong-doer to the guidance of his conscience. There was no

Tesousé io har entreaty that day, but she
took the subject,
to God in agonizing prayer

when shew
e,and the next day appealed to her scholars
, and told them that
she should continue praying until the gloves
were restored.
;
i

So deeply interested did she feel in the
welfare oF the children entrusted to her

care, that she could not repress her tears

when she addressed
them, and they
all sympa-

thized with her becanse they all loved her,

and knew

them

pi

also.

Sig

Silently

raising

that she loved
her

eyes to

heaven, she seemed
to implore the Divine
aid. The scholars were quiet; not the
slightest movement of hand or foot disthe silence, and even their breath-

ing seemed suppressed, when one of
boys, half concealing his face with
hands, while the tears s!
down
cheeks, confessed that he
taken
gloves, and

restored them.

The

the
his
his
the

teacher

not only freely forgave him, buy kissed
him for his‘dourage in confessing his fault
publicly, when he might have restored the
loves privately. She availed herself ef
to impress upon the minds
the opportunity
of her pupils the duty of forgiveness. "We
's creed, but
do not know the young
have been informed

we

she

prays

three times

overy

that

for the welfare gf her pupils and for grace
R

teach

ay.

them

aright,

0

A critic says of a famous singer, that she

““ghq sings

many."

a few

aw
/

doing

tion
to it; an hi if such will undertake

umph. Doubt never came back again,
though health was regained; for the glory

Fy

was

far as the

under the ordinary plan. Those who are
overtaxed by this inexorable necessity will
obtain a very considerable relief.
3. The expository preacher will also find
himself getting into the way of systematic,
close biblical study. It is to be feared
"| that study in this direction is not unfrequently nor uncommonly neglected by
those who ought to give the greatest atten-

be

and united with the 2d. Ossipee church.
In 1831 he was chosen deacon, and served
the church to good acceptance till dismissed
to help constitute the fourth Ossipee church.
A few years later
he felt that he ought to
preach, but considering his age and small

so

Sabbath,” instead of two, as a great. many,

All thy toil shall be remembered, and thy crown shall

These boys soon became

Sabbath,

Spartiment of religious instruction is conrned.
2. The minister who is in the habit of
expository preaching will have to rack his
brain for only one set sermon ‘for next

days were pleasant.” © Manhood says,
Yet the change
My DEAR Sox :—The work in which you none of the rest of us can, and the ladies
. with Joy, for the “better pay” en- are engaging, as I have already stated, is a feel themselves so much honored by her “Youth was bright and joyous.” Age
The interest felt by pastors generally in
looks ovér the whole life and says; * All having their hearers become more familiar
abled him to support himself while attending
It is too visiting them that they’ begin to show an
and responsible - work.
the medical and divinity loctures, and the much for the most thorot hly trained mind interest in the teachings they receive. As was pleasant till now. Childhood, youth, | with and more interested in the Scriptures,
each had its joy; but now my ,has led to a consideration of the claims of
unaided by divine grace, but he who calls. far as'we have yet heard, the Midnapore manhood,
"Amid >iguy labors and’ studies he youto this ek has said, ‘' Lo, I am with Mussulmen Zenanas are the only ones in only delightis in the remembrance of the expository preaching. A writer ina late
found tité to “ scour the whole country:
issue of the Independent takes up the subay.” . Precious. promise. So you | India that hsave been opened to Europeans, past.and in anticipations of the future.”
Thus we love to muse upon the past and jeot, and makes the following practical sugmay have help always at hand. His aid and as ‘these families are of the highest
|
will ‘never. be withheld
if you trust’ his rank, many more houses would be ‘opened think of the scenes and associations of gestions:
former
years.
Bul
is
not
this
chiefly
a
Sue
préparation
reijuited or Suesesful
| word and seek divine guidance.
for us if we could hut attend to them.
3
n
su
h
What afield for young ladies ‘wishing to freak of the mémory ? Are we not too apt ex
riers Suh
y y bo. Jo in
past troubles by our pres- sy
in the vineyard of their Master! Dear to measure our
| spiration. Study the word of Ged, and work
close study of the Bible. The preachthus judge them of no hard,
| pray
for light from God to rightly under- Julia has more Hindu houses than she can ent stren
er who would make others understand the
ng that increased age Word must first thoroughly understand it
do justice tq, and this new and account,
| stand it. Especially study the epistles of possibly
crease both of endurance himself. He must, therefore, acquaint himas if “written to you. interesting field is”
ng for laborers. brings with
Paul to Timoth
and
of
trouble
?
The
little annoyances and self with the original text, since itis well
Who
will
say,
‘Here
am
I,
Lord,
send
| There you bi find the elements
of a perperplexities of childhood were as real and known that many a nice shading of
me!”
:
ft
fect system
thought lies covered and unseen in our
0 join us next time as. ed,
that he Was a#:eager
embracing the cardinal principles of the
Nov. 16th. List Sunday in the Santal caused us as real sorrow as any we have English version. He must bringto his aid
und
dE
41"
waa the last./ Diuew
‘he
a,
Christian scheme. . But it ismot its doctrinal meeting, Ram Singh rose and related his experienced since. There is some happi- every fact which is explanatory or illustraal
ater
his Yoow.
truths: that are ité chief excelleroes for a religious experience with great feeling and ness in every life. There is some joy at ye bf Site text. The
edge
of
the
phy, natural
, an
‘young minister,
but its’ ‘practical sugge many tears. It reminded me of the old every age. Sunshine and shade are scat- manners
a
oyan of ancient times, the
tered
alike
through
the
whole
career;
but
times in my father's kitchen, when the
better will be his exposition. He must
Hors, Instructions
wid cantions d
asa
people “met to praise and pray,” and when thesunshine which we store in remem- strive to see what the writer saw whose
"your most serious consideration
© missiontiry bo Africn, under the ‘waspicesof thy was a young man, exposed to all the S——
brance broadens and deepens till it hides words he uses, and from the same standthe London Missionary Society. The field temptations that beset a young minister,
all the shadows which have crept in, and point. Aud yet all this intellectual prep* A rupee is about fifty conte,”

jointed 1ad ‘like myself.”

CIS

nh mont will vivid-

the sefvices of the

from all thy field no blossoms grace thy wea-

ry hand,
Sow thy seid without despairing o'er the sterile land,

0

1868, aged 76 years and 3 months. He was
born in Ossipee, N. HH, When about 7 years
old his father died leaving two children,

has become interested in our missionary
them. She can'speak their language, which

would

v

Is not mine the barren vineyard and the fruitless tree?

An English lady of dis-

work, and goes regularly with us to teach

of him who

| Like the;mountain, doomed and fatal, on whose des’

througha long painful illness. Ah! dear the Congregational Church, where eight
reader, in the ¢ Heavenly Home” will she ministers were in attendance, most of whom
not shine
in a beauty which her: sisters in
Christian lands can never reach?
|
The dear Lord makes a way for his own

hgld

i though not uHlawplly reproduce the
scenes and events of history with which
ert crest
“who go forth weeping,” sowing precious ;
be is to deal—and no manuscript, or at
Neither rain nor dew descendeth, seemed my ground
seed. In the last great harvest day, may
most only brief notes of suggestion. If the
unblest.
ol
«allow ‘of their
they * come again with rejoicing, bringing Then T heard the Master saying, What is that td Shurch or lecture-room
use, let him also bring any wall-maps
their sheaves with them.” It is a. most
thee?
consoling thought that this work of the If no harvest bless thy labor, leave thy werk with which may serve his purpose, and by all
means a blackboard, on which to7 Plage
me !”
Lord is not in the hands of man, and can(rudely or skillfully it matters little
which)
not be over-thrown,
(though it may be “ Lord,” I cried, “my brother's vineyard fair as Eden illustrations,
plans, chronological tables,
stands,
dates
and
ures,
names,
practical
hindered) by the false judgment of men.
Even now the purple clusters fill hia loaded hands.
Hhonghte_—anyibisg and SYEry iB, in
The Bible promises that the ** heathen shall
On his ground the rain, descending, cheers his care
fact, bearing “upon the subject which can
be given to Christ for an’ inlieritance,” and
. and toil,
be drawn or written. Thus equipped in
théugh men in their short-sighted impa- And the sunshine warms and quickéns all the fertile hand, in mind, in heart, let him read from
soil.
tience often forget that ‘ one day is with the
the book of God distinctly, giving the
Lord asa thousand years and a thousand Why should I; of all thy servants, weep and toil in sense as he proceeds, and causing the peo#5 tpletounderstand
the reading.
years as one day,” yet the ™ stone from "Oi the vines Which %iave planted, send the blessed
The advantages resulting from such an
the mountain” is growing and growing, and
. rain!”
:
i
exercise'as this are so many and: various
will grow till it fills the whole world.
that they can only be alluded to here.
Then again the Master answered, “ What is that to
1. It provides a very pleasant variety in
thee ¢
’
S.P.B.
ter be with him, and all the other

tinction, who has lutély come to live at M.,

i

Lo

suffice, without a full
convicamsion, a strong
1» to be used.
e Word

cause it to take hold of others.
_ When the hour for the expository seryH
tion should
bring with them to their pews their, Bibles,
pain
that each may follow the exposition with
and

I beheld my vines decaying, none had bloom or fruit,

desire to

never allow it to run wild over the forbid-

work to be done.

Letters from a Father. No. 2.’

——

must first take

the victims of a step-father’s caprice. Moses Tears which love ransmutes to ‘jewels, works which
follow thee.”
do good, utter a needed reproof, but fail of was soon apprenticed to a family who trainaccomplishing the desired object through ed him to good habits, though of the sternthe want of a kind spirit. The servant of ness ‘of the old puritan stock; there he
Only a Step.
the Lord is to be gentle, reproving in love, served out his minority. He spent a numBY MRS H, M. LIXOOLY,
not with harshness and severity.
ber of months at Portsmouth in the war
—
ha -|
Take heed then to thy heart. Do not of 1812, where he served his country .as a
It is only a step to the other side where
suffer your many cares and public duties to musician.
no darkness can come, no sorrow, no sigh‘When in his 24th year-he was married to ing, no sin. Just a step into the bright
draw you away fron secret communion
with your heart and with God. Do not Miss Joanna Hanson, Oct. 1, 1815. About fields of glory—*‘ sweet fields arrayed in
think, because you pray so much with oth- 1821 his second child died. This shook the living green"—where flowers bloom forevers, that you need not pray in secret for bold sinner; for from this event he dates er, where winter and clouds and cold,
yourself. Maintain a constant spirit of de- his first powerful conviction; but his heart ‘piersing-blasts reach none who step across
votion. Do not suffer your prayers and was too stubborn to yield, and he put off the narrow stream that divides us from this
sermons to be mere intellectual produc- the great salvation till the winter of 1829, city: of our Lord. Just a step—a shadowy
tions, but keep your heart warm and inter- when, after a great struggle, he gave Him- line between this dwelling place of ours
ested in all you do. This will impart fresh: self to God in an everlasting covenantnever and God's eternal habitation ; yet we someness and life to your public administra- to be forgotten. His conversion was a tri- times think we are a great distance from
tions, and bring a rich harvest of peace to umph of grace for he was a great sinner; our Father's presence and abode.
When
your own heart. Though it may not gain —not that he was malicious, but he had a the gloom of this mortal life surrounds us,
you the reputation of being a great man, it great love of mirthfulness and would carry when the sun seems hidden, when cares alwill give what is far better, the reputation things in this line to the greatest extremity. most thrust “out hope, and we are bereft of
of being a geod man. Closely allied to But now his course of life was changed, and joy, our rest seems far away—a river,dark,
keeping the heart, is keeping the imagina- he was as faithful in the service of his new frowning and impassable rolls between us
tion in subjection ;—indeed the former can- Master as hehad been in that of his old and Ged.
;
not be done if the latter be neglected; for one.
Have we not felt sometimes that Christ
His wife and oldest daughter soon united
the wandering imagination will draw off
was crowded out of our hearts and we
with
him in the service of God. In 1830
the heart from God. Hold then this facshould never see his face again? Ohow
logue.

from Angola on the west, and collected a
but between that hour and ten he attended large amount of valuable information. ligion.” Let the word of God, and truth
an evening school. In this way, studying From this point he returned to England by found elsewhere, guideit in its lofty flights
frequently late into the night, he read the the way of the Red Sea, and there published among the works and ways of God, only
classics, and all the books of travel and an account of his travels, which was receiv- partially known by mortals. Take heed to
scientific works which came within his ed with great interest by the public. He thy heart and imagination, that they may
concludes his book with these words: ** No be subject to the divine mind.
R. N.
reach.
At the age of sixteen, notwithstandone
has
cause
for
more
abundant
gratitude
ing his constant confinement to labor for fourteen hours a day, he had made himself a bet- to his fellow men and to his Maker than I
Mission Wak
ter Latin scholar than many who pass through have, and may God grant that the effect of
the schools with every
advantage which his mercies may be such on my mind, that I
JOURNAL
OF EVERY
DAY THINGS.
may be more jumbly devoted to his servcan be afforded them.
ice.”
2
MIDNAPORE, Nov. 1, 1868.
The doctrines of Christianity had been
After having rested a while with his
Sweet,
encouraging
things are every now
carefully instilled into his mind by his pious
friends,
he
returned
to and.then occuring among us, that refresh
parents, and as he grew towards manhood kindred and
and has since been pursuing our hearts and make us glad. We have a
he came to feel the personal need of salva- Africa,
his
perilous
work with unabating zeal dear old woman in our church, who was
tion. The fullness and freeness of the love
and courage. In 1867, a report was cir- converted from heathenism about three
of God, manifested in the death of Christ,
awakened
his deepest gratitude and affec- culated that he had been murdered by years ago. She is full of good,kind works and
savages, and he was generally mourned as words foreverybody. Sheboardsaboutadoztion,and determined him to devote his life to
dead. Happily this report proved false; en of the younger Santal school-boys. She
his service. His thoughts soon began to
receives a rupee * and a half a month for
turn to those nations who are perishing but buried as he has been for more than each boy. Out of this she sustains herself,
two years in the African wilderness, great
without the knowledge of Christ, and an inuncertainty ‘hangs over his movements, and yet she manages to save a little every
“tense desire took possession of his heart to do
the world looks with no small anxiety for month, and faithfully gives one tenth to
something to enlighten and save them. In
his reappearing among civilized men; as- the Lord. Last month, after depositing her
order to the greatest possible usefulness as a
sured that it God preserves his life, his la- savings and paying her tithes,she still lingermissionary, he resolved to study not only
ed and seemed to have something on her
theology but medicine. This was a brave bors will add to /dur sciéptific knowledge mind. At last she went up timidly behind
and aid materially ino
g
up
these
dark
|
resolution, and the courage and perseverMr. B's chair and: began to say, *‘I want
regions to the light of Christianity.
ance necessary to carry it out were little
With this man’s example before us, can to do something more to help carryon the
less than have been required to explore the
any young man say that circumstances crush Lord's work. I have served idols all my
wildsof Africa. Forced to labor constantly
life till I am an old woman, and now I
in the cotton mlil, he continued to place his him and necessarily make his life a failure ? mean
to do all I can for the dear Jesus
The
circumstances
of
which
we
so
often
book
- on the spinning jemny, so that he
complain
are those best calculated to ft us who has given ‘me salvation. One tenth
could catch sentence after sentence as he
for the place God wishes us to fill. Instead is not-enough; I wantto give one third.”
passed his work ; and there, undisturbed by
of regretting the hardships and poverty of This dear old saint is laying up her treasthe perpetual roar of machinery, he purhis early life, Dr. Livingstone says, “Looking ures in heaven. She wears, from choice, the
sued his studies, penetrating with ever-incheapest clothes, and her entire crockery

from six in the morning till eight at night,

ereasing joy into the sublime truths of
ence, and nourishing the divice life in
soul by a deeper knowledge of God.
this part, of bis educationhe ascribes:

:

Tolling in my barren vineyard,fainting neath the
Of the summer heat, and labor,” préssing ‘heart
brain,
!
:

: and teach and preach Christ to the people in
heed to thyself,
Take ance
field and to the chase. He then beganto of signific
feel the benefit of the severe training through to the doctrine.” This short sentence sug- their far off jungle homies. May the Mas-

with which he has removed every obstacle
” from his path, wringing from the most un- up.” This * stirred his Highland : blood,” ‘eth.” Matt. 12: 34. Not only the words
* propitious circumstances the means to ad- and he kept them for several days at the ‘that are spoken, but the spirit in which
vance his purpose, cannot fail to inspire en- | top of their speed, till they were glad to they are spoken proceeds from the heart.
ergy and hope, and to awaken a desire to express a proper deference for his pedestri- This is the Christian's first and great work,
to keep the heart right with God. Especan powers.
emulate his example.
ially is this important: for a minister of
Having
niarried
the
daughter
of
the
Rev.
Dr. Livingstone was born in Scotland, of
poor but pious parents, descended from ‘a Mr. Moffat,a lady who had been born and ed- Christ, whose words and actions are exfamily which, for ‘many generations, had ucated amid the privations of missionary pected by many to be perfect. But the
lived by cultivating the soil in the cold and life in that country, they made their home in heart can be kept right only by being
rocky isle of Ulva. He says the only thing the valley of Mabotsa. There for nine years deeply imbued with the spirit of Jesus, and
in the history of his ancestors of which he they labored with a good degree of success. by constant watching unto prayer. It is
feels proud, is the following :—One of them, Sechele, the chief of the tribe, a man of not enough that there be a fixed principle

dence.

aration will
spiritual com
sn, of the

oo

G, RAMSEY.

—

Lo

and though he had been well instructed in now and then a strong-minded young per- we gee only the light. Thus we forget the

.

3
:

:

DELTA. :
the Scriptures froma child, yet Paul thought son, with the stubborn heart all subdued ‘by sorrow but remember the joy.
time in commencing his work. In order to it necessaryto give many cautions; lest by Christ's love, would riseup and confess
«What is that to Thee ?”
obtain an accurate knowledge of the lan- youthful passions, or want of prudence, he him before their worldly companions. Ram
Singh's brother and some village friends
BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.
guage; and-an-insight-inte—the
habits and |

Dr. Livingstone.
BY MRS. V.
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airs

puts on a great

E

Se

9

10, 1869.
“An atheist’s laugh’s a poor exchange

»

For Deity offended.”

Dr. Johnson, after
es of human s
8

and groans by w

sighs

whichall these efforts are altogether useless.
This blessing, however, should be sought
by ushabitually and perseveringly
in prayer.

prayed with me. Still I
Saeco

Then I went to Deacon Clarke, who was
so noted for his fervent plety and his power
in prayer, and with tears asked him to pray
for me; and he did pray that I might learn
the way to Christ. And yet, as the going
to Mr. King brought me no relief, so the
ing to Deacon Clarke brought none.

ay

E—

—

Christ, and then
feltno relief.

Prefer ?

do You

Which

It should also bé

fully prains.)

1, Makethe most of your will. Drop to-

bacco, and resolve never again to useit in

th cary,an d bu en cen
Goto an apothe
MY. Goto
: "2,
worth of Gentian root, coarsely yo

The Service of Patience.
TE

cat—

And then I went to this one and that one

instructive

more

a

Madame Guyon was imprisoned for loving her Saviour more than the glitter of
courts, but in her dungeon she was blessed
with the presence of Christ and Qelighfil
tly

she triump

[]

T

:

4

v

sung,—

and

heaven,

of

" views

the walls around me,

é Stron

That hold me all the day;
But they who thus have bound me
Cannot keep God away :
My very d
n walls are dear.
eg love is here.’
Because the

wood.

a

match-seller.

She

on,

sir,”

at all,

sir, not

pa,
led
to
.

said

to

say

me

daily,

Betty, do this ; Betty,

there;

Bets: ‘gb

ajly, Betty, lie still and cough.”
had not only ** learned
The poor woman

like Paul, saw no

not to go to Pastor King, or Deacon Clarke,

or any other man, but to Christ. No one
Christ
can tell the joy of that interview with
.
my Saviour gi
7

»

;

AND TROCHE POWDER,
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
Headuche, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
y Catan
Asthma, Bronchitis
hs, Deaf; ness, de., and
a
resulting from COLDS in HEAD

—

ly W—

' A Christian should make his Saviour a
perpetual companion—everywlhere, and on
not to come here, nor to Father King,
every day of the week. Christ offers to
ALL GO00D BOOK
to Mr. T., nor to any one else, however walk with him in every day’s journey of
by
much you may honor him, but to come life. What companionship so enlivening Can hearof EXTRA INDUCEMENTS
calling
at
or
addressing
:
Christ.”
to
once
at
directly and
and purifying as his; who else can make
The exposition was a new one; and since our hearts so burn within us by the way?
& Sanford.
Shaw
of
443
that, my eye never falls on these words
92 School Street, Boston.
with believers is one of
presence
Christ's
food in her dungeon, or Madame de Pomp- Jesus
but I recall the good mag’s\ emphasis
of the
adour, trifling with the most important con- on the words *‘ Me” and * pid the invita.’ the best preventives from sin: one “made
|®
cerns in the most splendid court of Europe ? tion, «Come unto Me, and I will give best stimulators to duty. Jesus is
EFL arris 2
S amuel
redempa8"
well
as
jail,—
sanctification”
us
Bedford
unto
in
John Bunyan sung
MANUFACTURER OF
rest.” .
holiness.
of
spirit
a
is
is—his
tion. That
Possibly the incident may convey light to And when we live in hourly communion
“1 am indeed in prison now
In body, but my mind
some inquirer, The point of contact be- with Jesus, it has a tendency to make us
Is free to follow
Christ, and now
tween an awakened sinner, and a just God
The sense of Christ's immediate
Unto me He is kind.
*¢Come unto holy.
OF ANY SIZE FOR ALL SIFTING PURPOSES,
as a Saviour is in Christ.
presence is a perpetual check upon our lusts
Me."—
Pres.
Tuttlein
Chris.
Banner.
self-indolence.
our
to
man
spur
outward
—a perpetual
For though men keep my
Within their locks and bars,
Are we provoked to cutting words or irriYet by the faith of Christ I can
retorts? One look from the gentle,
tating
Mount higher than the stars.
An Evil Habit.
all-forgiving Jesus, should be enough to
seal the lip and to smooth the ruffled brow.
nl
A
This jail to me is as a hill
Are we ever tempted to keen bargains and
From whence I Jaiuly see
Selfishness
t
You are a young man away from home.
overreaching in business?
Beyond this world, and take my fill
WITH EVERY KIND AND GRADE OF SIEVES.

His conscience was clear, his spirit free.
His soul soared aloft amid the glories of a
from the
celestial atmosphere, and drank
fountains of heavenly bliss.
Robert Burns suffered no persecution.
His genins was universally admired, and
he held a conspicuous place in the polished
But though not circircles of Edinburgh.
cumscribed by the walls of a prison, he
was helplessly bound by his own vices.
ing prayer, in which he thus
moral weakness :
“With Thy

affect-

an

sickness, he wrote

Once, daring

we must add, Beware of bad habits.
It was the third hour of the day,

confesses

his

, came alittle fly and alightwhen there
repast
a
It sipped
ed on the rim of his goblet.

strength, Omnipotence
,

Burns died from exposure, occasioned by
tarrying too long at the wine cup, and his
Christian,

and more melancholy are the trials of those
who have no religious comforts, but the
laugh, and jest, and trifling of an unconcerned soul are indeed worse than all.—

remained

they

a state

in

its soul desired, the lying spirit freely took,

ago,

of despondency

quite pitiable to behold.
One evening, this condition of the anxious became the occasion of an exposition
that has never ceased to give me comfort.

It was not made by some learned theological professor who has studied ‘ Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew,” whose learning is
not for this negative reason to be decried.
This is invaluable in its place.
The expounder was an old Presbyterian
elder, whose piety had a history in his. own
church,—even prior to ‘the great revival
of 1818,” as my people used to call it.
He had been born in very humble cirand had never risen much
di
above that condition. By the help of a
quarter's schooling,

he had learned to read,

and to use the rules of common arithmetic.
His education was quite limited in all respects, so that one would not expect any
great display of learning from him.
His boyhood had one advantage in that it
was spent in a retired pot, with few temptations to mental dissipation, and where
the English Bible was the great book in the
heard his father
family. Twice a day, he
read at least a chapter, and pray; and once
a week at home, and once a quarter at the
church,—in connection with the preparatogreat compendiry lecture,—he recited that
he Assembly's

um of religious doctrine,

Shorter Catechism.”
Aside fron these means of education, my
already intimated, had

old friend, as

very

fow. He knew ‘what hard work was in
plowing the roughy stony acres of the home
farm, in the *‘ coaling job,” and, when
large enough,
his man had
earlylife, under
inent servant of
Rockaway; and

od

inthe *‘blomary forge.”
experienced conversion in
the preaching of that emGod , Dr. Barnabas King of
had, when still a joung

man, been ordained an elder in the church.

He had no graces of oratory or manner or
learning ; and yet, that particular night, he.
a single verse, so that,

expounded

a new. revelation.

as it is, it seemed

«1 want to tell you, anxious

0

and

itself aright,

Wherefore, waxing bolder
an evil jinn.
and yet bolder, whatsoever of dainty meats

I had been pressing the Sjajms of Christ on
a congregation in which were Some anxious
ersons. They had been in this condition
or some time and. yet found no light.
They were punctual at the inquiry-meetings, and were ready to converse on the
subject of religion.
Others were rejoicing in hope; -and-yet’

moved

in all this he did not perceive the subtlety of

Me.

On a certain occasion, several years

and

amiliar
halting

do

is fair—others

custom of our trade.” But what will the
pure and holy Jesus say? How will account books look to him whenhe “audits”
And so on, all through the calendar

them?

of duties and the circle of daily temptations.

BOSTON

Nowhere will. Christ's presence be. more
cheering and sustaining than in the weariness

of a

sick

and

wroth, -the

waxing

when,

son of the

daily portion
rophet said, ‘This is my
rom the table of the mufti; there is not
enough, for thee and me ;" playing. one of its
pleasant tricks, the brazen- aced deceiver
caused the simple one to smile; until in
process of time the scholar perceived that
as his guest waxed stronger and stronger,
he himself waxed weaker and weaker.
Now also there arose frequent contention
and the

dupe,

between the demon and’ his

dgmon so sore that it deyouth smote the
parted for a season. Thereupon Abdallah
and said, “I have
rejoiced exceedingly,
triumphed over mine enemy, aiid when it
seemeth good in my sight I shall smite him
that he die.”

But after

not

many days, lo

‘and behold! the jinn came again, arrayed in
bringing a present in
and ts,
goodly garmen
its

hand,

and with

«Ig it not a little one?” it enticed

dove so that he
chamber.

again received

"

fi.

;

“

L]

eagle heading, but Imean every word, ofit. I
have been there. When your system is racked with

SCIATICA,

most heart-withering, most strength-destroying,most.
the disgpirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of
eases that can afflict our poor human nature:
When you have the
.
:
LUMBAGO,
lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
‘movement will go to your
ourself in bed, and ev
eart like a knife; now tell me, if reliefand a cure of
any of thege diseases in a few days is not the Greatest

GREAT AMERICANY
COMPAN

TEA

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
AT

CARGO

us what is!
Medical Blessing of the Age,
Directions to: Use.

~

You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and ina few days every
particle of Rheumatic and euralgic pain will be
solved and pass off by the kidneys.

PRICES.

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.

MANUFACTURED BY

the

faithful?

perchance

Kl
tu

seven years of age, who, having been taken
sick, was carried to a hospital to die.

«The last night,” said the speaker, ‘“nothing was heard to break the silence but the |
ticking of the great clockr in the'hall, as the
pendulum swung backward and forward.
Then it would strike the hours—eleven,
twelve, one o’clock—when there came from

the couch of the little sufferer a voice of
sweet melody. It was one verse of a Sunday school hymn:

‘Jesus! the name to sinn ers dear,
The name to sinners given;

It turns their hell to heaven.’

sleepeth.”

he

the hall, until she broke out, after a while,
in another verse:

but as he made no answer the mufti opened
the door, and behold! on the divan lay the
dead body of his disciple. His visage was
his

black and swollen, and on

the pressure
the palm of
belonging to
the gold and
rolls, and the
the soft earth
the footsteps

throat

was

of a finger broader than
All the stuff
a mighty man.
hapless one was gone,
the
the jewels, and the parchmentchanges of raimenty and in
of the garden were discerned
of a giant. The mufti meas-

ured one of the

cubits long.

prints, and

lo!it

was

to

Advice

six

Mourners.

ll
Or C—

the key-

ole,

it

but

will

soon grow too big for the house. At first
it may seem too trivial for serious attack,
but it will presently prové’the deaph of the
-—
owner.—Di. Hamzillon.

Successful
Dl

The

Labor,

estimable worth I now feel.”
« What wouldst thou do if he were restored to thee?”
The mourner replied, that he would nev-

er offend him by an unkind word, but would
take every occasion to show his friendship,
if

he

could

but

come

brace.”
v

disciples of the Lord Jesus should

labor with all their mightin the work of
God, as if everything. depended upon their
own exertions; and yet, having done so,
they should not in the least trust in their
labor and éfforts, and in the means which
they ;use for the spread of the truth, but in
God
and they should, with all earnestness,.|
geek the blessing n of God in persevering, patient and believing prayer. .

«Then ‘waste not

to

his

fond

em-

thy time in useless

‘‘but if thou hast
riends, go and cherish the living, remembering that they will one day be dead
of,» said the sage;

also.”

— EO —

WHEN you hear u man say, * Life is but
a dream,” tread on his corns and wake him
up. Life is real.
A rrrTLE girl attending a party was askherself.
ed by Yer mother how she enjoyed
0

8t.

are prepared t o say that Rev.
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“1t promises to be by far the most valuable contri
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ever seen.”
Congr egationalist.
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benefit the Christian 0 le of our land, The author’s distinguished a ilityto reach the popular heart, i}
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Irritation of the Lungs, a permanent Throat Affection, or
an
Incurable Lung
Disease
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a direct influence to the
ve immediate relief.
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and

feelings,

that he

y

has endeavored in good taith to soften the asperity of
religious controversy, while he would level one of
the walls of separation which keep Protestant Chris=
tians apart.”
Christian Observer and Presbyterian Witness:
« The convictions and reasoning of the author are,
in our estimate, an unanswerable argument against the
practice ‘of close communion by any church—a practice
for which we cannot find the least authority in the
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to perform the great work of life,—that
Saying nothing specifically of the gigantic
which concerns the relation of the soul to
rebellion whjch had then assumed formidGod; and the repentance and conversion
able proportions and its work in suppreswhich are reported from that sphere cansing it, its way.was almost completely
not be judged with the intelligence that
hedged up by enactments and decisions
may be applied in the midst of activity and
in the interests of slavery. , The institution
vigor. The soul needs the full strength of
its faculties when it transacts the sacred was intrenched not only in all the States

way,

after

more and

the sonorous discourse in the crowded sanetuary.

until his dependence and his highest duties

things are,

evidences

‘

covet and almost pray for debility as
though it carried a mysterious spiritual weak still; the steps often lack steadiness;
virtue in its hand, it may well be said to the ear is sometimes caught too readily by
~ Current Topics.
them, as Jesus said to the -ambitious disci- worldly voices. Butit is a good way, and
there
are
blessings
and
assurances
of
salvaples, ‘Ye know not what ye ask.”-.
——A STATEMENT OF DOCTRINAL POSITION.
The practical lessons from all this are tion in it. It leads upward, and the heart The denominat
ion known
by the spegrows strong as we ascend. Our Leader
simple and obvious.
cific. name of ¢* Christian” or *¢ Christ-ian,”
1. Onestould judge charitably and with knows the road and whither he is taking us;
having its origin at a date subsequent to
.digerimination of the religions life that is and it is an unspeakable blessing to have
that of our own, commenced with no
such
a
friend
and
guide
as he is, through a
compelled to grow side by side with a diseas
land where so many fall into darkness and creed except the Word of God, * But other
ed physical frame.
2. Health is especially demanded in the perplexity and are lost. - He will be your sects with whom many of them do not
afliliate,claiming the Bible as the foundation
ministry ; forthey are set to teach what Leader as well as ours. We will aid you
of their faith and practice, the New Engreligion really is in their sermons and to out of our experience if we can, and will be
land Conference has found it necessary to
exemplify it in their spirit; and itis always grateful for your assistance in a path that
make a more full and complete statement
in danger of losing its symmetry in doctrine we must tread in common, and in which we
of the,doctrinal position of its members,
and its harmony in life when a dyspeptic need all the help that can be secured. Come
and
a small but neat card has been issued
stomach or a shattered nervous system is with us. Itis both our Master's invitation
wrenching the preacher’s soul and racking and ours. It is meant especially for you, on which it is briefly and concisely set
| his brain. A minister should guard his and the very cordiality of divine love satu- forth. There is, first, a statement of the
health and train his body for condition with rates every word. Come with us; and all general principles held by the ‘Christians,’
ea
the same conscientiousness that he carries to the good that can spring from our human as follows :
I. The Holy Scriptures, the ultimate and
his study or his closet, and ordaining coun- service and from Christ's infinite resources
only infallible rule of faith.and practice.
cils oughtto understand not. only theology is at your disposal. Come, and find rest,
II. The
name °‘‘Christian,” the most
but hygiene as well.
appropriate and fitly descriptive name for
aXq hope
demption.”
3. A sweet, plump, juicy, vigorous Chris:
That is the spiritin which the Christian the disciples of Christ.
IIL. Christian character, i. e., a Christian life, maintained for years by a suffer- disciple should send out the call to others.
ing invalid, isan example of the power of Uttered thus, would there be many who tian experience and life, founded upon
Christian belief, the only proper test of
God's grace that preaches the , gospel with would quarrel with the pleader? Would fellowship.
;
an effect which any occupant of the pulpit there not be many who would hear, and
IV. The Congregational form of church
might envy, and which will not and cannot then heed, and then hasten into the sacred government ; each church being independ“ent, and -the highest ecclesiastical tribube lost. Let no such sufferer,who is helped way ?
nal on earth.
=k
to be patient and trustful, despair of usefulThen follows _a statement of specific
ness; for the silent sermon from the sick

have been pushed out of sight together, he
may have a needed lesson taught him by
means of sickness. It may come to him
then as a rebuker of his worldly eagerness.
It may compel him to discover how feeble
he is after ‘all his successes and the boasting which they have induced. It may impress him with the forgotten fact that there
are many things which mere human energy
cannot do, and that these

those

misinterpreted.
And when robust men,
who consent to live without God's help,

general lassitude is compelling every power
to plead for the relief of absolute quietness.
There is a good deal said about sickness
as though it were somehow a special and
choice means of grace. There is perhaps
a sense in which it is so. All things indeed
work together for good to them that love
God. And when a man has for years been
strong and healthy, anid consequently self-

- reliant and successful in a worldly

is

morbidness in the saintliest of sufferers,even

though

at 41 Park

York.

enlist the sympathies of such a man, as that
he would let slip no opportunity to benefit
you and your society and church, whenever

Confirmed invalids understand all this as on- | as full of patience and pleading as it was
ly experience can interpret it; but-any close | of majesty: We listened, yielded and folThe new pathis straight and narobserver will note the evidences of this lowed.

system, a res-

energy that bears down opposition, triumphs
over difficulty and springs up from the pressure of grief and calamity,—these are the
qualities that now get praises without stint.
It should never be forgotten that a vigorous body may be the home of a dwarfed
soul. A good digestion does not always

“We have been sinful,wayward and sadly

Christ's invitation, like the call of the shepdanger of impatience and complaint inthe herd in search of the straying and imper:
bitter ery, “How long, O Lord/how long!” iled members of his flock. That voice was

a phrase that is very freely employed, and
. it now and then drops from flippant tongues.
Robustness of body, a flow of animal spirits,
a

They may not properly set themselves up as
mature,saints or complete human models.
What they should really in substance say to
those about them ‘is this:

ceases to

sweetly submissive in the furnace, there

may

$3 a year, by D. D. T. Moore,
Row, New

10, 1869.

Christ will Help.

home and peace, and we grew weary and
on the
struggle ; the sense of inefficiency” becomes faint, and sometimes almost hopeless
a heavy burden ;and instead of lying still ahd journey. But we have heard the voice of

the

Religion and Health.
It is very possible that physiology

FEBRUARY

seen prodigal’s life, and are now being led onin

of the flesh is liable to retippear in’ ficklenéss of spirit. And when so many good
projects have failed because there “was no
strength to execute them, and so many de|
:
4
:
:
.
sires
Iness—have
died in silence and left no sign, despondency is in
danger of becoming an abiding tendency of

Editor,

:

:

glory

STAR:

med or jaundice has colored.
careful planning and resolute service is apt crooked, their steps hesitating, their progto be either held ata discount or quite un- ress slow, their struggles only half-hearted.

All communications designed for publication shoald
ve addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
remittances of money, &c., should be addressed to

the Agent.

i

thé sacred and shining way. They are still
The piety of imperfect. Their path; itmmay be, is often

« . « « Junior Editor,
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through the eyes which weariness has
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THE

;
often loses its golden

a

business which

sets

it at

and supplies the evidence

one

with

God,

that is has be-

come a true disciple of the Lord Jesus.

“Come

with

in the

South,

but also in

stared us in the face, and

| ries

Us.”

District

the

of

The fugitive slave law blotted
Columbia.
our Statute books; the Dred Scott decision
all

our

Territo-

were exposed as a preyto slave labor

and the extension of the traffic in human

The great central word of the gospel is beings. The most for which the great
of the ardent friends of the
ar invitation. True, there are statements of majority
fact, and sentences of warning, and para- anti-slavery cause dared to hope, was to
graphs of appeal, and chapters of illustra- be able to restrain the blighting curse with-

doctrines which the body generally receives®and maintains. They are:
1. The existence of Jehovah, as revealed

in the Bible and in nature.
2. The real divinity of Jesus; that

3
he

isnot a mere man, nor a created being, but
the ‘Only begotten Son of God,” hence,

‘ con-substantial” with Him.
3. The Holy Spirit, the Divine Renew-

er,’ Comforter, Guide and Sanctifier.

4. The Infallible Inspiration and Divine
Authority of the Holy Scriptures.
a
5. Man's entire destitution’ of holiness
previous to the new birth.

6. The Freedom of the Human Will.
7. The necessity of Regéneration,—a sa-

pernatural change wrought in the
by the Holy Spirit.
8. Salvation through the atonement
mediation of Christ.
9. The Immersion of believers as the
faithfully expressive of the Scriptural
of Baptism, yet the liberty of the
vidual conscience recognized touching
mode.

heart
and
:
most
Idea
indithe

:

Last

church, and these, it is claimed, excite symi;
pathy and bring aid.

at

o

pass for logic with some, but not with us,
We have yet to learn that the ‘school

either has suffered or is likely to suffer

It would seem that the from a location in close proximity with an——SENSIBLE.
Adventists are exhibiting some signs of other institution of learning, or that other
returning reason. At one of their confer- Theological schools suffer from such a Toca:

ences recently held at Springfield, a reso

tion.

lution . was adgpted discountenancing the
preachingof distinctive doctrines respect-

lieve that its weakness

If our school has dh

“be-

is attributableto -

causes other than the one alleged. ‘There

is no da

ol. a
things. The vote was nearly unanimous, manned being overshadowed by a literary
and the laity are represented as generally sohool. Hes Andover Theological Seminin favor of taking such a stand. : And thus ary been putin the shade by Phillips's An. «
“William
Miller's-deetri
nes
have been
ox-. |dover-Academy,of which, organically conploded by his nominal followers. They sitlered, it is only a mere department? And
bave doubtless been taught wisdom by has Princeton Theological Seminary been
experience.
A put in the shade by Princeton College? Or
—=FEMALE SurrrAGE.’ Rev. Dr. J. P.
Thompson expresses very decided views

on

this subject in

have we reason to believe that Bangor

and

Newton Theological Seminaries would have
been less prosperous, had they been located

an address delivered respectively at Brunswick and Providence ?

sometime since at New Haven,and recently We know people have
talked about the Thepublished in the New
Englander. He ological school being overshadowed by
advocates a high place for woman in Whitestown Seminary and
New Hampton ®
social and domestic relations, but depre- Institution,
but we have never seen the
cates her introducing herself at the polls subject in this light. The truth is,our Theoand other public places. Instead of modify- ogical school and New Hampton Instituing the present evils of suffrage,he urges that tion occupy two different planes,and
are not
she would add acrimony by her very nature, comparable.
Were the school placed at
which leads her to favor persons. He shwos Lewiston with proper facilities, we should
to what an extent feminine bitterness may not expect to see it suffer in comparison
be carried, by allusions to the women of the with Bates College; while if these facilities
South during the Rebellion, and also to the
shall he wanting, it would appear at far
fact that women produced the worst mon- better advantage
than if placed somewhere
strosities of (the French Revolution. He by itself; for then Bates
College might do
also says that women in public life cannot something towards shielding i% from exhope for the consideration now accorded posure.
But we have no fears on this score.
to her sex. Such ideas deserve a wide With proper support both institutions
dissemination and a candid and serious con- would prove successful.
sideration.
:
There are doubtless other -points which
LY

-.

| Denman News and Notes.

might be discussed in this connection, but

what we have said will suffice for the present... And while we do not know that we
share these views in common with any one
else, we venture to give them to the public,

- Our Theological School.

hoping and praying that they
barren of good results.

may not be
Amicus.

ITS LOCATION.
The readers of our previous article will
An official announcement respecting the
not be surprised to learn that, in our opin- failure ofthe effort to remove the school to
ion, the most favorable location ‘for our Haverhill will soon appear in the Star.
Theological School is Lewiston, Me., in
close proximity with Bates College.
The chief reason which prompts us to
suggest this location, is the fact that we are

a firm believer in educational centers. The
aim should be to concentrate. The greater
the number of schools of a high orderin
close proximity the better. The different

Wheelock Q. M., Vt.

I had the pleasure of attending the last
session of this Q. M., at South Wheelock.
The very encouraging state of things in

this part of Vermont made the season one

of joy, tomeat least. We ali know that
our cause in this State has been waning for
ties and libraries, can then be of mutual several years. Some statistics given at this
benefit.
The atmosphere becomes more meeting showed a great falling off in
bracing and wholesome; and the influence churches and members during the last
exerted is more powerful.
Ifone can im- twenty-five years. But that order of things
agine the difference between Harvard Uni- has passed away, we hope never to return.
versity as it exists to-day, with its several Religious and educational enterprise is most
departments located in close proximity to strikingly prevalent. 1 think no Q. M. in
each other, and the departments of the New England surpasses this in real live
same Institution severed from each other work for the Master and his cause. There
and located in different places from fifty to are experienced ministers, wise and careful
one hundred miles apart, he will not fail to in council, but energetic and earnest in
appreciate the force of our argument.— execution, who have recently been suppleWhile
there may be
some
disadvan- mented witha lion's share of young blood
tages arising from the location of schools from New
Hampton.
These latter are
in close proximity, such as petty jealousies model young men, in my estimation, using
between the students and the like, we do their school training under the control and
not think there are any of a very serious direction of an unassuming religious life
character, and which are not far more than and good sound common sense.
I should
outweighed by the advantages to be derived. judge, from what Isaw, that they always
And we should expect to see all the advan- put religion and sound reason foremost,
tages which we have suggested, accrue to and never say by their manners, ‘ You see
our Theological School as the result of its Ihave been to the schools, and must know
location at Lewiston, it being our chief ed- a great deal more about everything than
cational center inNewEngland. Besides, you common peopié do.” It was rather
it is possible that some economical arrange- difficult for me to understand at first how
schools, by means

of their

students,

facul-

10. Admission of all regenerated persons
all, the most important and the most vital. tion, and hot bursts of censure, and glow- in the limits to which it was then confined. to Christ's table.
11. The perfect equality in Christ of all
It may remind him of the final weakness ing passages of promise, gnd swelling But few expected to live to witness its com‘believers; and Christ the “Head” of his
that is to fall upon his elastic and vigorous strains of prophecy. But the real spirit of plete overthrow.
Nearly eight years have passed and the |- church.
frame and palsy it forever. It may bring the great message is most fully and clearly
12. The Resurrection of the Dead, both of ment, might be made with Bates Collegeby
change wrought
is really = wonderful. the just and the unjust.
God and his claims, Christ and his judg- expressed in the single word, “Come.”
which suitable buildings naybe erected.
13. The Judgment of the world in
ment over human life, into the sphere of
We are aware that we may be met at this
1t shows that God means to respect the There was, first, the removal of all obstruchis thought where they have been allowed human soul’s freedom. There is no coer- tions in the form of pro-slavery enactments. righteousness by Jesus Christ at the ap- point with the objection that sucha plan as
pointed day.
to-have little place. To such a man as this, cion. ‘ The man is not driven by force, nor The hated institution was stripped, one by
14. The ‘everlasting punishment” of we propose would be repugnant to the
one,
of
all
its
defenses and subterfuges ; and the wicked, and the everlasting happiness
sickness may come like an invisible hand, drawn by a foreign energy that pays no recharter of Bates College. It would not be,
arresting hurried and heedless steps and spect, to his moral nature. It is an appeal at the fitting hour a blow was struck at its of the righteous, in the future state.
however, if thie caseis as we understand it.
compelling the traveler to ponder the path to a rational spirit. It is the cordial wel- own life in the Proclamation of EmancipaThe fact that such a statement has been The charter of Bates College forbids the
of his feet. It may be like a strange but corie of divine sympathy and love extended tion. The corner-stone of recomstruction made and published would seem to indi- establishment, in connection with it, of a demasterful voice, driving the whole proces- to the straying and sinful and needy wan- being thus laid, the superstructure has been cate that the body is making progress in partmentof divinity, law or medicine, but
sion of worldly ideas and images out of the derer. Christ isin the right attitude, we gradually reared, until, with a single ex- the right direction. We would have been there is nothing in it which prohibits the lomind, putting the man face to face with are in the wrong one; he bids us stand be- ception, the eye of the observer is met by a glad, however,if the views of the denomina- cation of any number of schools at Lewis* God and duty and eternity, and saying side him in the true place. He asks us to temple of liberty completed and fair.
tion had wararted greater definiteness in ton, whether they be Theological or otherNotwithstanding “ all the slaves in the the terms in which one or two of the wise, provided they are under governments
sternly in his ear, “Now lie there, and take no position which he himself is not
think!” To such a man sickness may in- ready to occupy and is not already occupy- states in rebellion were set at liberty by specific doctrines are set forth, especially distinct from that of Bates College. Moredeed come bringing a blessing behind its ing. He leads; he only calls on us to fol- the Proclamation of Emancipation, notwith- the second of those in order, the subject over, should the necessities of the case derebuke, scourging pride inte penitence, and low. And whatever there is of good in standing slavery has since been abolished to which it relates being with them one mand it, we should not apprehend any semaking the insensible soul aware that it has Christ's fellowship and gifts of grace, is vir- by the constitutional law of the land,and the of great importance. As it now stands, rious difficulty in getting the charter of
a God to deal with. The sufferer that went tually pledged to all who hear and heed the ballot has been placed in the hands of the it may mean one thing or it may mean an- Bates College changed.
colored man in all the states which have other. But as far as the denomin
into his sick chamber with defiance may thus word that invites them to him.
ation
It is also possible that some may think
pome out of it with a subdued step and
It is the business of each and every returned to their allegiance, it is still de- holds and maintains the truth we bid the location of the school at Lewiston would
heart; and the lips that have been wont to Christian to echo and emphasize and repeat vied him by Maryland, Kentucky, and by it God speed.
:
not be sufficiently central. We are frank
use the stern, self-reliant speech of business this word of welcome. Reproof may be some- most of the northern states west of New
to confess that were it not for the advanmay begin to tremble with the accents of times necessary,explanations may be called England, including Connecticut. To fill —RituALisM.
The English Ritualists tages of which we speak, we should prefer
in the otherwise fair tem- are in trouble again. They are not only
prayer.’
2
for,warnings may be demanded ;out all these this niche
de- a location further west. Indeed, we should
So much is true. Indeed, ¢ven more than
things have their importance in proportion ple is the work towhich someof the most nounced by those Episcopalians holding. do the same in regard to the location of a
thisis true. = Many classes of persons find as they prepare the way for or give effect to earnest and thoughtful of our statesmen are more moderate views, but the Privy Coun- New England College itself, were the -enGod coming consciously near to them amid this invitation: “The Spirit and the Bride, now addressing themselves. Some, includ- cil, the highest tribunal of the English terprise to be commenced de novo. But as
the shadows and the pain which attend dis- say, Come. And let him that heareth say, ing Mr, Sumner, have been of the opinion church, has also decided against them. the result of a- combination of unforeseen
ease; for calamity of various sorts often Come." This leading idea which finds fre- that the end desired could be reached by a They are not disposed,however, to be quiet. circumstances, Bates College is at Lewiston,
‘sends the sufferers to the Great Helper. quent and varied expression throughout the simple enactment of Congress ; but this not At a recent meeting called to discuss their and we do not propose to remove it. AcThey feel that the aid needed can come only New Testament, ends the record of inspi- being in accordance with the views of the grievances, the decision of the Privy cepting the facts as. they exist, we would
from him, and that they cannot live unhelp- ration‘in the touching language just quoted, majority, a more thorough expedient has Council was condemned, and the court pro- locate the Theological School at Lewiston,
ed. And so the outery of the soul for re- as if by its position and its rare force and been resorted to in an additional Constitu- nounced *‘ incompetent to declare the mind with the full conviction that the place oflief is earnest and prolonged, and stops beauty of speech, it would forbid any and tional Amendment.
of the Church of England uponany subject fers advantages for this purpose superior to
The work bids fairto be successfully ac, nowhere short of heaven ; and such an out- every reader to mistake or forget or underwhatever.” In other words, these gentle- any other. In the midst of one of the
has the House
ery, let it go up wheresoever and whenso- value the word of welcome which is ad- complished. = Already
men, who have gworn obedience to all the strongest F. Baptist communities in New
ever it may, is answered with help and dressed to all wanderers in every land and of Representatives, givenits sanction to the ecclesiastical authorities of the Church, are England, with a large . number of churches
measure. The Senate will soon concur in
blessing.
.
: time.
now ready to repudiate the last and highest within a comparatively few miles, it could
Bat that is all. Diszaseis really a bur“Come with us.” These words suggest pits action, and there is good reason to be- court and authority of the church. It seems not lack for sympathy and support. And

Vermont secured so many of the last gradnating class at New Hampton. But when
I learned that some of the Q.

M’s,

had

as-

sisted these young men by contributions
from time
all plain,
could not
had done

to time while in the school, it was
In facs someof them said they
leave Vermont after what she
for them. Thisis rightand good

too.

;

Under such an administration, old churches
are being resuscitated and new interests
are springing up. A spirit of enterprise
prevades the whole Q. M. Systematic

beneficence has been inaugurated in about
all the churches, and our benevolent

prises

find

cheerful

responses

enter-

from

all.

Such life as this is enduring and will make
its mark on the surrounding territory, and
do its part in saving the world. Ifthe pres-

ent wisdom and prudence in planning and

originating, and this energy in execution,
continue to prevail, there is a bright and
joyous futureto the Wheelock Q. M.

While at Lyndon, where we attended two
evening meetings, the title to the Seminary

grounds

was

secured,

and

some four

thousand dollars subscribed for the Institution in a few minutes. I think the $20,000
allotted to Lyndon will soon be raised.

The amount to be raised in other towns is
in the hands of competent agents, and will

be forthcoming in good season.

The loca-

tion of the Institution is one of the best
1 ever saw, overlooking the old and new

villages of Lyndon Center and givingan ex-

tended view of the beautiful valley of the

Passumpsic. Thank God for brighter days
to our people in this section. May blessings
ever attend the old Wheelock Q. M., and
may it in coming years as now be a blessdén for the soul as well as for the flesh. the spirit in which Christ's disciples should lieve that the proposed Amendment will probable, however, that those who thus re- though the place is a few miles east of what ing to the world.
:
C. O. Lisny.
Health and piety are natural friends. They deal with those about them. They presup- soon be ratified by the Legislatures of pudiate the government of their church as we would prefer, itis easily reached by railare mutually helpful. A stalwart body is pose that the company sending out the invi- twenty of the states now in session, while utterly incompétent to its work, will never- road. Besides, it would hardly be in place
Cairo Mission,
the proper abodeof a devout and accept- tation is going on the true way; that they the remaining eight required to constitute theless decide to remain in it, in order to do to complain that Lewiston is too far east,
able soul. The invalid’s religion may be are finding it a pleasant as well as a sacred the requisite three#ourths of the whole, what they can to undermine it; or to use when students from New York and points
It is encouraging to know that the friends
sweet, vigorous and healthful, for God can path; that they are confident it will lead will concur in due time. All things con- their own words—** to spread in all possi- farther west readily find their way to Ban- of the Cairo Mission are willing
to aid- us in
_ work mirables
of grace in the soul which them to life and redemption; that their sidered, we seeno rbason why the top- ble ways the doctrineof the Real Presence.”
this
time
of
need,
A
uch
more
general
most stone of the reconstructed tem-

is fully put and constantly kept under his’ hearts yearn

for the

companionship

of

discipline. But the danger is ‘that it will

others who are in the broad road; and that ple of liberty,

be

they are sure the
of the way will welcome other travelers as cordially as he has

and one-sided.

It is especially

welcomed themselves.

over

“Thus should - the

now hewn

out, - may

before another year shall come

,

Bop) re

“and

elastio spirits.

The sunshine

be

dort,

'®

been
and is now
complacency and
pride are as inconsistent one of the m attractivs issues of the agare dls-| ricultural press. It has a ‘large corps of
with
the spirit of the gospelas they

always runin |

an impatience over the exuberance

round,

reared-and placed in position,and the structure be finished at every point. a

Christian disciple deal with those io are
Moore's RURAL Nw Yorker
strangers to the narrow path. Nothing
Toons wors
of Pharisaism
is in place, Self- enlarged, and greatly improved;

Vil Hot

not,

) fae

And accordingto a writer in the Atlaniic
Monthly,should the Ritualists be driven from
formal connection with the English church,

they will never, as a body, become absorbed in the Roman church, but if driven from

1 the Anglican church, will form a communion of their own.

This writer claims that

there are sixty ritualistic churches in London, besides mission chapels and schools,and

a million and a half of supporters in the

to men. Harshness in judgment editors, and is eminently instructive, ‘enter: [United Kingdon, These churches have sig-

and severity in speech do not become those taining and useful, both as a family and an terhoods, and brotherhoods, | and guilds,
of life who have been called away from their agricultural paper. Itis issued weekly at and divers orders, adopted frou the Romish
lo

[i]

* But, we apprehend that there may arise benevolence,

in some minds an objection far more serious

hdwever, is demanded.

A

large majority of our churches do nothing

than either of these, springing from a foel- for the Mission. It is only a few brething that the want of prosperity in the past is ren that do the giving for benevolent purposattributable in part to the fact that the school es. Such things ought not so to be. We
has, during the greater part of its history, publish the following letter from our subeen lceated in connection
with other perintendent, Mr. Tolford, of Cairo:
;
schools. Some, desirous of trying a new
Your letter came ir
time. It It does
plan, gay, “Let us place the school some- me good to know that you still eare for ud?
where by itself, where it will have
a life 1 fear that ether duties’ will take allof your
and strength.
't give us up,
and individuality of its own. . We are tired time
is very oa has
have touse it
and sick’ of having it hitched on to hand
every day. = Miss Carroll is better, and we
something else.” Such talk as this may shall all be well again soon. Our school ig

/
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. .T.E.PEDEN, Clerk. .
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the sweat

CASE

Q

all tend to develop the Liver disease, in some of its
varied forms, thronghout the United States. This. is

io 14 on the subject or othe
The collections are to be sent

that he finds the livers of cattle; sheep and swine
diseased ten times where he finds any other organ
diseased once. Almost every person is ‘bilious at
some time, and many are constantly bilious. - It may
be mere congestion of the Liver, and torpidity of its
function, or this may result in some structural or or-

pe:

being
requested to
erwise explain it.
to the

¢ Revivals

|

:

on the second.

Rock

RivER

ficiently

Q.

session with the

M.,

Ill.—Held

commodious

house

work of

. AUSTIN,

or nine hundred.
reported

Oscillating between

JAMES

STorUM,

Clerk.

Have you

Do'you raise or spit up your food ?

Havéyou

,

OF

There is unusual

NATURE.

isms, theories, and fallieies are fast disappearing beneath the gigantic wheels of progression and human

development. = Change is written, wih the iron finger
of time, upon all

and spiritual,

matter,

The mighty,

seen

unseen, - material

and

that

power

omnipotent

fashioned the stupendous orbs that revolve in the im.

awakened to
H. N. H.

mensity of space, created all things in wisdom and
The majestic ocean, the deep blue sea, the
fui,
eautiful earth and allthings therein contained, were
planned and created by virtue of that universal law

only release;

their kind, with that instinct or intelligence ordained

Wisdom, justice, and love,are the three great standard bearers whose sumptuous hands mete out to each

pected to go forward in baptism soon. He
is now engaged in a protracted meeting 1n
the Greenwood church with prospects of a

individuality the

a

law,

universal

measure of Divine,

designed by that mighty mind who fashioned alike
noble man in his own image and all lesser created

things.

revival.
Rev.

man, are each endowed, according to

cease to the progressive human

pro-

Eternal

mind.

gression is written with the unerring finger of Deity
upon all. The theme of human life is laden with the

sweet incense to all who, like angels of mercy snd
are ever busy, everready to devise means
goodness,

sincere

tender

family

and

Smith

W.T.

for the alleviation of human woe

march of individual and

of life. The unceasing
thanks to their friends at Strafford and vicinity | tion
national progress is alone

due to the bold and fearless
thinkers and actors upon the stage of mundane life.
and imperil the gign
that
The Stern Exigencies
countries cannot awe or swerve
minds o
ntic
Disease
power.
and
them in the path of duty
and death now hold carnipal throughont the land;
suffering humanity calls loudly for the ** Balm of Gil-

for a donation of $76,80, received Dec. 24th.

to

and wife extend thanks

Bedell

prolonga-

the

and

Rev. I. M.
:
their friends at Center Strafford, for the third
amountannual visit, January 7th, and donation
Fave
heat i
ing, with-other gifts previously received, to $150.
whose sabe, [ysie pores ca
tad
skillful han
saving and
and ruin.
m wreck
J.
at
suffering
tothe
administer
to
may be found, ready
Rev. J. Hayden and wife were favored on the
empoeve of Jan. 20th, with a pleasant visit from 2 | all times, in Prof. F amilton, at his old medical and
all
fitm all countries
rium, where thousands,
large party of friends in Saccarappa, and a generclimes, have received the healing balm for every ill,
ous donation of money and other good things.

‘|

In Harper's Monthly

Magazine for February,

1868,

of PROF. R. LEONIDAS
Rev. I A. Stevens and wife would gratefully | may be foundM. a D.,Lifewhosediscove
ries in reference

acknowledge

kindness

the

of their

friends

HAMILTON,

at

;

LIVER, LUNG, AND BLOOD DISEASES,
Plymouth, Vt., and7 tender heartfelt thanks for
are now attractingthe attention of the whole medical
visits and a donation to the value of $35.
joy and restored
world, and whose success is carrying
to thousands..
Rev. E. R. Clarke extends thanks for dona- | Lealth
th

ing
0 $WT.

ons received 4

uring

:
the Jot We years

Ministers and

mount

Churches.

to

dieHis well-attested cases of liver diseases, lung
| eases, blood diseases, and diseases of the kidneys,
and other organs are now
bladder; spine,
the United States and Canada,
well known all over
the West Indies, Europe, Mexico, Sandwich Islands,
and in many of the commercial and missionary set

in every part of the world.
Rev. 8. C. Kimball, of Newmarket;N. H., has | tlements
For the benefit of the sick who may
pastor of

received and accepted a call to become
the church at Wells, Me.

wish to know
positively when théy have derangements of the Livery
of more or less severity, a combination of the usual

oma found In euch eases lb

‘Rev. N. Brooks, pastor of Pine St. church,’ oy
not

Manchester, has

been

ableto preach

since.

or yellowish:

7A sallow or yellow color of the skin

brown spots on the face and other parts of
the body;
headache;
some time in the autumn in consequence of a dullness and drowsiness, with frequent
or bad taste in the mouth diyn s of t rere
bronchial difficulty. There is no prospect that | bitter
eart; in many
and internal heat; palpitation o; the
his labors

he will resume

before

It is with much

minister

rothe

nesss of the limbs especially at nl

the ministry who may desire
b laborr inand
any of
this fleld
also with any church who
may wish his hamble services.

ht; cold oils, al-

akes
as
nous materials, as
an
from our food and drink. The food is asmal Lay
blood
healthy
and
nourishing
into
made
and
simulated

through the offices of the stomach, lives
closed his labors here, and the church is desirous principally
and lungs. The worn-out materials are most!
lungs, and kidneys; but all medithe
by
greted
|
one
AnY
of securing a pastor the coming year. will ad- ol men ave liver,
heretofore fled to reco, jae the vast
wishing to take charge of this church
exand
blood-pur
a
mportance 0

"Ru

Lyndon,

@

Vt.

All personsto Intercs
prove
The subseriber and his family very gratefully | periments

it,

Bn

l, Leipzig, 1852,
acknowledge the. receipt of $56,60 from their | und Stoffwechse
these facts in Prof.

dane

sce a re:

or they may

Physiology.
Dalton’s
friends on Christmas eve, snd also the generous | sume
ore: the bile is somethin;
thi
be
R
:
as ow
bowels,
the
of
physic
:
gd
visit Wing oi
The
sum of $133,567 contributed at their annual $190,26.
| heretofore been tan hi by eminent medical men,
king in all
.
parsonage

bile is mostly ade Su

of the waste

of the

matter

all $190,260 | 1,,4._efrete, worn-out, and injurious materials,
words of
the good
daily accumulated exL. ‘Noyes, of | The blood, poisoned withthetheliver
W.
Sheffield,
of
Wiley,
Revs. F. L.
to the heart, and
of Portsmouth, N. | cess of bile, returns from

ma
dam. 31, and
wo
the y prayers,
Thethepresence,
Sutton,

and

L. L.

Harmon,

feeling at the heart, and Falplation i
H., with the sweet Sabbath sohool songs, added | o pressed
8 cause is long continued, we ge chronic
very much to the interest of the latter oced- | tundue excitement, and morbid nutrition of the
Diiscase,
developing many Jorma of Heart
,
sion, +
.
e-polsored
mgs.
so with the
Li Sabbath schoolat Lyndon Center by their | Just

ny St

and if
ation,
heart,

blood

aust. be

at the Christmas Festival and the kind. oos Soom allthethroughper adthoserg most delicate organs, The
eff¥ts
ness of their friends since, have just added to | culaung
f $114,490, | lung Hisense re poisoned and jrritated. and they, No
their library 200 vols. at an

PROF.

expense®o

as my memory

it

~The council ‘appointed by the Athens Q.M.,

at the request of the Albany church, to examine,

Jan. 2, 1869. The examination proving satisfac
disea-es not only of the kidneys,
tory, they were set apart to the work of the min- | bladder.
ik
i

istry the next day as follows: Reading Sern.
tures, Rev. H, J. Carr; Reading hymn, Rev.4

But this ie not all—far

‘tr

"Xa
I. Z. Haning; OrV. Tewksbury; Sérmon, Rov.
daining prayer, Rev. H. J. Carr; Fses Rev.

.

«
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from it.

nu

and appearaiive

in 80

no

y

day, and can walk a wile,

every

all

to you;

Eagle

or

walk

Venango

County,

that I
that 1 eould get, with'no avail, and was so bad

and

house,

part

of the

time not able to get out of my bed, as I was affected
in nearly every joint, I thought Iwould nr you as a
great joy, in less than three weeks
last resort. TO my

1 was able to go out and jump with the most active
man in the place. In one month I was perfectly
cured, and had gained seventeen pounds; an Inever
for
had better health in my life than I have enjoyed
the last six months. May God bless you and your
miraculous remedies.”
CASES

OF ASTHMA.

Myr. Joseph Little, of Thompson,

Penn., writes:

“Last January I received a package of medicine
from you. It is with much pleasure and thankfulness
that I now state thatmy health is fully re-established.
The asthma and bronchial difficulties are entirely removed, with the other numerous complaints before
specified. 1 now feel as well as any one can expect
age—sixty-seven years.”
to be at my
Mrs. Eliza Bryant, of Preston, Hamilton. County,
Ohio, writes:
“1 have so far regained my health, under your treat—
ment, asto be quite free from my terrible complaintmy
the Asthma. 1 can now lay my head down upon
pillow and sleap calmly and sweetly all night I have
no
pains
now, throngh” my shoulders, chest, or any
part of the body.”
JR—

REPORT FROM A CASE OF ASTHMA!
Mrs. Jessie Smith, of Candia Village, Rockinghlth
County, N. H., writes:
“0 peceived your medicine, and have used the most
y, and ean
of it. My cough is better, I breathe
sleep well nights. Ihave every confidepce in jour
skill, and hope soon to be permanently restored,
‘

The: poisonous

CANBRR CURED.

y yER AND LUNGS BADLY DISEASED,

WEBSTER Ouex JowA ‘

Q M
the most desirable hair renewer in the world, now | Cattaraugus
Hill ch
widely known as “Barrett's Vegetable Hair Restor- Summer
ative.” Satisfactory and surprising in its results,

8
due
Dear Friend: feel that
Dr. HAMILTON—
afilicted w with
as well11 as to allIt tho<ewhoh are Micted
! 0 10u,
ted
he Sti stinfulal
ofvs allSI vaaitys5 An eh rain,
aater
great
the
for
you
to
gratitude
my
express
to
disease.
|
unheslthy-blood cannot i perform its of fice health
which I have received from the use of your
The/person has dulness, headache, incapacity | benefit

RESPONDS.
POINTVILLE,

Ld
-

'S
SCENTED SHOWERS.—When drops of PHALON
“FLOR DE MAYO,” the new perfum,efall in aromatic showers on thousands of handkerchiefs every day,
who can deny that it is the reigning perfume. Sold
by all Druggists.

H

T

E

RoCKFORD,

N.J.

years;

my

appetite is steady and
e as full as they use
tting to be quite corpulent; 1 have nev: er worked 80 hard or preached so
have
labored
two months in a
much as this fall; I
racted meeting ; preached most every night
all the pra
be
God
souls converted! - to
shail have to write out a statement of
of these days, and the grea
prescriptions; they have do ne more for me than all
fact they are the only
the remedies I ever too
medicines that have bene

IN

GOLD

In Pittsfield, Me.,

Wis,

and Miss

:

;mine

:

31, by Rev. A. L, Gerrish,

Dec.

Mr. Fred W. Johonett and Mise Cynthia E. Wethern,
both of Newport.

.|

Appleton, icon
Me.

“FPS

Wis., Dec. 24, by Rev. J. 8: Dins-

more, Mr. William J. Edwards and Miss Cynthia Ful-

ton, both of Exeter.
In West Stephentown, Jan. 29,

man,

COIN,

Mr. Andrew

H.

and

Doty

by Rev.

I. B. Cole-

Mrs. LucindaWe.

Mills, both of Stephentown.

In Ossipee, N.

Tax.

H., Jan. 14,by Rev. A. D. Fairbanks,

groom’s parents, Mr. Albert
fork City, and Miss Kate C.

at the residence of the
W. Leighton, of New

line Houghtaling, of Davenport; Jau. 23, by the same,
Mr. John N. Riter and Mrs, Maria B, Butts, both of
Davenport.
In Granville, Pa., Jan. 21, by Rev. O. C. Hills, Mr.
Jerome B. May and Miss Sabrina Kitttle, both of

The Bonds may be had of

”
H. H, BOODY,

Treasurer,
12 Wall Street,

Granville.

In Edmeston,N.Y.Jan. 10,by Rev.S. 8. Cady,Mr.Na-

Ellen M. Dennison, both
thaniel W. Jaquay and Miss
| of Columbus.
In Columbus, Jan. 24, by Rev.S. 8. Cady, atthe F.

HENRY CLEWS & CO., Bankers,
32 Wall Street, New York.

W. B. Church, Mr. Henry Coman, of Edmeston, and
Miss Lucina M. Gustin, of Columbus.
In Strafford, N. H., Jan. 13, by Rev. I. M. Bedell,

Notices and Appointments.

Mr. Charles I. Tasker, of West Roxbury, Mass., and
Miss Caroline Masters of Newton Corner, Mass,
the same, Jan. 11, Mr. Edgar R. Babb and Miss
tilda R. Canny, both of Strafford.

Waterville Q. M.

session at

next

its

will hold

the town house in Smithfleld,comme: ncing Friday,Feb.
OWDEN,

Special - Notices.

Clerk.

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.
Summer Arrangement.
June 22, 1868.

Enosburg Q. M. will hold its next session with
Conferthe church in Farnham, P.Q., March 6,7.

ence on Friday preceeding, at 1, ¥ M.

. COFFRIN,

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 P, M.

Com,

For Great Falls, 10,10A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

. M. will hold its next session with |

the church at Winnegance, Feb. 27, 23, at 10, A. M.

L. GIVEN, Clerk.

Letters

‘WM. MERRITT,

Pa,

, but during that |
iles.
A
with chronic diarr!
I ha I
and, piles.
wn used
sicians, ‘and
everything
Why |
heard of that I cou 1 procure, but all in vain.

Supt.

Holloway’s Pills.-Determination of Blood
to Head —Imprudence or neglect of health is tantamount to constructive suicide—the penalty, a short,
All who
us death.
Backus—G W Baker—G | quick struggle, and instantaneo

Received. .

or epileptic
D Bates—G H | are of full habit or subject to apoplectic
of these invalu& | fits, should never be without a supply
find a safeguard in ocoa® D Clements—N Cone— | able medicines, as they will
In every instance they have
te—H B BAN

amon | Sional doses of them.
mb | been attended with the most successful results.
Fer
n—H N Li, P Gage
GH
by all Druggists.
EOP Gerrish—
oy

Hamilton

ts, descrip, 3
For 0] How lo G et P aten
0. Hills
not over one
n AHS
send model,
For a appli
.
$i irs t catio
a uieh- || intionsize,
AD

Tiny den

Kom | Specifications,
rejected

H MoGiafiey

ROCKAWAY, N, Ju

There was nothin

For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32,10.55 A. M., 5.08

Post Office Addresses.
Rev. J. C. Nye, Sand Creek

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A; M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 ». a.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M,, 2.45 P. M.

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M.
12 M,, 3, 5 P, M.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A.M.
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P, M.

RESPONDS{

coud cure me.

Mr. James

in Davenport, N. Y., Jan. 14, bY Rev. W. Russell
ith and Miss Eme
Mr. George H. Warfield, of Me

the cars befo

8a

Foxcroft.

L. Rowell,

of Ossipee.
The Bonds are offered at 97} and accrued interest> Smith,
In Clinton, Me., Jan. 17, by. Rev. y 7% Wentworth, Mr.
Benton,
full information sent Jonn G. Hunt and Mrs. Louisa Goodwin, of
Pamphlets with maps giving
Stevens,
A.
T.
Rev.
In Plymouth, Vt., Jan. 29, by
on application.
Mr. Willie J. Hall and Miss Carrie L. Sawyer,
All Bonds subscribed for sent by express free of Plymouth.

1 physician, I bad but lit- |

tht

of

Kni;

F.

Jane

Mrs.

20, by Rev. N.
In Boston, Dec.

Leighton and Miss Josephine M. Thayer, both of
.
oston.
In East Randolph Vt., Dec. 7, by Rev. 8. 8. Nickerson, Mr, Linus M. £adson of Williamstown,and Miss
Abbie J. Smith of Randolph.
Pp
In East Brookfield, Dec. 20, by Rev. 8. 8. Nickerson.

:

8ir: It is with pleas
R. L. HAMILTON, M. D.— Dear
ure that I communicate the result of the use of your
medicines. When I first visited your office in New
re your
@ CATS
York,I could scarcely walk
haustion. With all
door into the office wit!
hope

of

F. Colcord

Addie

LOUIS | Whitney, of East Brookfield.

1st Feb. and 1st Aug.

APPLIES FOR TREATMENT.
George P. Quanty, of Queensville, C. W., writes:
“You will doubtless remember of treating my sister, Mrs. Steuben Noble, Y on performed
raculous cure in her case that I beg leave
a statement of my case.”

;

and

ot ,

0

PRINCIPAL AND SEVEN PER CENT. INTEREST |

RECOMMENDS THE AFFLICTED TO APPLY.
David E. Erb, of Bridgeport, C, W.,
“1t is with pleasure that I write to intorm
my wife received the medic!
was not able to stand on her “feet for over nine
months, and was not expected to live;
nin
r medicine she has been
hink a little more of your wonderful mediend
all the afiotrecomm
shall
1
her.
gure
will
ciné
od to apply to you.”

A CLERGYMAN

Miss

and

In New Hampton, Nov. 19, by Rev. E. H. Presscott,
assisted by Prof. A.B. Meservey, Mr, Charles H,
Follansby, of N. H.,and Miss Mary R. Meservey of

for me,

is getting
owerful; my
habto be; instead of

Mr.

Allen,

Fairfield.
In Abbott, Nov. 29, by Rev. A. Redlon, at the resikn David Weymonth,J. )
gence orl anes Bose, eg

field of labor shall be

stomach

Sarah

Ebenezer

Mr. S, 8. Curtis, of Jefferson,

:

ROCK ISLAND, AND St.
RAILROAD COMPANY,

REv. I. HUGG.

The Rev. J. Wesle; YL Quinial (Troy Conference), of
;
West Sand Lake, N. yw Wi rites 3:
“fam in better heal th this fall than I have been

Richland Center.

Dixmont, Jan.1, by Rev.

S. Ames, of Benton,

E

0

T

Free of Government

A CLERGYMANS TESTIMONY.

Te

8

of Deerfield, N. H., and Miss

ney, of

Allen Stevens and Miss Jennie A. Thompson, both
of Dixmont.
In Fairfield, Dec. 31, by Rev. S. Bowden, Mr. John"

- EAR CONVERTIBLE BONDS,
FIFTY-Y

“The remedies you sent me last spring wo:
a charm througho! ut my entire system.
lived until the present time had I
lieve I should
ha
not used your me dicine. It is my sincere prayer that

five

IR

F

formerly
n

G

A

BR T G

M

A CLERGYMAN’S WIFE.
Mrs. Rev. Geo. C. Haddock, of Ripon, Wisconsin,

before in

In Richland Center, Wis. Jan. 11, by Rev. E Tuttle,
Mr, John James, of Sturgeon Bay, Door Co

the most wonderful discovery of modern times.

ed. For the first week I could not see
week there seemed to be a
disease;
the second
of the
at the end of the
and
decided change for the better was maniwith ease and
about
walk
to
able
now
fest. Iam
ou my sincere and many thanks,
Isend
comfort.
your life
preserve
and
bless
may
and pray that Go
for many years. 1 feel that, under the blessing of Di-

God may bless and spare y
minister to the physical bein
All that I can do to extend
done earnestly and willing

Married

If you would have a desirable head of hair and retain it, use Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer,

he medicines came toyhand in due
and I commenced using them as

done great things

Treasurer.

G. H. BALL,

Buffalo, N. Y.

confidence by its own intrinsic merits ”—N."¥. News.

PROF. R. L. HAMILTON—Dear Sir: I have pur
Jy delayed writin in order to give you-the resu

vine Providence,

securing public

harmless in its application. it is fast

WEST CONESVILLE.

CLERGYMAN

A

M Howard, D Ellis, J Tyler, A M Tolnian, E
J Negus, M D Frency, I. Turner, A J Hubhard, one dollar each
C Preston
French Creek Q M

all turn
is found

“The Poet, Priest, Philosopher and Sage,
with rapture to the Golden Age,” in which

Crouch, ‘of Scho-

LUNG AND HEART DISEASE CURED! |
FIVE YEARS USELESS TREATMENT! | !
Mrs. Marinda Brimmer, of Boscobel, Wisconsin,
«I am much better, consider
but hasw left. My
Week, myself
headache was bad every
ain
and
soreness
in my chest
cough is cured. The
ight sweats I had I do not
and sides are gone.
1
for
your
medicines.
now have. I feel very th
d bless you. The means you use are n
and there is no humbug in what you say. I
d five years with good physicians, as we all
thought; you h ave done me more good than all the
i
not sto
remedies I ever took. My heart does
it did, and the buzzing in my head is cured. I
God will bless you.”

;

Stebbens, D Seymour, J Hill. G C Ripley,
true way is to fortify the system withjp permanent | Moses
, J Hubbard, D Stebbens,
Eggleston
FL Phelps,
J Stebbens, D_ Eastman, CHoward,
Burch,
tonic like the Peruvian Syrup (a protoxide of iron),
Prindle, O Johnson, P
T
Burch.
A
system.
whole
the
to
vigor
and
which gives strength

of your

«I return my sincere thanks for having permanentsuffered sely cured me o. rheumatism, after having
doc ‘ored
verely for about seven years! When 1 had medicine
s
with other doctors and tried all the patent
could hardly get out of my

as | Joel Cornish
some stimulant, the effect of which is the same
A Burch
The
A Loser
giving a tired horse the whip instead of oats.

in the exercise o f your great skill 1is the sincere wis
MARTHA CROUCH.
very grateful friend,

Truly yours,
8. D, C. HOWE.

Rock,

R Eggleston
OVER-EXERTION, either of body or mind, produces Isaac Phelps
| BW Huntley
debility and disease. The usual remedy is to take

be spared to ble

condition

Iride

Collector.

G.H. BALL,

N.Y.

R. LEONIDAS HAMILTON, M. D.,

confidence recommend them to the afflicted.

REUMATISM CURED!
William McNellis,
Penn., writes:

algo of the |

»

first have

Buffalo,

Whitfield

”
stat? |
ctor,and
Have no hesitancy in writing to the Do:
ase in full and he will deal honestly and
Now York Home and Foreign Mission Society.
All letters to him must be ad- Elijah Hallock
promptly with jou.
:
Lawrence Q M
Estate of ££ P Tallman
Freedom Q M
:
i
H Vose
No 546 BROADWAY,
COLLECTED BY M, HM. ASHLEY.
Care of Post-office Box No. 4,952, New York.
PH Phelps
The number of the Post-office Box must be put on | Lorin
Stebbens
each letter to insure safety.
Wm H Phelps
Z Graham
Lyman Rexford

you
f the effect of some medicine received from
The medicines were prepared as soon as
two
first
thé
For
d 1 commenced their use.
or three days I felt very little eifect. I discovered a
condition seven or eight days, when
for the better was slowly taking
change
eavy headache was gone; my sleep was
and refreshing; food seemed to nourish instead of disthe
tressing me; in deed, the best way I can expressbuildIt was like taking down an old
ring the waste places, and building up anew.
We have delayed v iting to see whether the cure was
permanent or not. I have reason to believe it is last1 believe you remedies to be ve ry efficacious in
icating disease from the system,

after noticing

place in my

| Sarah Lindsley
C H Baldwin 0 B Buffum
je
| vio",

Agaliah Wilson
in | Rufus K Alexander
I am always in attendance, and attend to all cases
may rely uponmy relic
person, and the afili
,and tha t they will be dealt with justly and
sponsibility

I embrace the
Sir:
HAMILTON— Respected
DR.
inform
resent moment to write a few lines to you to

WEEDSPORT. N. Y.
Ihave used three-

short a time.

| Z H Graham and Isaac Phelps
| J Middleton

fering and erring children, AlS0, | Nathan Babbit
i
our letter, | 1H Berry
t a full and specific reply
ten cents— postage mus
paid in ad- | “Friend,” by Rev Wm

CURED!

Miss

from

harie County, N.Y.

in a ye
great
rritated, and

fy. The pe

by

3

Hore mediens,

any.

DISEASE

Read this testimony

ordain Profs, M. W. | too ekesortonsd blood: and. hey. bocorhe diseased
thought advisable,
L. L. Chase, met withwit] the church
Spencer andid 8. 8.

>

YORK.

So long as I live, so long),
retains its seat, so long will I retain

LIVER

artepionand capillariesbo SvS1y, SEED ot wk ee

Ordination.

Co., Wis.

ish feelings of the deepest gratitude

fn Iho marCe
fousmell thobioud-polson masters

i

The prospects of the Lyndon Institution are
brightening, and the work is progressing finely.
The friends of this enterprise now feel quite sure
of SuCCcess.
L. B. TASKER,

you

I wrote

followed your advice suric
result has been successful.

Extracts from a letter of Mr. Edwin Sanford, of
Rosedale, Madison County, Ohio 3
:
Do you remember the young man who came to your
‘office last summer feom Ohio to consult you about a
York
disease in his nose % I went from Olio to New
Gough, u 4 Congumption itsel f are the A results, If to
are many who go farther to see
see you; but thee
iver had done its duty—made and excreted that you,
ke a gentleman, I took three
{1}
ke
trea
You
.
not have
lungsthewoild
It goes from tho preteriptions of you and that dreadful cancer got
iteelf. diseased
BLoop
go with
“jit~ the
| BILE
well now. I feel th a
the heart, well, and I am hearty inand
of
cavity
left
upper
to.the
Jungs back
your hands. I yéry-often 0
can ever trust myself
gould like
to the lower. eavity, and thence through the
thence
nd look at your pioture, and think how I
“ M
good talk with
see ou, and have a
wi
she
think
your remedies, and I
furnishing t ho arinhry secretion mother }s taking
oF
y
gentle
the
Mr.
remember
you
| guns
ure tho kidneys, fro
t the kidneys them. be cured, youDo sent
You cured
medicine to hy me
¢ | man that
hi
Jumostant ox
¢
him entirely. and he now enys that there i8 no or
blood, and
sin
you, Your
but
him
treat
to
have
would
he
that
that
knows
disente
liver
a
pr
had
D.
yy
has
who
eh
ol
SAN
son
high
A
EDWIN
E urine is sean
:
tho
cere friend,
| deposits, at mes, or other diseased products, ence,

gratifying prosperity | ize sud purity the blood, and they do
is enjoying
dred, sndthe efforts
of G. W. Newell, Supt., and | measure; but they are overwork
1. W. Sanborn, Librarian.

Sir:

the great change that has taken

vite the serofulous humors of t
Hence Consumption, whichnd 1s allo
library is over | are thus irritated.defued
The number of books now in the than
sud ploved by Lugol
two hun- nt sorofula, 0.
400, ‘The school numbers more

through

HAMILTON—Dear

ome look at me with great amazement,

liver as

creting organ. The most learned rman Jrysiclogists, who base their assertions upon actu al experiich
ments only, state that the amount of BILE w into
should be manufactured by the liver and poured
pounds,
half
the intestines each day is two and one

Otsego
dress the subscriber at Burlington Flats,
EpwIN TALBOT.
Co, N.Y.

:

NEW

WESTERN

FROM

VOICE

1 when

uarters of the package of medicine you sent me, and
bless,
thanks to thatjwise Providence, whom all should
believe
for the great good they have done me. 1 truly organs;
digestive
and
liver
the
of
was
disease
my
that
and had I not received timely aid from your treatment, my difficulties would have terminated in liver
consumption, and that I should have been incurable.
pre1 had been failing fast for the last five months
vious to applying to you, although under. medicalin
s
physician
skillful
three of the most
treatment of
one of the cities of this State. Many persons are
s
daily visiting me to see and hear of your miraculoube
skill, remarking that “Professor Hamilton must
Posesced of more than a doctor’s power to cure you.”

out,
tirely healthy, it must. throw off the vaste, worn
on new

heal
th it was preof failing
that in consequence
to attempt to preach, he has
sumptuous for him
h

Yours respectfully

left me, and 1 do not require

laboring as Missionary in Africa. Last fall I was decliniug fast, and had all the symptoms of quick consumption. - I applied to you or help. You remarked :
«Before I get through with you, I will make you feel
several years younger than you have ever felt since
4 left Africa.” I thought but little of THAT as I
often received similar assurances from eminent
physicians, both here and in Europe; but in less than
two weeks all my symptoms were entirely changed,
and my health and strength improved very fast. In
a few weeks I found myself in the enjoyment of better health, and able to perform more labor, mental
and physical, than at any previous time since I left
Africa. May God bless you in all your researches in
his great laboratory, an make you his agent in restoring thousands to health.
A. A. CONSTANTINE.

aies female weakness
COMPLAINT, the
The church at Burlington Flats has been bless- | ~ DISEASES CAUSED BYthe LIVER
or 2
mos
Systen),
that, to be ened: with the labors of Rev. B. A. Russell the worksle of Human
the Creator, is so constituted

past year, but being admonished by his physician

1

sufferer for many years from diseases contracted while

with hot flushes, with dulness, low spirits,
ternating
forboding, and, with la.
unsociability, and gloom!

and irregularities.

A

:

’
Storer College

as’| SW Wells

Mr. John Fletcher, Sr., of Oswego, N.Y., writes:
o inform you that the disagreeable

Ihave been a

able to do,

physician has been

pe

Tr

|

:

Treasurer.

C. 0. LIBBY,

TI

To

;

LA

and he can treat the case as easily
F W Straight .
Geo Limbocker
though the patient were pres
I will | aris Geo Limbocker
Please write to me at once, all ye afflicted, and e fully, A Reed
stat!
point,and
the
to
avd
promptly,
answer you
d whether you can 0 r not | T, C Prescott
the facts as they appear,

MICH.

Oak Creek, Milwaukee

Dr. R. LEONIDAS HAMILTON, No. 548 Broadway—to

the bowa's, a ternat tg
n of
eat; constipatio
Rev. W. H. Waldron, having decided to leave | with frequent
attacks of diarrhcea; piles, flatulence
extremitied rush of
the
of
coldness
,
Nervousness
correspond
will
1st,
April
after
Xs
N.
Acs,
apoplexy ; numbof toms
the head, with symp

w

fact some

particular

My Dear Benefactor: “A tense of duty impels me
say, that yourmedicines have done for me what

tended with pains and tenderness;
back, or breast, and abouf the & oulin the sides,
Jers, } ols pain and Lorencas through rs

in Otta-

wa, Franklin Co., Kansas.

satisfaction that I invite

Johu Chubb, 1° Orange, Vi, por 1, B Tasker
“

1 can in every instance prescribe

in cases I never saw.
ipl
All T wish to know in any case is the most prominent
they can just as well be writ

EPILEPTIC FITS.
"CASE "IN MANISTEO,

under your care,

Duty

eminent Divine and Missionary, the Rev. A. A. Ceonstantine, recently located in the interior of Africa:
No. $0 FULTON-8T., NEW YORK CITY.

sour stomach, with a raisihg of the foo
at least, We trust he will be remembered in | appetite;
; sickness an
and a choking sensation in the t!
prayer.
vomiting ; distress, heaviness, or a bloated,or full feel3
is often at
which
sides,
and
stomach
the
about
ing
|
good
0. A. Chapman writes fhat there is a
aggravating pains
opening for a Freewill Baptist

long as

so

a number of times, and know she has not had one
1 would have got one of your cirin three years.
culars from the lady but she h ad given them away.
Write your terms, that 1 may p lace my dear little boy

attention to the following voluntary statement of the

throat; Fusion

cases a dry,teasing cough, with sore

warm weather

you

to

We shall be grateful

and wherever I may be in t his world, I will recom—your remedies were received and taken, an d the | mend every person I know in want of medical treatment to Professor Hamilton.”
result was as marvelous to those who knew my conIn THREE
dition as it was gratifying to myself.
WEEKS (3 I was again in the pulpit preaching with un«NEARLY GONE WITH CONSUMPTION.”
usual vigor, an if my services are any value te the
Mrs. Rachel Griffin, of Eldora, Iowa, writes:
church, it is mdebted to ydu, under God, for their
your medicine I was
«When I commenced taking
continuance. You may refer to me at any time; and
th CONSUMPTION. Now I
to bear testimony to your exlike a person nearly gone w
I shall be much Please
M any of my friends have
Yours truly,
traordinary skil *
am enjoying good health.
me any better.
REV. JOSEPH JONES.
told me they never expected to see
Saint Joseph, Mich.
Some said it seeme d like a miracle to see me we
that cough and able to be
afMicted is the
ward you for the good you do to the L GRIFFIN.”
MRS. RACHE
CASES OF LIVER COMPLAINT.
wish of your friend,

nature never

of

The beauties and wonders

C B Peckham, W Derby, Vt
# -J C Nye, Meadville,
Pa

B I" Zell,

Vt,
ustas well as if I saw them, for 1 have | Bro Farrar, jE
housands under my treatment, in various
whom I never see, all of whom I
3
edily and safely asthose I see in person—in
Dover, N. H.
of the best cures ever made I have perfected

OAK CREEK, August 31, 1848.
M. D.—Dear Sir: 1 have a little
R. I. HAMILTON,
boy, 3% years. old , that has fits, You were recomeven though your family
be saved. Dono give
mended to me by Mrs. O'Neil (at present Mrs. Shanan has done you no good, for I have saved
non), of Manisteo, Mich., as having cured her daughwas
I
had
been
a
resids afterall hope had fled and the
ter, that was very bad with them.
rovidence
The wis dom and goodness ofa just
near,
dent of Manisteo for the last five years,
or
withho
not
salvation
wil
the
|
1d the noble means for
Wisconsin lately. I ha ve seen the young lady quite

preparing to retire from the ranks, when proviwas
dentially'my eye fell on your advertisement in the
I had already travelled far and exN.Y. Methodist.
pended so much in the vain effort to secure a cure,
reluctance and little hope that
great
that it was with
you. Your reply inspired me with Jope
I addressed

ex-|by Him * who doeth all things well.”

are

others

two

and

baptized

were

BAD

was utterly unable to do the duties of a minister, and,

reat and small—the tiny insect, the beautiful
y, and God-like

short time.

AND

broken down

physically and mentally

EXPRESS.
wii
Rbv C H Webber, Taunton, Mass

~~

ients can mark the symptoms they have,

as above published.

thanks, and says y ou have done a ‘great tl
tored her sinking health ina very

for as my

looked

death was

tolerable burden, and

.
LR
TI “is. ee
Inof harmony, whosefpower holds sway over all, Both
Rev. J. C. NYE writes us that he has just | telligence
is manifested in ail created things
butter

closed a protracted meeting held in his. vicinity. God's work was revived. Three

0 gee her as well as she is.
’s work, and can walk a mile to Sabbath
fhe sends her most sincere
school and meeting.

prompts me to a most grateful acknowledgment. of
the astonishing success of your treatment in my case.
For nearly three years I had, suffered from Catarrh,
Nervous Rheumatism, Liver Complaint and Extreme
Nervousness, insomuch that life had become an in-

old

The times are pregnant-with startling events;

$
gna

reasoning an d extensive experience with the |
bequest, per her husband, Rev. E G Knowles
| Mrs N J Brackett, ‘Bow Lake, N H
All'sfek persons must remember that if they wish
N H vi
Friend,
A
cure
will
h
on a course of treatment whic’
Vhealock, Vi
A FT
ht e10¢)
ite me theiri present symptoms,
Mrs A Skinner,
bY
y

to

according

and taken

Louise is a well girl again

directions.

? Are you troubled with sickness ?
any<choking spells
and vomiting ? Do you feel bloated about the. stomaclé? Have you a tired or sore feeling on rising in
the morning ? Do you have colic pains? Have you
wind in the stomach or bowels? Have you piles or
you nervous and all-gone feelings?
fistula? Have
Have you cold feet and hands ? Have you a rush of
blood to the head ? Have you uneasiness on lying on
the sides ? Have you fainting or epileptic fits ? “Have
Jou grea lowness of spirits? Have you gloomy fore-

MYSTERIES

AND

BEAUTIES

THE

:

own

Your medicines

«PROF. HAMILTON—My Dear Sir:

were all promptly received,

cold chills or hot flashes ? Have you palpitation of the
heart? Is your appetite unsteady #+Is your stomach
sour?

hand)

Y,

N.

Florence,

of East

Mrs. MaryA. Whitford,

Have

you an irritation or dryness in the throat?

January

its

Q. M., N. H—Held

SaxpwicH-

religious interest in many of the churches in
this place. The Freewill Baptist church is
enjoying a precious revival. The church
is well engaged, a number havejbeen conare

Bro. Kirk of

it.

of those wishing to write

Have you a bitter or a bad taste in the mouth?

as

remembered

cases of an

Sixsession with the 2d church in Sandwich.
teen churches were reported by letter and delegates. Nearly all the letters reported an earnest
was
Business
for spiritual quickening.
desire
ngs?
suspended and the throne of grace addressed tilt
after
received,
the evidence of God’s answer was
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING,
which our business was done in harmony and
SEE WHO ARE(CURED.
.
and
with dispatch. The meetings for prayer
SUPPORTED BY HONORABLE MEN!
reaching were marked with an unusual spirit of
' ‘READ!! READ!!!
evotion, and the session closed with sinners at
A. SARGENT, Clerk,
the altar for prayer.
R. LEONIDAS HAMILTON, M. D.—Dear Sir:

B. McKoox.

vérted and*many more
their need of Christ. 0

wasa

Harper’s Ferry was ordained and set apart for
the ministry.
~The collection amounted to $6,40.
The next meeting at Martinsburg, W. Va., on the
second Saturday in April.

been with us three weeks and preaches eve-

MINN.

meeting

attended

by those who

such

‘ry evening and usually one half of the day.
A precious work is in progress; a goodly
number have been converted. The church
The signs indicate
is much encouraged.
a general revival, although from the weak:
ness of my nervous system, I soon become
exhausted. I have been able to attend almost every meeting and visit from house to
MINNEAPOLIS,

The

grand success, and will ever be

hope and fear I said to the church that it
seemed to me that I could not live unless we
could enjoy a revival during the winter,
and while almost despairing “of help, Mr.
Abbey came into the congregation. He has

house most of the time.

The work of the Lord is still

prospering in the Valley.

5

me about their diseases, I insert the following, which
embraces nearly all that I require to’ know in most
cases: Have you constipation of the bowels? Have
Jou attacks of Diarrhea?
Have you pains/in the
ack, sides, or shoulders ? ave you a pain or tenlave you a “i teasing
stomach?
the
about
derness
Have you
cough ¢ Have you a sallow or yellow skin ¢
part of the body ?
any
or
face
brown spots on your
‘Have you.a headache ? Are you dull, heavy,or sleepy ?

All of the churches but one

revivals.

AA)

afflicted,

and Thro.t Diseases, ete. ete.

convenience

all
twenty-five years experience in the treatment ofany
| ~
chronic diseases to which the people of this’or
country are subject ,who has at this moment patients
| -.the
‘under treatnent in eyery State-and Territory.of

.

>

| 2

ih a
Err
ee]
ih 0.5 Laks
Joel Truesdale, Shunk,
Pa

Ohio
gs,
Bellefon!
, West Indies, and San dwic
GW. Colby, Vas:alboro, Me
Islands, Europe, hina,and the East, This will doubt
less sound chimerieal ji
to many, bat the evidence oa :
z
Tove every wor
8 oflice
be produced at Dr.
. Home Missions.
on the dhs reliable authorrted,
true. It is also asserted,
H
N
Concord,
Bradbury,
S
ars
|
country
ity, that no one hysician in this or any other
CO;, PA.
A VOICE FROM WAYNE
1 on the globe, 0: whatever age or position. has ever | Col Wheelock Q M, Vt.'per C O Libby
>
seen, examined, and presc; ribed for one-hal the num- { Bro Farrar, Vt. per L B Tasker
of
Honesdale,
writes:
Noyes,
L
W
My. John Benney,
per
Vt,
Sutton,
in
Ch
|
must
Again,it
has,
milton
?
“It would be injust ice toyou as well as to myself’ ber of patients that Dr. Ha Hamilfon’s treatment conLY
;
hat your remedies have done
not to acknowledg
t Medicines, or a few pet compounds, rec'S MISSION.
for me. They hav e done for me more than I ever
FREEDMEN
allthe ille that flesh is subject is,
expected.
egan to improve in a week, and when ommendedto cure Dr.
Circle
Sewing
H’s prescriptions an SPECILC | (6 nox of clothin from Ladies’
contrary,
man,
the
On
new
a
like
felt
I
medicines
the
all
1 hao taken }
to ShissA L Dudley,
"°F oval, Mass, sent
compounds are alwa s made up, chemically and spe-|
better I was
at
All of my neigh bors told me how mueh
valued
Va,
West
g,
jfartinsbur
I
pre-|
as
are
years
they
as
five
for
case,
well
individual
so
ch
looking.
I have no t felt
either in person or by letter—either of
SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
which is sufficient if the combination of sdi Iopiors
Concord, N. H.
a
are properly presented, according to the
oy
given in this article.
EPILEPTIC FITS CURED—OF TWO YEARS’
RAL, remedies are used in any
.
‘Foreign
Missions,
~~
.
r. Hamilton ; consequently patients are safe
PERSIPPANY, N. J.
poisons so much used | Corlis St Ch, Bath, Me
mineral
horrible
oge
Sebec Q M,
Me, per B 8 Gerry
HAMILTON— Dear Sir: Again 1 have seated
by some physicians,
“Wiley
Ch Wheelock Hollow, Vt, per
myself to inform you of th e goed your medicine
Ch Oakfield, Center, Wis, per G:. W. Town .
has done for me.
I ean say, I am feeling as well as
J Gould, Danville, Vt, per LR B
!
!
THING!
ONE
BER
raise
but
Dr.
Hamilton
REMEM
ever, and no one to p
M Everett, Tjamsville, Ma
not be cured be- | Mrs-A
the last of the medicine.
on Penobsg¢ot
READER: Do not think that you can! Let it be disJ. A. HOLLOWAY,
have tried other remedies.
W McKoon
Miss
Rom
TH
co),
|
are
remedies
my
of
many
that
rstood
O, per 8 E Peden
knows only to my gelf, for many of them are discover- | Sap, Sch, Pageville,
AN
AGGRAVATED
STOMACH
Belknap Q M, N I
ies
of
my
own,
an d are compounded according to my | Mrs
Knowles, Brentwood, N H, her dying
E G
:
DIFFICULTY.
!

iles
lood

~ BYNOPSIS,

For greater

B: Cogswell, B Shin LL Fa ,
e

a

rs

Sr.

is a thoroughly-educated Physician, a regular graduate of one of our best medical schools, aman of over

THOSE AWFUL FITS CURED!
From P. 0. Howard of Hot Creek, V:
ackage was received, and
rected, and I am happy to be
|
a8 ha
hy
T
eral health is mu ch better thanit has been for several
L.commenc:
since
fits
or
SPASM
years. I have had NO
A
>
ed taking your medicine.”

and all diseases arising from Impurities of the Blood,
Catarihi

a

ne

Asthma, Epileptic Fits,
aud Erysipelas, Cancers,
Nervous Diseases of the Heart, Diseases of Females,
Rheumatism,

in one part of the

B.LEQNIDAS HAMILTON, M.D,

Blood, which he treats, the following receive a romi
Bilious
nent and most successful attention: Sick and
Headache, Nervous ang Neuralgic Headache, Chronic
Piles
and
Cositiveness
Diarrhea and Dysentery,
Pimples, Eruptions and Brown Skin, Dropsy an
Blood,
the
Diseases of the Kidneys, Consumption of
Scrofula in all its forms, Spinal Irritation, Salt Rheum,

Clerk.

Rev J Coffin,

¥. GEO. IL. JONES.

Liver,Lungs.and

of cases arising from diseases of the

_ Tne HARPER'S FERRY Q. M., W. Va.—Held
the F. W. Baptist
session with
its. January
at Winchester, Va,, Jan, 23 and 24, ' It
church
was the largest meeting we have had in this part
of the country. All of our sessions were densely
crowded.
I think I can truthfully
say that at
some of our sessions we had an audience of eight

general worldliness and difficulties. = A few
church early in Nov.

dedication

Wa

TR Cutts, Ne

competent to heal, and whose |

ely, bowels, and the other

interesting and peculiar

AL
l e, IY}
A Ju
Urbana; Tow: a
E Champlin,
tinhdy Gbio
Selan Hitba
Nl Nuts) almon rook, Me
ih
Rushto
James H
tham, Towa.

J! S Hau TR

ture would not allow of exor-

place in the world, No hospital in Europe or Ameri
ca has one-tenth the number of singular and remarkable cases, as are Jresented, either personally or by
Broadwdy. It is, indeed, an Em’
letter, at No 546
porium of Clinical Medicine. Auiong Vie ‘thousands

aid for our mission at Cairo and for our teachers
there, and received $19 in cash and pledges.—
Notice of next session wiltpe given in due time.

glad the hearts ofhis people in this place in
a gracious visitation. A few had ‘been
praying and laboring and hoping amid a

mercy drops had fallen

ment of novel,

Fd

Dixfield,Me ~~

‘Stephen it Francis, Tontyville, Kansas

disease any more than other men, I
wish I had the voice of seven th unders, and could
assemble the sick in “the world, I would direct them

the Liver can never be diseased

will also inform the

Mam.

BY

oT HUE

sl
attackI could frace to its
at
to be freed from labilitios
ot

Fr 2 pe

that having been written to by thousands of patients,
his office has become the gi eatest center for the treat-

ses-

dition of the church in regard to indebtedness,
and soon secured pledges and cash to the amount
In the evening Bro. Chase called for
of $1143.

made

has

Lord

The

;

Prof. HAMILTON

of the services Bro. A. H. Chase stated the con-

given evidence

The

last

But

are among the necessary results.
CHRONIC DISEASES.

of worship, which

L. G.
N.Y.

Clerk.

its

affection.

‘organs.
we have spoken of, and costiveness,
dropsy, dyspepsia, diarrhoea, and impoverished

church at

J. FULLONTON,

was dedicated on the Sabbath.

[

applied

sermon by Prof. Dunn was as usual well worth
listening attentively to,and was heard by as many
as could find seats in the house. Atthe conclusion

and still the interest is increasof ‘conversion,
ing and spreading. To (God be great praise.
SHERMAN,

be

sion with the Mendota church.
The meeting
was harmonious and interesting. The brethren
at M. had just completed a neat, tasteful and suf-

grace is being enjoyed by the ¥'. B. church
It is reaching all classes,
- at Edgecomb.

and a large ‘number have

Next

Manchester,

&c.

A powerful

ME.

* EpgEcoMs,

Treasurer, Rev. 8, Curtis, to

for the benefit of Bros. C. W.and C.B. Griffin,
members of thisQ.' M.: Revs. Lowell, of Lewiston, and Morehouse, of Lowell, preached on the gagic
first day. There were indications of a revival | Ww.

AH. Case.

0.

Hiseurfucs of the Skin it is so irritat-

take collections on the

mended that the churches

Cleveland, O.

upor

the Lv itself tio most. common of
M., N. H.—Held its Jan. -Discasc'of
seages.,
e sudden
changesof the
New
¥
church ‘at Hampton.
There land climate,
the malarial A
of the West, as
was a good representation of the®churches and the heat also of the Sonth,‘as well as the dietetic
al
attendance of ministers. It was recom- - habitg.of the people of this country and other causes,
:

d. 2d Sabbath in Feb. for beneficiaries in the Theo-

happ
order again. I feel very
working
hava so hy friends to help ny
that
I think we cando more od than before
our buildings were burned. -

& BLOOD {TT becomes diseased, as it forms 4

ing and poisonous
that thé person
has discolored
yrowh Siibs; piles, blotches, and other eruptions,
:
bolls, carbuncles, and serofulous tumors.
sore

a
21

Angw

I ceased e|
ber
of Janu:

te cure.”

On BD S310
0 en

if

*
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the result

| months

of your medici

on,do
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282 2 828s EEE . 288EEE
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me ‘more good tht |
s use
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$5.25
ROCKINGHAM
Mo.$5,00 | session with the

Curtis, Hillsdale, and
New Madrid,

our aged sister
in cash;

Peden.

$10,00% ‘a box of
anted, through |

F. O,, Clearwater, Minn,
just ‘such things as ‘wo

“had @ paby in | should I

LZ. Haning; Hand of Fellowship, Rev. T., E.

increasing in numbers and interest, we have
;
Jhistibie
77 scholars.
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Poetry.
Home

and
—

Friends.
OB

bleat these

-

Oh, there’s a power to make

alone; he

And lose what Nature found us;
For life hath here no charm so dear,
As home and friends around us!

‘When youth’s bright spell hath bound us,
But soon we’re taught that Earth had naught
-

The friends that speed, in time of need,
‘When hope’s last reed is shaken,
That show us still, that, come what will,

Bell.

:

|

But why the girls all love her so,
Indeed I cannot guess.

Her hair don’t curl like mine ;
Candies and cake she never brings
To school, like Caroline;
Jane;

from: his father.

insensible.

lies next

door

at

Father, father”—and
Susan

tell the

—is the little girl saved P—oh, do ask.”

~

“No littie girl has been taken out of the
burning house,” said the bystanders, and
| terrible was the excitement caused by the

the fire had taken

complete, possession

be obtained, nothing could save her. Harry listened with pale face and eager eyes to
the different cries and shouts of the crowd,

‘who, willing buthelpless, thronged around.

At last a light came into his eyes.
doit,” he said,

“I can

half aloud; and leaving

his

father’s side as they stood at their hall door,
| he flew up the stairs to his own little bed| room, which was on the top story next to
that one in the burning housein which the

the lane

little gir] was supposed to be.

Outside the

window ran

utterly

a

narrow

ledge,

protected by rail or balustrade.
fearfully

moving

high

above

the

It seemed

street,

and

crowd below dazzled him;

Harry did not hesitate.

unthe

but

It is a dangerous

place,” he thought, ‘but mamma will not
mind this once, as it is to do good.”
So he

_ Of the Saviour’s righteousness.”
— Youth's Penny Gazette.

“crept cautiously out of his own open window and stood on the ledge. A-light wind
was blowing the smoke away from him as
he carefully trod the few paces to the next
attic window,

The Family Uirele.
Head.
may be

the

strongest, and Palmer can certainly run the
quickest, but all the fellows say I have the

which, owing to the

heat

of

the night, was nlso open.

Here he stooped

down, crept in, and was

lost to the sight of

the crowd below, who had watched him in
breathless silence, but now broke forth into
vigorous cheering.
A moment later, and
Harry reappeared on the ledge with a little
child, almost a baby, in his arms. He was
a sturdy boy of eleven. ‘but the weight of

the child made him-pause

and totter, and

the people below groaned with apprehension as he wWhrily meved towards his own
must remember the day I stood on the window.
There his father’s strong grasp
wash-house chimney, and how the cook seized him and drew i
Be
came out and screamed, and thought I
Harry looked up, whit
but smiling. ‘My
should fall.
And it is just the same at head has done some good this time, father,”
home.
Idrive mamma and Alice into fits he said, as he put the little girl, unhurt, inevery day by walking on the top of our to his arms; ‘but the smoke nearly choked
yard wall—it is only about a foot wide, and me.”
twenty feet from the ground—and then—"
Not till next day did Harry know what
But here Harry Forster was interrupted
a hero he had become, people arriving all
in his recital by his father, who had been
day anxious to see the boy who had saved
apparently engrossed by his newspaper for a lite by putting his own in peril. But best
some time. ‘‘Harry,” said he, ‘‘what was of all was,it to him to receive the thanks of
that you were telling your school-fellow— . the little child's mother. ‘‘She would have
that yon had the best head in the school? been suffocated but for you, sir, they say,
I am very glad of it. Now tell me what before the firemen could have got to her,
you have accomplished by means of that ‘My poor Susan has told me how she left the
excellent head of yours.”
little one in bed while she went to see what
“O papa,” said Harry, blushing a little, the smell of burning was, and how her
“I don’t mean a good head for work—only dress caught fire, and she just dragged herfor climbing, and soon, And you know it self to the street door, and then rememberbest head in the school.

- is a good

Lewis, you

thing for me, asT

. sailor.”
“Well,

Why,

am to be a ed no more till she found herself at the hos-

J
but,

Harry,

even

in

climbing,

and so on, what service has your good
head done? Yes, yes, I know all about the
.poor cook at the school-house, and mamma

with a bad headache yesterday from fright

pital this morning.”
Harry does not brag" about this exploit,
but he is glad that his steady head has at
last proved it is worth something.— Kind
Words.

§

:

at watching
you, and little Alice crying out

in her sleep that Harry would be dashed to
An Effective Story.
pieces on the cold stones—but what real use
you have put your steady head to, I wantto |. We trust our little folks already hate “inhear.”
toxicating liquors. We hope this story will
Harrylooked uncomfortable. ‘‘But, pa- make them hate it the more.
ps,” he urged, “it is something to be able
* Five years ago I had a brother, a bright
to,walk in dangerous places, isn’t it? Why, beautiful lad, in whom the hopes of a large
"

i

cummed

lucky | family circle centered. He was called
a genius, snd he was one.

Sensitive,

gentle

excitement: he alone

ly sleep in which he had fallen.

was

I dared

night, fearing

that

our frolic might be found out in consequence

of the trouble we should have in getting hin}
to his room. So we left him there, lying as
comfortably as we could place him—his
handsome face flushed and almost purple,
his active brain, for once, completely stupified.
In the morning I was awakened by the
sound of sobs, A white, scared face stood
over me ; a trembling, weak voice cried out:

then began to sing.
We all started in
amazement.
Pure and clear and full of

knew the truth soon enough.
Herbert had
recovered consciousness in the night sufficient to mislead him. He had fallen from
the window, a hight of fwenty feet. He
was still living. In vain my prayers, and
tears, and anguish.” His voice faltered.
“Young men, he is living yet, but an incurable idiot. Now will you ask me to take

the

accursed

stuff ® Yes,

the

curse

of

the living God rests upon it. It has burdened my life—it has rnined as noble an
intellect as ever was ready to do battle
with the faults and follies of the world. Do
you still jeer and laugh, because I will not
be jovial ? 4 tell you if it was a living thing
I would strangle it—and there is nothing
upon earth I hate with such a deadly hatred.

each to carry from our homes, if we could,
provisions
and wine. It came
off with suc-

delicate soul finds expres-

a sigh, almost of envy, ‘Oh,.if I had a voice

like that I"

ig

Next day

I questioned

our black swan

about her advantages for cultivation.
Her
father and mother, with their three daughters, had been slaves till 1863.
They had
had a kind master, and were never sold

apart.

After

had put the

becoming

free,

the

parents

three girls in school, and

now

they -could read and write, and her father
had hired a piano, and all had learned to
play a little. Rosa and her second sister
“lived out,” but the youngest, only eleven,
was still in school.
“We shall make a teacherof my little sisme all this.
:
“But how did you learn to play and sing
so well? I asked.
:
“Oh, I took

Work

favorite

dog,

dresses

her

white

kitten (which has pretty blue eyes and pink
ears) for a ¢“dolly,” or sits, with her chubby
hands folded together as deeply in thought
as a sage. What makes Maggie seem peculiar is, sheis an earnest, working Christian. Her tender heart is sorely grieved to
see sin, and she seldom passes it by unreproved.
During the past winter, she made a visit
of some weeks’ length in the “oil regions”
of Pennsylvania. Every morning and evening, after she had learned the names of the
ymen who boarded at her visiting-place, she
prayed for each of them, calling them by
,Jjbame. One morning, when the snow lay

like a baptism of purity over all, bending
low

the tasselly pines, and

folding softly,

about the mossy old oaks, Maggie "sat in
one of her habitual attitudes, with feet on
the stove-hearth, her little
hands folded

together,

and

her great brown eyes filled

with. a soft, dreamy light.

Suddenly she

sprang up, began putting™®n her cloak and
hood, saying, “That fat blacksmith isa very

wicked man.

Iam afraid he will go to the

bad place; for I heard him say some very
bad words this morning.”
In a few minutes after this, the attention

of the “‘fat blacksmith” was attracted by a
child standing in the door of his shop, looking sadly and thoughtfully at him.
‘‘Halloo, Maggie! What do you want?”
“I want you to be a Christian. Youn say
vad words. God does not love you, and
you are going to the bad place. I don’t
want you to go there; I want you to go to

heaven.”

A thunder-clap from the winter

sky ‘would not have astonished the man
more.
He looked at the child, laughing at

first; but,

seeing her

earnestness,

said,

“Well, Maggie, you must pray for me.”
“Ido; I pray. for you and” all the men
every nj ht and ntorning
1
; but Jesus wants

you to pray for yourself.” ,

fi

“Does he?” And a sudden fear went like
a shiver over the man as he thought, *Perhaps I am soon to die, and God has sent

this child as a warning to me.—Does he

want me to pray P” he repeated.
“Yes: he does. You can never, never,
go to_heaven unless you pray. Will you

pray to-night?”

Never had this man stood more face to
face with eternal things than now; and,

looking down into the soft beseeching eyes

of the child, he said, “7 will pray to-night.”
Maggie is gone away now. The fat
blacksmith swears no more. He says he
has not had such pure, unselfish Christian
advice since he came to the ‘‘Creek.” He
says he shall try to live a better life; shall

A man is a fool if ho be enraged with any
ill that he ca
remedy, or if he endurés

one that he can.

but I get it

| opera, and heard ladies sing there. 1 bet
you I listened close. And after that I could
just imitate them, every motion.”

It must have been true, for no uncultured
voice cculd have executed a song as Rosa
did. —Atlantic Monthly for February.

for Jesus.

or

lessons,

Literary Review.

Dear children,are you working for Jesus?
or are you waiting till by and by? Let me
tell you of a little giri who has heard Jesus
saying, ‘Go ye into my vineyard, and labor;” and, while others wait, she has gone
forth.
“Little Maggie is a very strange little
girl,” so everybody who knows her says;
and so I think sometimes, as I watch the
quiet, happy-faced child as she plays with
her

a few

mostly by ear. But you ought to hear my
next sister play and sing. She can sing
splendid ; I'm nothing alongside of her.”
“But where do you get your style, Rosa ?
Who taught you to sing in the way you do?”
“Well, I've listened to white folks’ singing, and two or three times I've been to an

.

hearted, and generous to a fault, he also tryto be one of the children of God, and
gave promise of extraordinary
vigor of mind. unite with his
on earth when he goes
One night,several
boys in the village where back to his citychurch
home.
Iwas born resolvedto havea frolic. The
party was to be a secret one, and we were

Kate, whose

** O Phillip, your poor brother.’
I sprang {rom tay bed. My friends, I ter,” said Rosa, complacently, as she told

of

the staircase, and unless long ladders could

and

not take him home that

report that she was still in the top story, for

And now, my little daughter dear,
‘Would you be loved like Bess,
Go, ask of God to change your heart
From pride and sinfalness.
Better than beauty, rank, or gold,
To be like little Bess,"
Clothed in the spotless garment

inc

he so

little girl she was to sleep with herto-night;

Is very fond of play.

tteatd
BL

but

asked Harry,

citement—*‘father, I heard

She reads to every day,
And ne’er forget. it, though sweet Bess

{

her,

Harry becanie almost incoherent from ex-

In candies, toys, and cake,
She carries to the poor and sick—
She loves them for Christ's sake.

SRE
SSA
WA

with

She

little sister with her.

« Money, which other children spend

——_-__

house.

“Iknow her,” said Harry; <I have often
seen her from the back window. I saw
her to-day; her name is Susan; she had a

And growth in holiness.

Ey

A fire indeed, but

present.”

Sweet Bessie is a Christian child,
She loves the Saviour dear,
One of the lambs of his own flock,
She has no want or fear.

Marshall

get up

Harry was
down-stairs almost immediately, and his mother and little sisters
were up and hastily dressed, preparatory to

most

The widowed mother’s heart she cheers
By love and tenderness,
And by her daily walk with God,

care.

a

She is saved, though terribly burnt and al-

“They hear her gentle voice, my child,
And see her mild, soft eye,
Beaming around on every one
‘With love and sympathy.
They see her striving every hour
For others’ happiness;
These are some reasons why the girls
So love sweet little Bess.

“I don't

‘Harry,

by

anxiously, as he watched the flames dancing in the windows he knew so well. “There was only one poor girl in the
house, "said his father; ‘the family were all
away, you know, and she was leftin charge.

Nor harp, like Julia May,
Parties she never had but one,
That on her last birth-day.
Money she never seems to have,
She has but one silk dress;
‘Why is it, mother, all the girls
So love dear little Bess

chords, and

sang, and, when she ended, murmured with

followed

“Are all the people safe?”

She’s no piano, like Christine,

rolling

immoveable and quite insensible. There
was no rousing him from the state of death-

immediately

that as there was no real danget to be apprehended, he was permitted to do so.

‘When falls tke snow or rain.

fi

struck a few fine

with drink’

almost

eagerly begged to be left with his father,

No coach, like Rose, to take us home,

She

in to the piano.

| and

wished to take Harry

She has no garden larggand fine

conscious, Rosa tripped

| was awaked by strange sounds in the street,

being conveyed to a house a few doors
further down for safety. No fire-engines
had as yet arrived, and thetfire was steadily
gaining ground next door. Mrs. Forster

She’s not so pretty, half, as Kate;

ina few minutes, tuite radiant and self

sionat the piano, but whose voice is hardly strong enough for vocal expression,
flushed and trembled with delight as Rosa

result.—

flame of a common Bunsen

inga bit of

same

This ignoble fear an ignoble
self-interest
ed. He could neither communicate the
awe he felt to his im

the motives,

d him

u

a eveno imag,

exp

Bu er » mob rather than

in common

street

burned with a jet of
oxygen, the brilliant
calcium light is produced. He showed the
light with small pieces of
Hght with in the same Hike

i

lum.”

To

change the heat to light, we must have a
solid body to give out the light. By heat-

quell this tumult by yielding up
by sacrificing many. He forgo
im, familiar to every Roman Judes as to every
American. school-boy, * Fiat j

burner, intense

heat, but very little ght is produced.

i

od
© also

ht
esium in Sigh ng

ie

the lecturer, we can produce light b

mit the Which

Ba
"Pilate’s’ soul was the aréna of a battle
fiercer than that which w:
without.
He

ig

of

shell,

RD, fuen

te

g of bed
the electrics
‘aid
a battery
of 250 jars,5, such produced
as are by the

.

“YiOF the |
"She says she can sing, and she plays the or- : audacity of= shameless s vice. oe
At every
interview points of brass, copper
aught palliate my conduct. I knew he had gan in the colored Methodist church.”
with Jesus his better nature wakened, and he re- different colors oe degrees of 0
to save the prisoner he dared not cona manuscript at home, that had been proWe all cried out, “Let her come in,” and solved
demn. Af every outcry of the clamoring crowd was produced, but with.points of charcoal

overflowed the room with its volume. We
had expected to be amused, but we were
dumb: with astonishment.

quickly, there is a fire!”

She never speaks an unkind word,
She’s never ‘passionate;
I never knew her to complain,
Or tease, or scold, or fret.
She’s lowly in her own esteem,
She’s gentle, kind, and true,
The blessed Bible is her guide,
. Its laws she keeps in view.

to come into the parlor and play for us.

charmed,perhaps amazed at the exhibition
of his rare gift.
At last we prevailed,but instead of quickening, the wine stupefied his faculties. A
few glasses reduced him to a state of utter
inebriety.
:
The party broke up. We were all wild

happily next door, not in their own

Dear gentle tousin Bess;

“What do you think Rosa wants to do?”
she said laughingly. “Actually she desires

idea into his head, that he might turn his

| shout

And yet I cannot tell.

:

melody, her voice soared like a lark’s, and

Stjllhe treasured the idea in his mind. The
go 2
“. | day came at last.
Harry ‘was sleeping
soundly one hot night in summer, when he

“Dear mother, why do all the girls
Love little Bessie Bell?
I’ve often thought it o’er and o'er,

where we were all sitting.

brain, would be quickened, and we shouldbe

1 over it, but he could arrive at no

ly
fp Ge

as a French gri-

Now, however, his father had put a new
climbing powers to good account—but how
and when?
Harry puzzled a good deal

‘We are not quite forsaken—
. Though all were night; if but the light

fits as neatly

She had only been with us a week

or two when Sylvia came {ato the parlor

be fine

in plenty. - At schoolhe was applauded for nounced remarkable by competent critics;
his prowess, but at home he was often call- 1 knew he could improvise almost without
‘| ed to account for tricks which seriously ‘mental efforts,and expected that under the
alarmed his mother and vexed and torment- stimulus © of "the fiery = serpent, whose
ed the servants.
: sting I dread more than T dread death, his

afar still sweetestare
+ For things

Harry’s

He had no

sette’s.

fan. ' Fiends could not have set themselves
more ingeniously at work to compass this

ondon |

house furnished ample room.

Our home and friends around us!

could get Herbert drunk it would

hig |

trees to climb, indeed, but roofs and wails

frock, which

ing in my brain—that we all thought if we

time

As

set with blue glass stones, and a bright pink

I only know—

and the recollection is at this moment burn-

however,

which,

scathless.

he generally escaped

Of Friendship’s altar crowned us,
’Twould prove the bliss of earth was this—

ous to him, I do not know.

run

he could

time

-exploits; for-which-thefours

My favorite cousin always was

his intuitions led him to avoid it as danger-

not sorry

went on, he daily found more scope for

For future hopes—and praise them;
‘While flowers as sweet bloom at our fet,
If we’d but stoopto raise them;

Poor old black Dinah down

was

was ‘always placing “himself in

perilous situations, from

“We oft destrpy the present joy

Like Amy, Grace,

and

for climbing, from the

‘We seek too high for things close by,

Bessie

remarks,

when his companion called him off to find a
missing book.” Harry was a terrible boy

each hour

As sweet as heaven designed it;
Nor need we roam to bring it home,
Though few there be that find it!

Like home and friends around ns!

T

en and, children. There is nothing to cess. ' There was good cheer. There were
But he feared a tumult. He was less a soldier
Rosa.
than a politician; less a true judge than either.
brag of in that, Harry, so don't letme hear bright .and . flowing liquors; we were all 2
; C—O We
:
He had no moral cou
. He dared not assume
more of that 4 head of yours till it has young and buoyant. My brother had never Rosa, our kitchen maid, is eighteen, res]
ibilities. Caia)
had said
it is better
one man should die than that the whole naJie
done some good
tasted wine.—Whethérit was a disinclina- graceful and trim, and hardly less black de -should
perish. This argument re
itHarry looked rather red and uncomforta- tion caused by natural dislike, or whether than Jacob. She wears dangling ear-rings self in Pilate’s consciousness. It was better to

In My. Abbotts

this vivid picture of the great leading
the Jews.
Itis a clear presentation
gin and character of ‘that strong and
element in the life of that peopje often

New Testament.

sect among
of the ori
influential
met in the

Pharisaism was to the Holy Land in the time
of Christ what Roman Catholicism was to Eu-

rope

in the

days of Luther, or Puritanism

to

New England in the time of Edwards—the religligion of the country. Historically,it was a protest
against heathen corruptions.
We have already
sketched the progress of the national degeneracy
of the Jews, and shown that its political decay
was accompanied by a like decay in philosoph
and religion, - The Israelites, intermarried wit
foreigners, possessed in Samaria a religion in
which the lean kine of heathenism had swallowed up the fat kine of Judaism, and yet remained

as lean as before,

The two Judaic tribes main-

tained with greater success the forms of their ancient faith, but-not without ingrafting on it something of heathen philosophy.
War breached the
walls which separated them from other nationalities, and the schools of the heathen entered at
the breach.
Carried away captive by Nebuchadnezzar, they imbibed some Oriental ideas during
the Babylonian captivity. Restored only to be
overrun by Alexander the Great. they were also
subjected to the influence of the Grecian schools.
Conquered by Ptolemy, their learned men, carried by him into Egypt, endeavored to combine
the religion of Moses with the fanciful philosophy of a land as fertile in imagination as in agricultural products. Brought under the dominion
of Antiochus Epiphanes, who, resolving to obliterate Judaism and
substitute the religion of
Greece, planted his own image in the Temple,
commanded swine to be offered on the altar, and
outrivaled the later cruelties of Nero against the
Christians in the bitterness of his persecutions
of the persistent Jew, many from fear adopted
the forms of a philosophy which had no real
charms for them.
Then it was the Pharisaic ‘party arose.
They

constitutedat first the purists of Judaism.

They

insisted on’the divorce of the Jewish religion
from heathen worship and pailosophy.
They insisted that nothing should be added to the Jewish religion by importation.
They were the reformers of the second century before Christ.
They braved, undaunted, the bitterest persecution that untempered cruelty, armed with unlimited power, could heap upon them.
They
passed through fires which
made every nerve
iron and every sinew steel. In this experience

they were

sustained by a faith at first devout,

eventually fanatical, in the providence of God.
They were his chosen people.
They were assured through him of eventual vietory.
The
events which seemed adverse were ordered by
his will. To submit to the divine decrees was
their first religious duty.
Their foes were the
foes of God, whose
power he would surely break,
and whom, at the last, he would miserably destroy. Inthe persecutions of the present they
consoled themselves with expectationsof the fu-

ture. The hope of a Messianic kingdom cheered
them in every disaster and defeat. Thus, out of
their sufferings they evolved the two charactéiistic features of their creed—faith in immortali4 faith in the absolute decrees
God. All

sive action.

a mere Jew—something, though he knew
what.
That more than royal
dignity which
opened for Jesus a way through three
infuriate
mobs, which disarmed the juird id the Temple

of their purpose of arrest, which drove them back
in confusion in the garden, never shone more
conspicuously than in the conflict before Pilate’s
|J udgment-seat. The prayer of Christ's i 8,

¢‘ Father, glorify thy Son,” was answered. The
J ge felt p nameless dread in the presence of
is’ more
than earthly prisoner,
\

The

anor of Jesus intensified this dread,

For in all the fearful scenes of violence which
ensued, Jesus alone was calm and unmoved—dJesus, whose life trembled in the decision of the
hour, There are crises in which silence is greater than any spoeciPund he spoke but once after
his _ brief o£ iminary examination in Pilate’s
hall. To
the angry accusations of the priests, to
the angrier clamorof
peop
to le,
the rude
joao Herod, to the rye Journ of the Romy
diery.
thosed only an impressive s
lence, 'If in this
ence there Sd poraunive the
more~a certain something, inexpressible, oe
:
5
hus Roman pride and religious awe strengthened and stimulated the weak and wavering conscience of the procurator,
;

rough partial vacuums of different gases.
He stated several means of measuring

light : by means

-A brave man would-have called out

the cohort and dispersed the mob; but Pilate
was not a brave man.
He dallied, temporized,
argued.
fie that argues with a mob is already lost.

A writer in the NORTH

—one, that of Bunsen,

AMERICAN REVIEW,

the one. commonl

: ihe siadows Jroduced were successively ob-

Although the bee is a
perfect house-builder
from the
beginning and without instruction,while
the human architect oBl¥ by patient toil makes
himself master of that skill and knowledge
which
the experience of decades of centuries
has gathered, yet this proves no superiority
of intellect
on the part of the brute, even in that direction
in which he seems especially to excel., The animal knows only the rule, man the law. The animal is but a, journeyman, working after a
plan
prepared by unotherf man is a master-builder,
second only to Him
who guidés the work of -the

burner, the Drummond . light, the Magnesium light, were successively obscured
and

his suggestive essay :

brute. That

man

literated

wonderful

ments

mathematical laws

comb, while the first bee that buzzed about the
flowers of Eden built as skillfully as his descend-

wax,

animal, as a compensation for its - limited endow-

ment in other respects, a certain kind and amount

to the

adapted

knowedge,

animal was

created, and

at

that this knowledge rises into cpnsciousness

such times and so often as is n
execution of these purposes.
ceive that animals are moved lik
hat an impulse, |
by this force of instinct, but
from the
conscious, though irresistible, arising
depths of their own natures, urges them on to
‘When
accomplishment of their Jostiny.
the
other mental powers coexist with this, (and in
most, if not all animals, this must be the case,)
they blend with it, forming as perfect a harmony
as exists in man between intuition and reason.
Tact, insight, intuition, genius,~these are the
terms by which we designate our human instincts; and through these, no less than through
our faculties of reason, we are connected with
| “our poor relations.”

the

question

of womans

work and wages gets vigorous treatment.
Here
is a specimen of the effective style in which the

discussion is conducted :
“Is there no advice you can give me?” writes
a young girl. “Lk have enough of money on
which to live. I néver yet have seen the ‘man
whom I wished to marry.
I am as intelligent
and well-taught as my brothers.
Would they be
content to occupy their lives with a round of
visiting, in a small country-town, with
purposeless, unused study or faney-work ?
cannot
write essays or tales; I have nothing especial to

say in them.

I don’t succeed

in te

ag; I am

not naturally benevolent or fond of childreft. Yet
I think there is some strength in me.
Did God
make me for nothing ? Surely, somewhere in

the world, there is work for me todo!” =

™

The work for her and for all of us to do is un-

der our feet, in our hands.
There are the steps
out of the slough, which we will not see. Women all stand waiting
for some
grand movement
to be made, dn
8 to give them relief: suffrage to be granted, medical schools to be opened, Vassar Colleges established in every state,
co-operative housekeeping to be inaugurated,
and the WyrHad of house-worries taken off their
hands,
he only hélp for each woman who
wants work lies in herself. She lives, perhaps,
in some small inland town.
There is no opening for a teacher, if sk¥ even is thorough enough
for one; sewing pays poorly; she has sent articles ‘to the Atlantic and Harper, and never
heard of them again.
Very likely. How many
men are fitted for teachers, or tailors, or authors?
What can she do? or rather, what does some
turn of mind or expertness of hands hint that
she could best learn to do? What would she

turn to if she were a man?

To trade or farming,

engraving, printing, stenography, dealing
in
drugs or cutlery, making chairs or photographs,
raising bees or hanging paper?
Whatever it be,
let her begin it now, as quietly as she ean, and
in as humble a fashionas is necessary,
learning
the trade as a man would do. Miss Penny, ina
book
published this year, gives five hundred
suitable employments for women.
I would reduce’the number to three hundred and sixty, as
those easily practicable, and in which women in.
England and this country have actually been ens
gaged.
’
** But what would people say ¥’
I do not think the question a weak one. I understand the shrinking soreness of heart with
which a woman cowers before the tumult of
wonder and sarcasm and jeers which she supposes will hail her appearance before the public,
It will depend
entirely upon yourself what
they will say.
If you are quiet, straightfor:
ward, and in earnest, most
probably
they will
say very little about you. The world is quick to
recognize a true motive or a sensible act, and

receive it as a matter of course.

order

of people

to whom

The higher the

you

belong,

the

less

stand, therefore, the easier

and

light-houses.

our

of

some

become extinct with the

purposes for which the

beautiful

as his

He

said that the

would not render

the

air

e-different

coloes, would

furnish a more beautiful and perfect light
resembling that of the sun. It is already”
used in Paris and soon will be in New York,

The conclusion of the whole matter seems to
given to every
us to be this: that the Creator has

of innate potential

and

ous blending of

to learn by experience how
honey and

and

impure by burning up its oxygen or fillin
gases, and by its harmoniit with noxious

so well constituted either for enjoyment or for
the fulfillment of any other specific end.
If tlie

have
.

brilliant

40 per cent., and

ties of the teachable human soul. But in no
other way than this could creatures of a day be

her race would
first generation.

The gas-

improvement would effect a saving of 30 to

his hopeless and irremediable degradation to the
rank of a mere plodder, and of the infinite capaci-

and elaborate

as

ings,

ants of the ten thousandth generation, is an indication, not of the superiority of the insect, but of

to build her cell

the light of a candle.

theme.
fo
But perhaps the most interesting
of allwas what he said of the new and chea
method of making oxygen gas by passing it
through super-heated steam and manganate
of soda, and of the improvement this will
effectin lighting our streets, public build-

which are embodied in the structure of the honey-

bee had been obliged

by

obliterated, till the more brilliant electric
Hghe obliterated them all. The lecture was
ull of valuable instruction, and his experi-

has only in these last centu-

ries found outthe

_

used—and the othera large screen, on which

heaviest

Sapialists

havin

taken it in hand. With 18 burners lighted
in this way, he illuminated the entire aall
most brilliantly, the large number. of
common gas burners paling before it into
a sickly yellow light. It was greeted by
the delighted audience with the greatest
:
enthusiasm,

.The

Paris

Catacombs.

a

+ Figure to yourself & winding

stairway of

stone, that goes down, down, down, witha- —
spiral twist. For a time the violet-colored
flakes of sunlight are faintly purpled upon
the cold gray wall, until in your wanderings, you lose the grateful light of day ; then
slowly, by lantern-light, we pick our steps
along a dark and difficult road. Imagine
the sound of smothered voices growing fainter, and shudder as

you

fancy the

chill hu-

midity oozing from the crevices, and distilling in dark vapor around your person, until we cometo an edge of darkness, down
which our feeble lantern will not throw its
light a yard. Here yawns the obscure mouth“
of a long gallery, that engulfs, one by one,
the lights which precede you, and which
suddenly go out as you observe them. Then
follows a Jong march under a high-arched
vault, until suddenly you stand before two

columns, upon which is written: ‘ Beyond
these limits they rest in peace, awaiting the
realization of a happy hope.” = Beyond these
significant monuments, this city of the dead .
extends forward, and on either handis divided into streets, and sometimes expands ™

into large squares and courts, ornamented
with stagnant fountains or memorial pillars.
Religious inscriptions and dates relieve the
walls of rock, and by your side rise up in
ordered piles the decaying bones and quaint
Jeoking skulls of those who died so long
ago.
e bronzed skulls arranged in crosses, set in a serried

wall of high

bones,

and

berween

the

the long lines of other osseous members,
disposed in artistic figures, attract the curiosity, rather than provoke reflection. There
is a wonderful difference in these skulls.
Some are colossal temples of thought, with
broad, expanding brows, sometimes knitted into

a powerful

eyes; while

furrow

others, diminutive,

contracted

and insignificant, indicate the former abode

of little ideas and undeveloped faculties.
These Catacombs are something to be

seen once, and there is nothihg absolutely

revolting or terrible in them, for one can
scarcely invest these dilapidated frames
with imaginary forms; they seem so quiet
and respectable, and lend themselves go
readily to ornamental arrangements, thatillusions of all kinds are thoroughly dispelled
while the damp chill air freezes back all
melancholy sentiment, and you accept almost with a sigh of relief your guide's announcement that “ it is time to return to the
outer world.”
As you slowly-retrace your steps, the air,
as it comes to us from the

aperture

above,

seems like a medium of transparent crystal,
and the far-off stars like lanterns full of the

splendors of the upper spheres, pointing

to

-

the home that awaits us within the invisible
in houses not made with hands, eternal in
the heavens.— Hearth and Home:

jikely they are to be prejudiced by your action.

The

higher you

the more incumbent upon you is the duty that
lies before you.
:
There is no use in railing against a prejudice;

it must be lived down.
Every woman who pur.
sues an unusual work, steadily and faithfully,

and shows that she can'remain as modest, gentle; and tender as when she led the ne dle
or

L\TERARY MISCELLANY.
The

Photometer.—A:
—

;

_ Gutta-Percha.
dy

$e

I often wonder, when I see children
wearing gutta-percha combs in their hair,

and rings upon their fingers, if they know

what
they are called gutta-percha combs
and Megs for, and what
tta-percha
means,
Ithink they would
like to know, *
and I will tell them. °
. They are made from the gum of the percha-tree. Gutta means the gum or juice of
a plant, and percha. means the particular

tree from which this gum is procured.
;
This gum is contained in the sap and

Lecture.

milky juices of the tree.

O—

The way in whick

Prof. J. 0. Doremus recently delivered an the gutta, or gum, is obtaiged is by cutting
down the trees, and ringin® tle bark at the
attractive. and striking lecture before the distance
of from ten to
fifteer‘inches apart,

American Institute in New York, exhibiting

and placing

the following abstract from

After the sap is collected, it is boiled to
separate the gum from the water. When

some old and some new facts touching the
phenomena and laws of Light. We copy

New York Tribune:

a report

in the

a cocoa-nut

shell under

the

fallen trunk of the tree to receive the hard-.
ened sap that 00zes out upon every incision.

:
the
gum has become well softened by boilProf. Doremus said that he shyuld come "ng, it is rolled out in thin sheets, and all
dawn to three simple points: 1. How do we impurities are picked or rubbed off.
produce light? 2.
Of what is light constihis
is remarkable for the ease in
tuted? 3. How do we measure it?
which it may be manufactured. By imWe produce light, first, by the simple in- mersing it for a few minutes in hot water,
troduction of heat, He illustrated the pro- it becomes soft and plastic, and may be
duction of light and heat by various beauti- moulded to any form, which it retains upon

ful experiments—burning the metal antimony in chlorine gas, phosphorus with iodine;
and in the oxygen of the air; potassitm on
a piece of ice; zinc in oxygen, and melting

and burning fron before e oxy-hydrogen
blow-pipe. The lights thus produced were
of different colors, and of great heat and
brilliancy. But, said ‘he, it is not enough

Sooling.

Thio gutta porcka tree is a native-of the
sian

Malaysian

to produce heat, If the Jroduct of the combustion is only gas—as he showed with the

“

/

This was first discovered by the

inhabitants of the Malaysian Islands, who
manufactured it into various domestic articles, some of which were buckets, tubs,
V
basins, jugs and shoes.
4

slands and the neighboring
where it attains i
igh of

from jixy to seventy feet, and from
four feet in diameter.
-

or

of degrees of heat—its

chemical action—or its illuminating power.
He exhibited two kinds of Photometers for
measuring the
illuminating power of light

on * The Méntal Faculties of Brutes,” thus ends

things were ordered by his will. Nothing, therefore, went wrong.
All things that s@emed so to
do he would righten in the future,

Here is a fine analysis of Pilate’s character and
experience while busy with the trial of Jesus:
Moreover, from the first, Jesus was even to
Pilate’s dull apprehension something more than

sun. He also showed beautiful revolving
lights of different colors,
produced by
spaiks from the electric machine
rd

not acquit,
:
{
The battle he fought out alone. There was no
man to help him, and he knew not God.
He wasa man of expedients.
To save Jesus
he resorted to every expedient save that which
could alone succeed—courageous, manly, deci-

| Rights,” in which

Jesus of Nazareth,” we-4Ri |

he | Droduced electric light of most dazzling
orilliancy, almost equal to the light of the

without,
his baser fears vanquished his judgment
and he resolved to sentence the prisoner he dared

There is a thoughtful discussion in the Feb.
{ number of PUTNAM'S MAGAZINE entitled “Men's

Instead of the formal reviews of books, we
present this week a few extracts from recent
publications that will be read with interest. A;

+-11
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Codfish.

Désiccated

"120 miles.

HENRY MAYO & Oo , Boston,and
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AGENTS

20,000

CATARRH.

Obituaries.

steam ; but whether

traction

by tugs,

gines on the banks, or by at. endless

en-.

white

chain

chetfi.

along the bottom of the canal, has not been
]
determined.

‘marble,

The dome

large painting, also, in each of the other recesses. The general result is said to be exceedingly impressive. Eveything that affection could dictate, wealth procure and

grateful to American notions of woman's
work :
:
The inferior position of English-women
is first apparent to a foreigner in a variety
of little details. Returning from an earlymorning ride, he notices the cottages of the
The woworking-péople by the road-side.

by a flight of black marble steps, leading to
a porch supported by granite columns, with
decorated with Venetian Mosaics.
a ceiling
entire structure,

and inlaid

in

panels

CLEMENTINE,

of

ing to what are caliéd

always

belong-

lish. women

In short, En

home.

tion,

the lower classes are

evidently the servants of the men, while in
America the men are as evidently the serwomen,

vants of the

go first and open the Souatry.

war, and she is preparing
gradual reorganization of
the general plan of New
It is hard for the noble and

service being that of the stronger to the
weaker, never seems like servitude, even

man

nodu-

in the bumblest families; but takes the
ler form of politeness, golicitude, and

soldier

‘The

Christianity.

must

In

to bear, byt

REBECCA, wife of Daniel Davis,

The

it seems inevitable.

Carolinas may object, and Georgia expel;
Texas may slay and Louisiana massacre,—

ty

it will not avail ; this is the fate

in reserve

for them. The Yankee schoolmarm is extremely addicted to writing long letters

Niagara,

home,

which

go the

of the

round

This work is offered for sale, cash on delivery, without the privilege of returning,
at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,

village,

died in Hop-

turns,

merely

terror,

beauty,

of grandeur,

i

Spon
of its summer aspects. Ihave Fo
the marvelous Rapovama from the ¢ Rapids’

RS

Western

affection,

traveler, and frequently, during the first
journey, throws
two or three days of

him into whatis” very properly designated
the road-fever. His pulseis quie , his
whole
blood warm, his head aches,
frame becomes sore and stiff, and his mind
- is far from being serene and amiable. Tn
Ji day lant Journey I hod the
~ the first

ex-

excited imagination
; every

fresh jolt

and thamp of the vehicle gave me a sensa‘tion as if somebody were driving a tenpenny nail into my skull; as for good na-

ture under such circumstances that was out
of the question, and I am free to confess that
my temper was not unlike that of a bear
with

a

sore

head,

however,

Happily,

kept it pretty well to myself,

and

1

as my

companion was affected about as I was, we
TanAged not to disagree.
ere the roads are
, or if the
is not

t, one can sleep

Russian sleigh

very well

in a

; I succeeded in extracting a

great deal of slumber
sometimes did not

from my vehicle, and
ake for three or four
1

/

And yet it is

pressed. On this point the German is a better model than the Englishman.

petionce the exact character po the roadever. My brain seemed ready
to burst,

and appeared to my

ex-

Last June, she had an

attack

last

But above the ‘“‘gates ajar”
tered Heaven.
SARAH

Y., wife

of Capt.

of

85 years.

Bwayn

John

She was

of Strafford,

N.

aged surviving husband, who is
upon the verge and looking by

cold river, expecting
to God and the Lamb,
:

of

BOOK
a few

York,
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ing as a Federal Scout and Na
bellion. This book WHS by}
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liable invention
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GALES from Araby the Blest, freighted with the
breath of oriental spice flowers, are not so entrancing. as the perfume of PHALON'S ‘ FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfume for the handkerchief.
Sold by all druggists.
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ROAD” Colors, every package of which bears our
full name, in addition to our copy-righted title,

Painters’ Fine Colors.
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Their Strict Purity, Delicious Flavors, Une
rivaled
and Great Economy
are adm Lovers of Choice
vors

During the last six years, the undersigned has had
sewing the Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing

Dover, N.

Sample Cards, with a descriptive pamphlet, sent
free by mail. Be sure you get the genuine *“RAIL-

Invigorates the Brain.
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These paints require only to be thinned with Raw
Linseed Oil to make them ready for use. The list
includes forty shades and tints, comprismg all the
colors suitable for exterior painting.
In durability
and permanency of color they will be found snperior
in every respect to pure White Lead, while they cost
(considering the quantity required) only about half
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which last two or three hours, in these vast ghe has lived at Gt. Falls where she properly
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body was
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weare entirely out of both of these works.

$9. WE WARRANT OUR BONE TO ANALYZE PURE.
Packed in bbls. of 250 1bs, ‘each. For Winter

She was attached to her own denomination, yet she
loved all Christians, She felt a strong desire for
the educational interests inour own denomination, and became a reader of the'Séar. Though

Dec., 22, 1868,
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Wooster

departed this life in Hancock, Oct. 29 1868, of
49 years, Sister W.
disease of the brain,
of
heart}in Feb., 67. She was
experienced ac
that gave their hearts to God
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after we came to this place. Ourfirst personal interview was the day: after she found the Savjour precious. Her evidence wasclear and her
faith strong, and she felt that she wust begin anat
once to work for God, which’ she did with
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morocco with gilt edges; price $ 1-50.
:
Also a few in: Ewrkey mogocco full gilt for the pul
pit; price $ 2.00.
:
Our friends will please send for no more Sacred
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isin a style peculiarly attractive and elegant”—*It
reshould be tound in every Christian family”—“I lit
gard it as themost precious treasure of uninspired can
erature that the lovers of Biblical knowledge
possess’’—*‘I could not do without it,”
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books
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take
more convenient, they can
, for which,
direct from the publishers. « Terms

and in five weeks
of hemorrh age of the lu
scenes, rejoicing in
bid adieu to these mortal
Jesus. The last hour of her life was in communfon with a little circle of loving friends, who in
tears received words of admonition never to be
forgotten, then the parting kiss, the

of Jesus, ( Ques. Book.)single,
dozed,
d

Melodies and no more

ed sister in the church, a true Christian, in the
broadest sense, we believe. Since her husband’s
death, three years since, her health has been
gradually failing.
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Minutes of General Confer-

In One Volume, of over 1000 pp., a reprint of an
English work, and introduced with a Preliminary Dissertation by Dr. Bacon of Yale, which work
receives the highest commendatien of all denominations. Presidents of Colleges, Professors of Theological Seminaries, Pastors of Churches, and others,
men careful to commend only what comes up to their
Heat of excellence. Hear a little of what they say
ul
“Commending this book 1s but gilding gold»—*“It is
full, learned, evangelical, suggestive, and exhaust.

family on some festive night, as Christmas
eve, resembles-the transition from a frolic we greatly feel our loss, we believe it is
of boys and girls to the formal etiquette of her gain. She leaves a companion, seven children
a fashionable party. Stoicism is a virtue and many friends to mourn. The funeral serPlummer,
when our endurance is put on trial; it is a vices were attended by Rev. Mr,Watson,
CalRev. R. Y.
by
vice when our affections crave: expression. Methodist, assisted
pastor’ being absent from home,
Each member of the family has the right to vin Baptist, the
E. HARDING.
love and be loved. Demonstration is a
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right
Gt. Fallsy died
of
that
form in which
ALICE, wife of Dea. Hill,

When the roads are rough the continual
jolting of the sleigh is very fatiguing to a

about as large as a

when we are

obedience due from children to parents.
The change from a German to an American
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Mrs. FRANCES, widow of the late Rev. EbeneElizabeth, Me., Juzer Hutchinson, died in Cape
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Life, Times and Epistles of Paul, pubished by S. S, SCRANTON § Co.

demonstrativeness which should
this very
be cultivated “in our American families. earnest heart, and was one of the
t devoted
the orWe may learn many valuable lessons on in the
. She was the first to desiré
nof a F. W. B. church here, On the 19th
this subject from German families. There gan
with
and
is between all their members a demonstra- of May,she and two others were baptized,
and three others, united with the
tiveness of affection which binds each to her husband
church of which she remained a worthy and faiththe other, and intensifies the respect and ful
member till she left to join the church above.

Sleighing in Russia.

oO! ascertaining

though

dread of seeming ridiculous.

poetry, and worship,—a magthought, and
nificent apocalypse of God.”
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governed by a morbid
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the eventful years an embodiment of
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people than

But one as well as the other can profit by
these words of the Walchman :
We Americans, though an affectionate,
English
are not a demonstrative race. Our
aneesiry bequeathed to us their insular coldness of manner. Our words of love are

deepening

as the snow-flake;

'

‘wedged in between the New England hills.

dreamed
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aver it
heard it thunder in the watches of the night.
Onall the headlands, and on all the islands,
Ihave stood entranced and wondering,
while the mist has shrouded it, and while
the stn has broken it into rainbows. Ihave

seen it fle cy
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an opporti-: marm’s lover has thoughis of settling
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Her love for the cause she so early espoused cortinu-n
is “settled.”
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nityof making it a study, and my convic- when ‘the land itself has
aged
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long kad an ed to the end. She
the world uncle, the capitalist,
deeply his bereavement and an only
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feels
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body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness. Price
$6 per bb). of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for
years to come. Warranted in all cases as above.—
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| being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)
and as a paint for any purpose .is unsurpassed for
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Christian Baptism,
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country.

chocolate coloryand can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
It is valnable for Houses, Barns, Fences,
consumer.
Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware,
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels and
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
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the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of the

died in Gor-

SARAH A. , wife.of David Hardy,

do

Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
in addiremit the™ amount of postage
on a
postage
The
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cents—
copies,6
six
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2
is
copy
single
twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.
This Register has a blank page for memoranda

single,

Sheep,
in e.
Psalmody, 18m

or §7,00 per hundred.

ham, Me., Dec. 17, 1868, aged 78 years and 11
She experienced religion more than
months.
afterwards her
fifty years ago, and it was ever
delight to meet in the assemblies of God’s people,
and to imitate the example of her Saviour in acts
of benevolence and love. For more than twelve
years disease has been gradually wasting her
away, and for the last two or three years ghe sufferWhile friends mourn her loss they
ed much.
rejoice in the blessed hope that she is now at
rest where disease has no power to destroy.
BENJ. P. PARKER.
3

the way for the
the South upon
England towns.
chivalric gentle-

ISAAC H. LAMBERT,
This testimonial is a sample of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to give immediate and permanent relief as can be attested by thousands who
Se $1208Go]
have used it. Sold by all Druggists.
ackage.

by the dozen ; also Postage .on the same.

Single and

-

such earnestly recommend it to all.

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

CLARINDA, wife of Hugh Orr, died in East
In the death of
Otto, Jan. 7, aged 53 years.
Mrs. Orr, not only her own family, but also the
. whole community feel that they are bereft. As
a wife, mother and friend, she had no superior.
Hers was a sympathetic heart and a liberal
She was ever ready to relieve the wants
hand.
She was revered by all
of the poor and needy.
who knew her, and none name her but to praise.
In her youth she embraced Christianity, and her
light was no flickering one, but burned steadily
For more than thirty years
on until the end.
she was a subscriber of The Morning Star. and
always welcomed its coming with delight. com.

this fortunate instance the gentle and knowing schoolmarm quickly follows the man of

latter

this

only that

then

wife of Mr.

died in East Boston, Sept. 26, of consumption, aged
94 years, 5 months. = She lingered for a while between hope and fear, but when it became evident
she must die, she at once fled to Christ and found
pardon through faith in his name, and for weeks
was peaceful and happy, but. re retted that she
had not done it before. She died in peace, leaving
a companion, 8 widowed mother and sister to
Her remains were’
mourn, but not without hope.
brought to Wiscasset and interred by the side of
those of a little daughter, father and only brother.
E. HARDING.

various designs.
:
his wife, or an American son for his mother
he
If
functions.
matutinal
these
perform
to
were not speedily bewigged by his own betThe Yankee Schoolmarm.
——
ter-half, a more serious punishment would
be adjudged him by a vigilance committee
It is evident that the Yankee system, with
of neighboring housewives. Or breakfast modifications, is destined to prevail over
is being'prepared, and you notice the wo- the fairest parts of this continent, if not
man buttering the bread so as to save their finally over the best portions of the other.
lords and masters the slightest unnecessary It prevails already in the West as far as
exertion. An American husband might eat San Francisco, the famous Vigilance Comdry bread forever if he were unwilling to mittee of which was a veritable town meetbutter it himself. Then you catch sight of ing.
Wherever the Yankee soldier has
a woman on her knees lacing or unlacing a tramped, the Yankee schoolmarm will
man’s boots. So menial a service would teach. Noble and chivalric gentlemen may
scandalize the best American wives. If an throw stones at her windows, burn her
Englishman wants a pipe, it is the woman
schoolhouse, drive her from their neighborhim a light: if his hood ; but she reappears(she or her cousin)
who fills it and hands
pot need replenishing, it is the woman who and the work of Yankeefication proceeds.
procures and pours out the ale; if there is First, Julius Cesar, then Roman ciyilizaan errand to be done, it is the woman who
trots off while the man loafs or rests at

L. D. SWIFT.
Bradford Blinn,

Hinman,

variegated

of

is formed

for’ marble, _ polished

husband wait

as of the

entrance, as well

The floor ofthé

carrying the coals, opening the house, while
the men are still snoring soundly. I should

‘like to see an American

RACHEL, wife of Calvin Swift, died in Ulysses,
Potter Co., Pa., Apr. 15, aged 81 years and 11
She experienced religion in early life
months.
dists, belonging with them
and joined the M
united with the F. W. Baptill 1857, whe
tists. She lived aconsistent Christian and died
in triumphant faith. Funeral services by Elder

The entrance
art achieve, has been done.
to the Mausoleum faces east, and is reached

fires,

the

and about, making

up.

are

son of James’ 2d. and Arsenath.
WALKER,
Pearl, and grandson of Dea. Joseph Pearl, of
Holderness, died in Parker, Jan 24., aged T yrs.
and 28 days. A noble, manly boy, very patient
in his illness, trusting in the dear Redéemer, and
dying in the peace and hope of the Christian,

There isto be a

fresco of the Ascension.
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Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible,

traceries.
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I can now hear as well as ever I could, and my sense
of smell is completely restored to me. I consider it
the best remedy in the world for the Catarrh, and as
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In the recess opposite is the painting of the
Resurrection; above it -in the ceiling, a

of Harper's

Monthly gives a picture of home life among
the English working people 11568 is not

men

ries published in the Morning

above has a ceiling of

thé walls; with inscriptions

A writer in the last number

Maro-

of Baron

work

the

blue, spangled with golden stars.
The ribs of the dome are supported with
golden angels. In each of the side recesses
is suspenda bronze and golden chandeliet
ed. Painted panels and sculptures adorn
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Itis stated that Lord Clarendon, the English
foreign secretary, will soon be obliged to “resign
his office on account of failing health.

CONGRESSIONAL.
-

3

"of the session

y

in debating a resolution

providing

A LETTER from London’ EE
“the
movement in favor of the use of the ballot at
political elections has begun—the Reform League
the deatlf of having initiated the agitation in its behalf—it
of foreign-af-|
-eardinal-tenets.
A memorial

The cable despatches annoumee
"| M. Moustier; late French minister

was brought forward at their last neeting, calling

fairs.

for the extension of the patent office, and a pro‘posed amendment to the consular appropriation
bill reducing the sum heretofore appropriated for

upon Parliament to put open voting to a praetical test, and arguing th
n
that publicity of voting is the sequence of a

Paragraphs.
THE
DIFFICULTY of obtaining jurors
has
lately had a striking illustration in New York
City. Jury terms
were to be
held in three
courts of that city—three for the several circuits
of the. Supreme Court, one for the Superior
Court, and two for the Court of Common <Rleas.

carrying into effect the treaty with Great Britain
for the suppression of the slave. trade. The first
measure was finally passed, but the amendment’
was pending when the Senate adjourned.
In
the House the Senate amendments to the annual

public trust, and that its public ‘discharge
public

the United States and foreign countries,
of the latter to a

of the army.

reduction

established in the counfry

THE DEATH of four members
of a family
named Wllbrecht, in Oneida county, New York,
from trichiniasis was recently noticed.
A microscopical
. examination of the muscles of one of
the deceased revealed the presence of myriads of

and that

of the infantry

force

Mr. Wilson also introduced a joint

trichin®in an active

. resolution submitting two constitutional amendments to the legislature ‘of the different States.
The House of Represenfgfiv es passed abill authorizing’a bridge to be built across East River

discussed

the

internal

revenue

bills
On Wednesday, the Senate again took up the
consular and diplomatic appropriation bill, and
passed it. The proviso relating to the African
slave trade treaty was so amended as to require
the President to ask Great Britain to abolish
that part of the treaty which requires each government to keep up mixed courts, and in the
event of that government’s consent, the salaries
of the United States officers connected -with said
courts shall cease.
The constitutional amendments regarding suffrage was debated without
action.
In thee House ajoint resolution relating
to the irregularities in the Interior Department,

and bills

regulating

stationery

contracts,

On Thursday, the Senate spent a large

IN NEw YORK
and only 39,552

and

portion

but

of various bills, petitions, &c., the army appropriation Lill was taken up and debated, without

necessary to encroach beyond the

It"is impossible to ascertain from the White
actually issued

of his

intention
to do so there seems to be no doubt.
He has also signified his intention of taking up

the
of Arnold and Spangler, and the
probabilities are that they will be pardoned
before the end of the month.
Hon. George B. Upton protests against the
- confirmation of the proposed treaty with Great
Britain, on the ground that it puts claims by
British ®ubjects
which
have arisen‘ under a

to forms of neutrality,

upon the same ground with claims of American
citizens
upon
the
British
government
for
piracies committed with the open approval,or
through the willful negligence of that government.
.

The, Commission recently sent from Alabama
to Tallahassee, Fla., to negotiate the annexation
of West Floridato Alabama, was very kindly
ed to comply

with their request,

but

is disposthere

is

a

serious difficulty in the way in the fact that
an amendment to the Constitution of Alabama
will be necessary to effect the cession desired.
"A legislative

matter

committee have

reported

in

the

of the alleged financial irregularities of

Governor Bullock of Georgia, that he has acted
with strict integrity.
They say that the whole
question rests upon his discretion, and their investigations in this respect will be continued.
Many of the Republican

members

of the

Mis-

souri Legislature are in favor of a Constitutional Convention for the thorough revision of the
State Constitution.

The Texas Constitutional Convention has refused to enter in its journals a protest signed by
one-third of its members against the resolutions
of the majority for division
of the Sts
The
Commissioners to Washington from the

tion are in favor of the division. The m
have been denied a hearing.

It is stated that Mr. Evarts tells his friends
that he will not accept the Attorney Generalship under the next administration ifit is offered.

Td

Golige ot he Gity of New Yorkis a pub-

lic institution which costs the city $100,000 a year,
besides the use of the property it occupies. It
has thirty-one professors, and this year graduats

ed but forty-two students. Some of the city papers charge that every student who goes through
the course costs the city from $20,000 to $25,000,

and think it is about time that leak was checked.
FAR

po

FOREIGN.

school
at St. Cyr.
' The first business

is about

of

Paris, in

1865, was

$1,60 per

4,094,000,000

cubie feet—2,223 feet per head of the population.
The. consumption in London during the same
year, was 2,824 feet per head.
THE CONFLICT in. Austria between the clergy
and the Government still continues.
The Government shows no disposition to yield any of the
ground it has taken up. The new laws completing the recent Liberal legislation with regard to
civil marriage are another step toward the complete separation of the Chureh from the State.
The clergy keeps up its hostility, and the Geovernment replies by repressivé
measures.
A
Church-party paper, the Friend of the People,
has been seized for publishing a letter from the

Pope condemning the new institutions of. the
Empire. This rigorous act has produced a profound sensation, and is without precedent in the
Hapsburg annals since the reign of the Emperor
Joseph II.
THERE 1S a Russian student at
versity.
He is a great adniirer

Franklin,
and is very anxious

Cornell Uniof Benjamin

to become

thor-

oughly ‘‘ Americanized.”
‘He is perfectly correct
in his deportment and of a religious cast of mind;
takés great interest in agricultural studies, and

is up regularly at bis books at 5 A. M.
first arrived his stove puzzled him

When he

considerably,

but he is now master of it. Noticing that boots
were placed at the doors of certain rooms: at
night (the Professor's) he concluded that it was
proper to place his opvm in a similar position.
His astonishment ‘was

great in

the

morning

to

find that instead of being neatly polished they
had been filled with water. This he took in the

best-of humor when he found that hid boots had
been ‘mistaken for water-pitchers.
He seems
highly amused atthe tricks of the students, in
inclined to imitate them.
#1
Tur JAIL system of India is an honor to
which

of the ‘Spanish Cortes, soon

m St. Domingo says
earnestly desire
United Btates a8 a solution

spends

so much money upon it.
When Lord Macaulay was sent out to compile a criminal code for

advices report warticiokes
Ce a
at ‘Mazatlan, together with
a

1885. In 1836 a commitee, composed of the ablest
men in India, propounced the jails of India su-

perior in many respects to thoseof England and
America, especially in the separation of
debtors

neegful comforts. In 1864, Sir John Lawrence
another commitee to suggest especially
for reducing jail

mortality.

‘order

went forth that every convict in India should

versus City.
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Fifth Edition™ - a

PHELPS,

This powerful and original story has excited general interest, both by the novel views presented concerning the future life, and by the fascinating style

*

Cheap

Stock.

LUNG

Vegetable

BALSAM.

Cellar.

]

peal to the observation of every enlightened man | the bottom is out of the cask or barrel it will be
better. Cabbages,c
and other. vegetables

or woman who has given a thought to the subject, whether vice and poverty exist anywhere
in the country in the proportion that they do in

getic will developed in overcoming

the rough el-

ements of nature, its solid competence, its varied
enjoyment of the free air, the free fields and forests, and the free waters, pay better than the
brick blocks, the stone pavements, the poisoned
air, the impure water, the crowded lanes, the

thronged streets, the everlasting noise, the end-

Patnas......

will keep in this as fréSh as when taken from the
ground.
The celery should standypearly perpens

Rules Worth

.

vice, social degradation

and death are gathered.
W. R.

Potatoes—Choice

Varieties.

C—O

A writer in the Hearth and Home thus speaks
of some of the most noticeable varieties of this
article of food. The information will be inter
esting to many of our farmers:
Tue HARRISON,~—Was raised by Mr. Goodrich

in 1860, and is a brother to'the Early Goodrich,
being seedling of the Cusco. ‘Tt is of large size,
with white solid flesh; and a smooth white skin;
is very productive, keeps well, and is of fair quality
for the table; it ripens about ten days earlier than

the Garnet Chili, and is as hardy as that variety.

THE EARLY ROSE.—This

variety was raised

.

-
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GREASE ON CARPETS.— Cover the grease spots
with whiting, and let it remain until it becomes
saturated with the grease; then scrape it off, |
and cover the spot with another coat of whiting,

3, 1868.
Veeenees

1805

10844

JosY
ITE. « 1124

AbAnasARS

~~ Bdbertisements,
HEARTH

the grease, repeat

the application.
Three coats of whiting will;in
most cases, remove the spot, when it should be

18

+113

U. 8. Ten-Forties.....
U. 8. Coupon Sixes, EY VA

FARM,

SALT IN KEROSENE LAMPS.—A
number
of
persons in this town have found by experience
that the light of coal oil lamps is greatly improved by adding to the oil one-fourth its weight of

& HOME,

GARDEN,

and

EDITED

DONALD

G. MITCHELL

dull, bluish tint; flesh white,

solid, and brittle;

parts may

not

settle

and

introduced.

In the warm,’ sandy

soils

and

Jersey, we, last season, saw two crops in succession, raised from tubers planted in April—that is
to say, those planted early in April ripened

early

enough to make a second planting, which ripened in October. It has sold at from one dollar
to five dollars per pound, and is now selling read-

| ily at the former price. Notwithstanding the
high prices paid for it, we have not heard of any
person be
disapp ointed or dissatisfied with it,

many repor

rh8s ripening in forty “days from

the planting—sixty days however, being the
time in ordinary cases. It is reported as yielding from forty to sixty pounds of tubers from
one pound of seed.
Tue CLiMAX.~This
variety wie originated
in 1864, from seed’ of the Early Goodrich, by
D. 8, Heffron, Esqy,of Utica, N. Y., Who states
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Farme rs SC ardeners
M. L. BRADLEY will be happy to forward
;
his pamphlets of testimonials for 1869, with directions oy using his famous Super Phosphate of
Lime, and other standard Fertilizers, free on applica-

non,

Wi, L. BRADLEY, 24 Broad St,, Boston.

STEEMED FRIEND.—We have a positive ‘ure
for Consumption and all disorders of the Lungs
and Throat, it cured the inventor and hundreds of acquaintances;

we will

give $1,000 for a case it

pot

Tejeve and will sénd a sample Cs: to any
who will address us, SAYRE, &
corner Broad.
way and Futon streets, New A

EL

ORIURAIE YOUNG MEN. Avoid QUAGKS.
Write your case to a regular physician and get
3 Jetta Sf vice free. feminal Weakness a ghecis
R. WM. B. BANCROFT, Box 850, Brooklyn, N 3
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THE ‘Agvertiger, hav ‘ing been restored to health in
afew weeks, by a very simple remedy, after
having suffered several years with a severe lung af
fection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is anx-
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BOWDOIN rr
MEDICAL

DEPARTMENT.
ww

’

The 49th Annual Course of Lectures in the Medical
8chool of Maine, will commence Feb, 18th, and con-

tinue sixteen weeks.

Circulars containing full information will be for.
warded on application to the Secretary.
0 1 BRACKETT, Sec’y.

Brunswick, Me.,Dee,. 1808.
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BOYS

will be specially provided for, and will find their own
| page always lighted with fun in pictures and fun in
stories, eo tempered with good heir that we hope
joke them wiser and better
ile we make them

a8

Wostornim

PRATHER !

LiveGeese [4

CULTURE, &0.

In its Literary Department it includes the choi
original reading for all members of the family; red
ventures by Sea and Land, Pure and Elevating Sto
Hoek
Sketc WE Biographies, Poems, etc.

arro

It is a sp .endid hair dressing.
R. P. HALL &.Co
Nashua, N.
)

GARDENING,

~~ FRUIT GROWING,

* MAPLE BUGAR,
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aM olle: 15:
OATS.
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BREEDING,
:
LIE
RAISING,

PLANS OF COUNTRY HOMES,

BEANS.

Marrow......4

that it has a ktout, erect stem, with very large

solid, and brittle, and when boiled: very
and mealy, and excellent for table use. It
quite
as early as the Early Rose or the
Goodrich,
but is equally productive, and

.

NEw YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.

of New

TO

of eure.

. PLANTING,

separate, This. also

t

This is certainly the Very best early potato yet

HAIR

HEARTH AND HOMY has now reachedit s eighth

number,

Markets.

GRAY

To all who desire it, hewilkdend a obpy of the pre-

very mealy, and of excellent quality for the. ta- 4 cuts, and sores of all kinds, on horses and cattle.

The

ZIEIORE

COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.”
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair soft,
trous and silken.

Beription used (free of charge), with the directions for
preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI718, ete. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afilicted, and spread
information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost him nothing, and may prove a blessing.
Parties wishing the prescription,
will pleage address
Rev, EDWARDA. WILSON,
1316
Ww illiamsburg, Kings County, New York.

makes an exeellent- application for harness galls,

ble, It ripens ten days earlier than the Early
Goodrich, and is equal if not superior to that variety for the table. It is very productive.

IT WILL

INAL

is a vegetable

ious to make known to his fellow sufferers the medns

STOWE,

piteh rosin, beeswax and homey, one ‘oz. each,
by Mr. Brezee in 1861, from seed of Garnet Chili.
by 7 poh
jo Be
al article by the best
Stem erect, stout, of medium hight, with large fresh ‘lard one half pound, melt well together, American Writers ¢ woh tjgindla ieDarticul on
leaves; it flowers freely, but does mot fruit; tu- overyp slow fire, stir till quite thick, so that. the . FARMING,

bers very smooth, skin very thin but tough; of a

| RENEWER.
The basis of its remedial properties
compound.

of able editors and gontributors

Jesisted by a corps

pine
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BY

AND
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HARRIET

common $ait. It makes the light much more
brilliant ‘and clear, keeps the wick clean, and
prevents smoking.— Norfolk Journal. -
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kept from contact with the ground by an ‘assist- |
ant.
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4. Do not squeeze the air out of the patient’s
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8. Wet clothes should be removed and dry ones
substituted, each bystander contributing.
The
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2. Place your hands flat between his’ shoulderblades and make firm pressure, so as to squeeze
the air out of his chest; then turn the bo
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The following rules for the care of persons apparently drowned are the only short, concise, and
full directions yet published :
1. Lay the drowned man at once flat on his
stomach with his face to the ground—a folded

chest if he is breathing,

crush.
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less self-denials and the shallow luxuries of the
city? Let us see where the statistics of want,

sums of as well
as the Peachblow. Its claimed that it
money have already been spent on jail huildings, stands the great heat of the summer better than
and nearly a million dollars more is to be spent most other varieties,
the leaves not becoming
this year. Every Jail ih Bengal is under the scorched or
. Its merits canbe spoken of

have 648 cubic feet of space.

Bev

2
48

The ‘Table—Ornament.

from criminals, fn the classification of the séxes, | ‘leaves. The tubers are of medium size; skin
tried and untried persons,and in the supply
of all white, éomeswhat netted with russet
; flesh ‘white,

means

0s

FFEE,

large;

pinkish white

vas

Anthragcite,..10 00 @11 00 | Olive,¥

the large cities, Where in the agricultural sec- | | dicular, celery and earth alternating. Freedom
tions do we find honest, sober, industrious peo- from frost, ease of access, and especially freshness

India, one of his first acts was to write a Minute
in
military am the necessity for prison reform. That

to assemble, will be the formation of a temporary
oo, \
serve until 4 pernianent ruler

with small, pinkish eyes; skin

Pictou...

338 e.
seuh

ALLEN’S

interest which

humanity, and to the Government

The French government is urged to restore
diplomatic relations with Mexico. There is
fone
AE aria any
the. complimentary’

avis at the

is

1,000 feet. The city government pays about half
as much for what it uses.
An engineer of the
Parisian Company, M. Servier, estimates a thousand feet of gas as equal in illuminating power
to about three dollars worth of oil, or eleven
dollars worth of candlés.
The entire gas con-

sumption.

ly of medium hight, leaves large, tubers

Cubs; Sart.

;
COAL.
Cienfuegos
Cannel******.1900 @21 00 | New

ple ever wanting food, clothing and fuel, and yet | and freedom from rot are the advantages claimed,
unable to buy them? Go out into the most barren regions, and you find people housed, fed and |
clothed so that they suffer buttlittle even inthe

cost to private comsumers

Governor A. J. Boreman of West Virginia
has been elected by the Legislature of his State
United States
Senator in place of Mr. Van
Winkle, whose term expires next month.

received, and the Florida Legislature

responsibility,” and every-

THE NEW
Governor-General of India, Lord
Mayo, has been examining the Suez Canal. He
thinks it will be completed early in 1870, unless
coldest winters, while thousands are subsisting
some unforseen misfortune occurs. Ships will be
by means of public or private charity in the
unable to pass each other, except in wide places
large towns. At this moment the city of Boston
cut out for the purpose.
With regard to the
commercial success of the project, the tariff of is feeding hundreds of hard working families
charges is as yet quite uncertain. “Lord Mayo gdaily with cheap soup, and could we know as
much of New York and Philadelphia, of Chicaheard no estimate as to the cost of maintaining
the works, but if the commerce between the go, Cincinnati and St. Louis, as we do of Boston,
‘West and East passes over the Canal, there is “doubtless the facts would astonish everybody.
Gilded wealth for the few, bare competence for
no doubt that a toll of less than $4,84 a tun will
the masses, and bitter poverty for the many, fill
be more than sufficient to repay its constructors
up the panorama of city life. Wealth for the
and maintain the works.
few, comfort for all, and poverty for the least
THE COMPANY which supplies Paris with gas, |
number, are exhibited in the agricultural dishas ten works in different parts of the city,and
tricts.
fifty gasometers, capable altogether of serving
Does not the country, with its hardier labors,
more than twelve million cubic feet of gas. The
its robust health, its vigorous muscles, its ener-
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“THE GATES AJAR is the title of a small but significant volume. On a slender thread of In Gent
the story
of a great sorrow and of its gradual
lation,
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’ “of an the books which we ever read, calculated
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such
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book
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has accrued,

action, until ‘the adjournment.

yet or not, but

exemptible

schools in the South; but so judiciously has the
business been managed that it has not beer found

In the House, after the presentation

Garnet Chili, and was from the same ball of seed
asthe Early Rose. Itis thus described: Stems
of medium hight, bushy and spreading; tubers
large; skin dull white, slightly russeted; eyes
pinkish, flesh white; very mealy, and of excellent quality; is very productive,and matures from
three to four weeks later than the Early Rose.
BREZEE’S KING OF THR EARLIES.—This variety also originated with Mr. *Brezee, who rais-

Avbhertisements,

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
"For the week ending, Feb, 3, 1868.
CANDLES.
MOLASSES

the

Nursery

THE trustees of the Peabody Fund met at
Baltimore,on the 21st inst.
Mr. Wetmore,of
New York, treasurer, and Dr. Sears, of Virginia,
general agent, submitted their reports of operations during the past year.
From the former it
was learned that the financial condition of the
fund is in an excellent state.
The million dollars
United States bonds originally given, with coupons attached, have been exchanged for registered
bonds, and have been enhanced in value with
the rise in public securities at least $25,000; The
outlay has not been sufficient,including all the ex
penses of the board and its agents, to consume
the interest on the bonds, and consequently the
principal remains untouched.
By the terms of
the gift, Mr. Peabody stipulated that 40 per cent.
of the principal might be used in establishing

On Saturday, the Senate passed bills granting
an extra term to the United States Circuit Court
of thejEastern District of Arkansas and establishing} a certain post road in Connecticut.
The
proposed suffrage amendment was taken up and
debatad until nearly the hour of adjournment,
Mr. Doolittle of Wisconsin making a long speech

~& pardon for Dr. Mudd

to a house

is a

voting

from

Noha
f1esh White, and 1s said
to be of |
body hold everybody else responsible for his use flesh-coloreds
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voting. ' The way to defeat a bad id is to insist
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Country

about three, and of persons fifteen. But this
statement does not by
any means
show the
crowded condition of the city.
Sixteen thousand families occupy a whole house éach, and
seven thousand other dwellings have but two
families each, leaving aboute sixteen thousand
heuses to accommodate upwards of eighty-five
thousand families—an average of more than five
families and ‘twenty-six persons to each house.
Ia some quarters this’ density of population becomes absolutely sickening to contemplate the
extreme being twenty-nine houses with an aggregate - population of 5,448 souls or 187 to each
house... Though only hdlf the building lots in
the city are yet covered; the increase of population far exceeds the rapidity of construction, and
consequently the overcrowding giows worse and
worse every day.

On Friday, the Senate spent nearly the whole
of its two sessions in debating the proposed suf" frage amendment to the Constitution.
Mr. Sumner made a long and carefully prepared speech in
its- favor.
In the House,the army appropriation
bill coming up for consideration, a long debate
ensued on reducing the present force, and. some
action in this direction is likely to be taken at the
present session.
Mr. Hooper delivered a speech
on the financial question.
The evening session
was devoted to general debate, most of the speakers, however, choosing a financial topic.

House whether the President has

of families

make

of Vermont, in 1861,

Bur al any Domestic.

city there are 115,086 families,
buildings used-as dwellings.

The average number

no final action was reached. The House appointed
tellers to count the electoral votes for President
and Vice-President of the United States.

against it.

little worms

ng.

giving consent to the building of two bridges
across the Connecticut River, were passed.
Two
Indian appropriation bills were disposed of, and
the evening session was spent in discussing the
internal revenue bill.
an

of the session in discussing the Amendments

The

looked, under the microscope, like living, writhing snakes. The
salt pork
and
sausages of
which the deceased
had eaten were full of
trichina in the encrusted state.
This pork was
raised by Mr. Wibrecht, and fattened as usual on
corn and grain. There was nothing in thé
conduct or appearance of the animals wih fattening, or the look of the meat to indicate disease,
The sausages were .made of raw meat, and then
smoked until quite “black and dry, as is the
|:
German custom, and were eaten without cook-

between Brooklyn and New York, disposed of
some businesson the Speaker’s table, and at the
evening session

state.

Parliament - should

1869.

* BrzEE'S Prorime —This variety was raised
by Mr. Brezee,

compulsory upon every one, and there should ber ed it from the Garnet

appropriation were agreed to, and the great
“One hundred jurors were summoned.
for each
Internal revenue bill” was made the special order|.
"of the three circuits of the Supreme Court. Of
for succeeding evenings until disposed of:
the whole number fifty-one answered, and of
On Tuesday, the Senate spent the greater part these so many were excused that a jury could
of the session in debating the amendment to re- not be made. For the Superior Court one hunduce the salaries of the judges and arbitrators ap- dred and four were summoned;
seventeen appointed under the slave-trade treaty, which was. peared and of these six were excused. One
finally rejected; but another amendment was part of the Common Pleas Court obtained’ exadopted making the payment of the salaries actly the number necessary for a jury, while the
conditional upon the presence of -the officers at other part could get but ten.
their posts. Important bills were introduced by
Messrs. Sumner and Wilson, that of the former
relating to telegraphic communication between
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